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The oeuvre of Dora García folds up into writing, film, installation, and performance 

like the pleats in a map, one that ultimately reveals the tangle of routes leading 

along a path of talent and innovation to her artistic discoveries.

The result of this multidisciplinary atlas is a highly conceptual and metaphorical 

discourse that addresses issues like the artistic dimension of fiction, marginality 

as a form of resistance, or the symbolic logics that condition our relationship with 

cultural spaces and products.

Along the lines of Bertolt Brecht, one of those heterodox and transgressive authors 

she has always admired, Dora García considers that only a critical image, with its 

process of representation, has any potential for transformation. In her works, the 

artistic device lies within the viewer’s gaze as a means of establishing an open 

and direct dialogue with spectators, urging them to take decisions, no matter how 

simple or ambiguous, which end up marking the development of this interaction. 

Or to put it another way, she manages to implicate them until they form part of 

the artwork itself.

Dora García starts from the conviction that the function of art is not to give answers 

but to raise questions, not to please and satisfy but to move and mobilize. Her 

projects, which tend to have a strong metalinguistic component, can therefore often 

be disconcerting, even disturbing, since they confront us with complex problematics 

without any indication from the artist of the position we should adopt. This puts us 

in a “state of perplexity,” which, in the artist’s own words, helps to “make perception 

more intense” and forces us to resituate our gaze.

Pervaded by an unrestrainable narrative urge that largely derives from her insatiable 

reading, her oeuvre revolves around the impossibility of apprehending reality, exploring 

and showing up the potentials and limitations of the fictional strategies we devise 

to palliate that lack. It is a lack that constitutes us as subjects, as the psychoanalyst 

Jacques Lacan suggests. This author, like the aforementioned Brecht or the Irish 

writer James Joyce, has played a key role in her career.
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The exhibition dedicated to her work at the Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina 

Sofía takes its title from one of her most recent projects, Segunda Vez (Second Time 

Around), a series of short films in which the figure of the Argentine intellectual 

Oscar Masotta serves as a starting point for an exploration of the relationship 

between art, psychoanalysis, and politics. Opting for a dynamic and transversal 

expository discourse, the show presents a selection of Dora García’s work over 

recent years, including pieces as important for her career as Respiración artificial 

(Artificial Respiration), The Deviant Majority. From Basaglia to Brazil, The Inadequate, 

and The Joycean Society.

Dora García has also produced an installation specifically for the show, Odradek, 

based on one of Franz Kafka’s most unnerving short stories, “The Cares of a Family 

Man.” Overall, the exhibition is an exceptional opportunity to rediscover and plunge 

into the polyhedral, complex, and always fascinating work of this artist, one of the 

most singular and internationally prestigious figures in the panorama of Spanish 

art in recent decades.
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With a career stretching back to the early 1990s, Dora García has achieved widespread 

international recognition for her rigorous and incisive work based on artistic research 

into the blurred boundaries between the real and its representation. Interested in the 

political and poetic potentialities of certain forms of radical imagination associated 

with the experience of marginality, García lays bare the mechanisms that govern 

cultural communication processes, exploring and questioning the nature of the 

relationship between artist, artwork, and audience. Through very diverse media 

and means of expression—from drawing, video, and staged readings to installation, 

performance, expanded books, and hypertext narrative—she seeks to actively and 

critically engage spectators, whose actions, decisions, and omissions condition the 

processes and the formal and material configuration of the works.

Dora García, who often describes her practice as “situation art,” creates complex 

relational dynamics that place spectators in a space of indeterminacy in which 

remaining passive is not an option (for even withdrawal or disengagement are 

evinced as decisions, as a becoming aware of the space they occupy). At the same 

time, these dynamics take on a life of their own, beyond her control. As such, to 

paraphrase one of the statements which she literally inscribes with gold leaf in her 

Golden Sentences series, her work raises a question that avoids an answer at all 

costs. In fact, instead of answers, her questions lead to other questions, in open, 

derivative, defiant processes.

Starting from the premise that the real is always inapprehensible—and thus the 

dichotomous distinction between reality and fiction is meaningless—Dora García 

works with bewilderment, exploring and exceeding the visible and invisible rules 

that shape and determine our behavior, such as the way we interact with art and 

institutional contexts. Her work thus generates what Donald W. Winnicott described 

as a “transitional space” (a concept we link to Michel Foucault’s “heterotopia”), 

which not only pushes spectators out of their comfort zone and forces them to 

(re)position themselves but also allows García to enter unpredictable terrains.
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Broadly speaking, much of Dora García’s work is a reformulation of Brechtian 

Verfremdung, or estrangement, one of the most radical and transformative strategies 

in twentieth-century critical thought. Based on critical and emotional distancing, 

the defamiliarization effect that Bertolt Brecht sought in his theater reactivates the 

audience’s cognitive apparatus, making them see reality in a new light. One of the 

techniques that Dora García uses to achieve this effect is “delegated performance,” 

which eliminates the possibility of her own subjectivity determining the course of action. 

Although as Francesco Matarrese reminds us, this delegation is not metalinguistic, or 

about “improvement,” but rather reflects a conception of the author. In an interview 

with Beatriz Escudero and Zaida Trallero, Dora García described Joyce as “someone 

who watches the others busying themselves and is, by nature, outside of them. He 

stays outside the normal state of things.” All of which suggests that García does 

performances but is not, strictly speaking, a performer. As she herself has said, her 

role in her projects could most accurately be compared to that of a film or theater 

director who seeks to turn the audience into characters in her works.

García’s strategic use of estrangement—a term that etymologically suggests otherness, 

the experience of inadequacy—cannot be uncoupled from her long-term defense of 

marginality as an artistic stance and a radical (though often not visible) expression 

of political dissidence. This is evident if we examine the long, eclectic list of writers 

who form part of her affective genealogy; cult writers, heterodox intellectuals, 

and figures of all kinds who transgress the norm in their respective contexts: from 

Robert Walser to James Joyce, J. G. Ballard and Ricardo Piglia, from Antonin Artaud 

and Samuel Beckett to the psychiatrist Franco Basaglia and the comedians Lenny 

Bruce and Dean Martin. She believes that displaced experience—the choice of 

real or metaphorical exile as a field of operations and personal outlook—is a vital 

step that artists need to take in order to fully carry out their task. This decision to 

remain outside and resist any attempt at domestication and standardization has a 

profoundly poetic and political meaning for her, because it exposes and challenges 

some of the basic principles—productivity, security, meaning—underpinning our 

social and symbolic order. It leads her to ask, as Doreen Mende does, what kinds of 

practices and vocabularies are necessary in order to maintain agency in conditions 

and situations of political impotence.
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A passionate and indefatigable reader, Dora García’s work is above all driven by 

the desire for narrative. Drawing on heterogeneous materials, she creates complex 

theatrical-discursive devices that activate polyphonic stories made up of very 

different voices. She herself, as we have seen, is, and wishes to be, only partly in 

control. Like a cadavre exquis, the fictional progression of her works assembles 

fragments, instant stories, interferences, continuous lists, quotes, and spin-offs 

that are generated spontaneously and mobilize the pieces without her intervening. 

In this regard, Peio Aguirre points out that García manages to bring storytelling 

back to the realm of speech. Although, strangely enough, she often does so using 

books—that is, the space to which storytelling was confined by modernity—as a 

starting point and pivotal center. On many occasions her use of books has exceeded 

the concept or reference: over the years she has perforated them, stained them 

with fingers dipped in gold, overprinted them with notes covering their contents, 

and even exhibited them with an appeal to spectators to steal them. Her intention, 

according to Aguirre, is to reunite narrative and performativity, so that the act of 

telling—and reading and listening to—a story functions as a speech act, both in a 

transformative sense as per Lacanian psychoanalysis and in the sense theorized by 

J. L. Austin, which gave rise to the theory of performativity. Storytellers and readers, 

performers and spectators, become a collective speaking body that constantly 

dissolves and reassembles in its speaking. This favors the emergence of spaces of 

expanded storytelling, of a “continuarration,” to use the term coined by James Joyce 

and used as the title of García’s exhibition at the Centro José Guerrero in Granada 

in 2013, which was full of “echoes and reflections,” interferences and diversions. 

With a strong emphasis on process and a clear dialogic vocation, García’s work 

requires time and attention to unravel its multiple layers of readings, the dense 

substratum of cultural references that it contains and invokes. But it is by no means 

self-absorbed or complacent, as that of her fellow conceptual artists often turns out 

to be. Although it is consciously and voluntarily situated on the margins, her works 

strive for open and direct communication with their audience; a communication 

that questions itself and does not try to avoid conflict, misunderstandings, or the 

risk of overwhelming spectators or making them uncomfortable.

Manuel Borja-VillelSecond Time Around
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The idea of failure is latent in all of Dora García’s projects. In 100 Impossible Artworks, 

one of the earliest pieces in the show, she explores the idea that every work of art is 

an acceptance of another unattainable work. Failure also runs through the practices 

of many of the artists she admires, from Lee Lozano (the American artist featured 

in a retrospective at the Museo Reina Sofía in 2017), to the writers James Joyce and 

Herman Melville. García’s film The Joycean Society revolves around Joyce and the 

Zurich James Joyce Foundation, a community of readers who meet regularly to 

read his book Finnegans Wake. This intense, committed reading exercise involves 

the ongoing (re)interpretation and (re)activation of a work that is by nature open, 

creating a feedback process that expands it each time they begin anew. A curious 

fact: each complete reading of the book takes eleven years, “only” six years less than 

it took Joyce to finish it. “It is not an excessively long time,” García says, “because 

in a sense, reading this book always implies rewriting it.”

We cannot examine Dora García’s practice without noting the influence of the 

psychoanalytic theories of Jacques Lacan, who, incidentally, dedicated one of his 

most famous seminars—Seminar XXIII: Le sinthome—to the author of Finnegans Wake. 

The psychoanalyst David Dorenbaum reminds us that by conceiving the speaking 

subject in its multiplicity, García’s works allow the “unfolding of the word.” As such, 

the “knowledge that for the most part remains ignored” dwells in our unconscious 

mind—the “poet” that, according to Néstor A. Braunstein, dwells in every speaking 

being—can emerge in and through her works. After all, García, like psychoanalysis, 

conceives the body in terms of affects, as a (bio)political space mediated by language 

and defined by its intrinsic vulnerability and its interdependence with other bodies 

and the environment. Dorenbaum puts it metaphorically when he defines life as 

“a play in which identity cannot be written without the other’s gaze, without the 

other’s attentive listening.” In this sense, as we have seen, the speaker opens up 

and multiplies in speaking, summons others, and is transformed with them. 
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Lacan’s seminar on Joyce is the point of departure for The Sinthome Score, a 

“durational” performance—one that continues uninterrupted during the entire time 

that the exhibition space is open to the public—that was activated for the first time 

at her exhibition in Kunsthaus Bregenz’s KUB Arena in 2013, and later at the 2015 

Venice Biennale. It is a work in which the “score” is key because it enables multiple 

“performances” and reworkings, all of which—and here Esther Ferrer inescapably 

comes to mind—are valid. In fact, scores play a prominent role in many of Dora 

García’s projects. A clear example is Performance, the staged reading she created 

in collaboration with Peio Aguirre inspired by the film of the same name made by 

Donald Cammell and Nicolas Roeg between 1968 to 1970. Following the Brechtian 

precept that art is always the result of the recycling and transformation of existing 

materials, Performance explores the collective nature of aesthetic production. García 

continues this reflection in Segunda Vez (Second Time Around; also the title of the 

exhibition) in which repetition (a key concept in Lacanian psychoanalysis, which 

does not see it as mere replication but as an action that makes it possible to bring 

to the present—to revive—something from the past) is decisive. It is a feature film 

made up of four medium-length films—Segunda vez, Para inducir el espíritu de la 

imagen (To Induce the Spirit of the Image), El helicóptero (The Helicopter), and La 

Eterna—which were subsequently re-edited as linked episodes in a single work. 

The common thread that runs through them is the notion of the construction of the 

event and the audience as theorized by Oscar Masotta, an emblematic figure of the 

Argentinian avant-garde in the 1960s who was largely responsible for introducing 

Lacanian theory and practice to the Spanish-speaking world. The short film that 

gives the overall project its name, Segunda vez, is an adaptation of the unsettling 

homonymous story written by Julio Cortázar in 1974 and published in 1977. Cortázar’s 

story is a subtle and masterful portrayal of the climate of psychosis and uncertainty 

that prevailed during the dictatorship in Argentina, when thousands of people were 

victims of “forced disappearances.” 

Manuel Borja-VillelSecond Time Around
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Over the last few years, Dora García has continued to investigate the possibility of 

a narration that works with the limits of language, with the “hole in the real” that 

Lacan sought—one of the Golden Sentences in this exhibition—and that García 

believes refers to “a part of our reality that we never manage to represent either 

through discourse or images.” Since 2014, the work of the Argentinian writer Ricardo 

Piglia has been crucial to her in this regard. He was the first to talk to her about 

Masotta, and he also encouraged her to explore the legacy of two of the great 

Argentinian writers of the early twentieth century: Robert Arlt and Macedonio 

Fernández. Piglia’s influence is clearly reflected in the project Respiración artificial 

(Artificial Respiration), which is based on his novel of the same name and ties in 

to some of García’s previous works such as Todas las historias (All The Stories), 

Instant Narrative, Rezos (Prayers), and 23 Million Stories. Like them, it is a kind of 

autonomous machine that generates stories and, through estrangement and excess, 

makes us aware of the performative potential of reading and writing. The curator 

Dena Beard emphasizes the use of ekphrasis—not just recitation—which, like an 

“incantation,” “draws attention to the way in which our singular imaginations often 

conjure what cannot or could not be seen, often blatantly so, actively producing 

something that is not actually there.” As such, “ekphrasis is more ritual process 

than critical structure—the doing embodies the whole of the intention.”

All of these matters come to light in the show organized by the Museo Reina Sofía, 

which features a broad selection of the works produced by Dora García from the 

1990s to the present, with an exhibition discourse that avoids a chronological reading 

in favor of an open dialogue with the spectators, in keeping with her way of working. 

The exhibition highlights the multiple interrelations between all the projects: the 

rhizomatic, tentacular logic that underpins her artistic practice as a whole. Second 

Time Around also includes a site-specific project by García and one of her regular 

collaborators, Jan Mech, conceived specifically for the museum’s Sala de Bóvedas: 

Odradek, a sound and object installation based on Franz Kafka’s short story “The 

Cares of a Family Man.” In a sense, this piece speaks of the atavistic fear we often 

feel toward that which we don’t quite understand, perhaps because we sense 

that despite its phantasmagoric nature, its apparent fragility and inconsistency, 

it somehow pertains to something dark, hidden, something unaccounted for, that 

will still be there when we are gone. Thus Dora García’s work continues to concern 

itself with the margins, with that which lies beyond “normality, the everyday, the 

symbolized, discourse,” beyond comprehensible reality, urging us to leave our 

“[assigned] place forever.”
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In an old house, a mysterious knocking might be heard on the wall, where 
had formerly been a doorway, now bricked up.1

A sentence from Nathaniel Hawthorne’s American Notebooks, a collection of private 

notes made from 1835 to 1853 by the American writer born in Salem.2 At times the 

notes are close to a diary, and most of them could be said to be the fascinating 

embryos of astoundingly modern narratives.

A whirlwind, whirling the leaves round in a circle, not very violently.

Hawthorne was the writer of “Wakefield” (1835), one of the most cohesive short 

stories ever written. As Jorge Luis Borges comments in Otras inquisiciones (1952), 

it prefigures Kafka. In this text, I compare Hawthorne’s story to two by Franz Kafka: 

“The Cares of a Family Man” (1917) and “Blumfeld, an Elderly Bachelor” (1915).

“Wakefield” is the elaboration in literary form of a “true story” that Hawthorne read 

about in the newspaper: a man tells his wife he is leaving on a journey for a few 

days, but instead of traveling he sets up residence in a room in a nearby street that 

provides him with a comfortable view of the house he has just left. Twenty years 

go by. The man observes his own funeral and the widowhood of his wife. As the 

years pass, he grows reckless and even brushes past his wife in a crowd, gloating 

as she fails to recognize him. On a cold, windy day, he ponders the absurdity of his 

being there, out in the street, feeling cold, as he watches the widow of his former 

life sitting comfortably in front of the hearth. He knocks at the door.

In an old house, a mysterious knocking might be heard on the wall, where 
had formerly been a doorway, now bricked up.

1  The narrative extracts presented in a different typography 
from the main text are taken from Nathaniel Hawthorne’s The American 
Notebooks (Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2008).

2 Nathaniel Hawthorne (1804–1864) wrote three volumes of diaries: 
The American Notebooks (1868), which covers the time of his training and 
maturation as a writer, the same period in which he wrote “Wakefield”; 
followed by the English Notebooks (1870); and finally the French and Italian 
Notebooks (1871). Hawthorne made no effort to publish the notebooks during 
his lifetime, nor did he leave instructions on what to do with them when he 
died. His widow, Sophia Peabody, made the decision to publish them, and 
edited, selected, and pared them down. Several extracts were translated 
into Spanish by Jorge Luis Borges and Adolfo Bioy Casares.
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Hawthorne describes the man’s return as follows:

At this instant a shower chances to fall, and is driven, by the unmannerly 

gust, full into Wakefield’s face and bosom. He is quite penetrated with its 

autumnal chill. Shall he stand, wet and shivering here, when his own hearth 

has a good fire to warm him, and his own wife will run to fetch the gray coat 

and smallclothes, which, doubtless, she has kept carefully in the closet of 

their bedchamber? No! Wakefield is no such fool. He ascends the steps—

heavily!—for twenty years have stiffened his legs since he came down—but 

he knows it not. Stay, Wakefield! Would you go to the sole home that is left 

you? Then step into your grave! The door opens.

A whirlwind, whirling the leaves round in a circle, not very violently.

Wakefield goes back home as if nothing had happened. He has wandered, he has 

returned; like the whirlwind, he has whirled the leaves around in a circle, not very 

violently. Nothing transpires in this story that goes on for twenty years. A man simply 

goes away and, with little violence, returns. Hawthorne finishes his story as follows:

We will not follow our friend across the threshold. He has left us much food 

for thought, a portion of which shall lend its wisdom to a moral, and be 

shaped into a figure. Amid the seeming confusion of our mysterious world, 

individuals are so nicely adjusted to a system, and systems to one another 

and to a whole, that, by stepping aside for a moment, a man exposes himself 

to a fearful risk of losing his place forever. Like Wakefield, he may become, 

as it were, the Outcast of the Universe.

A surprising end: Wakefield, the Outcast of the Universe. To move away is not a 

violent act, but inevitably, and perhaps in spite of his wishes, it has become an act 

of dissidence.

The fantasy of a man taking his life by instalments, instead of at one 
payment,—say ten years of life alternately with ten years of suspended 
animation.

To take one’s absence of a place, not in order to be present in another but so as 

not to be present in the place you have left. The idea of wandering is a fascinating 

one, even more so if you wander within a radius of a few meters from the place you 

are supposed to be. Or if you stay absolutely still. Wandering without moving. The 

word Treib, Sigmund Freud explains, has been translated into Spanish and French 

as pulsion (defined as a characteristic impulse in subjects of the human species, 
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whose source is an inner excitement, a state of “corporal” tension, whose only end 

is to suppress or calm the state of tension, whatever this may cost). Yet Jacques 

Lacan assures us that to render the word as pulsion or the even more flawed instinct 

is to eliminate the “dissident” nuances of the Freudian Treib. Lacan then creates a 

trilingual play on words, “Treib, Drive, Dérive.” This is not so much a translation as 

a game that points to the atheological (aimless) principle of the drive, a search, a 

thrust, furious, directionless, and aimless—permanent.

An agitated wandering. Anguished exile. A blind and errant drifting. Whatever you 

need to do to quiet your angst, a hole that can never be filled. Exile, perambulation, 

hallucination (all of which derive from the same Indo-European root).3

Another flawless story, this by Franz Kafka, begins with a digression into etymology. 

“The Cares of a Family Man” tells of an orderly, strongly knit household in which an 

errant being has appeared. The wanderer’s name is Odradek. The story’s opening 

paragraph is a disquisition on the etymology of the name “Odradek,” on its mixed 

Slavic and/or German origins. The disquisition would not be of much note but for 

the fact that a “being” answers to the name Odradek.

The worried family man’s attitude toward the curious being is one of kind perplexity. 

As in other stories by Kafka, the father decides that the best course is to act as 

if nothing is wrong, as if the inexplicable thing were acceptable in his household 

environment. Neither does the story offer a logical explanation allowing the readers 

to accept the situation. It is simply given.4 Besides, Odradek’s size and appearance 

seem to awaken the sort of tenderness we might feel toward a small puppy.

3 Both “Wakefield” and Moby Dick were born of a newspaper 
article. Hawthorne’s fictionalizing of the story was a consequence of his 
friendship with Herman Melville. The article, written by Jeremiah N. Reynolds 
and published in The Knickerbocker in May 1839, is titled “Mocha Dick: 
Or the White Whale of the Pacific”; it tells of the capture of a gigantic, 
ferocious white whale. The meaning of the name is simple: the whale had 
often been spotted near the island of Mocha, and Dick, like Jack or Tom, 
is a generic name sailors used to humanize the monsters that terrorized 
them.

4 Remember here the extraordinary opening passage of The 
Metamorphosis: “When Gregor Samsa awoke one morning from troubled 
dreams, he found himself turned into a monstrous cockroach in his bed. 
He lay on his tough, armoured back, and, raising his head a little, managed 
to see—sectioned off by little crescent-shaped ridges into segments—the 
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Does it make any sense to try to understand the name “Odradek”? Ek is a diminutive 

suffix in several Slavic languages; odrad in Czech means “discourage,” and odradek 

means “having no family, ungrounded, uprooted.” Odròditi in Serbo-Croatian means 

“renegade, exiled from one’s family, from one’s people—degenerate.” Finally, odranec 

in Czech means “rag,” “piece of paper,” or “scrap.” Kafka used the word often to 

refer to his own writing. The name “Odradek” seems to have been designed to 

delight the interpreters, the searchers for meaning, and this is perhaps why already 

in the first paragraph of the story those interpreters are discouraged: we will find 

no conclusions about the meaning of Odradek, our “little disappointment.”

Odradek is made of wood; his shape is odd, baffling; he might be a fragment but 

is not—there are no marks or traces of him ever having been part of a whole, and 

he stands on two feet. The whole he might once have been a part of is described 

in German as zweckmässige, a form with a purpose, a function. Odradek has no 

function, however, and does not seem to have ever been a part of anything that 

had one. He is a monster, an aberration (ab-errant, straying from the usual course).

Odradek has his charm. He escapes, hides, pops up here and there, disappears 

for months, slips off like a cat into other buildings. Like a cat, he always comes 

back. And he is addressed as one would a cat or a small child: “What’s your name?” 

“Odradek,” he replies. “And where do you live?” His bureaucratic answer: “No fixed 

address [Unbestimmter Wohnsitz].” Unbestimmter: unknown, but also indeterminate, 

imprecise, aimless. Like exile, placeless.

A piece of wood on two legs that talks and laughs. The uncanny. “The sort of laughter 

you can only produce if you have no lungs”—Kafka was diagnosed with tuberculosis 

in 1917, when the story was written—“It sounds like the rustling of fallen leaves.”

expanse of his arched, brown belly, atop which the coverlet perched, forever 
on the point of slipping off entirely. His numerous legs, pathetically frail 
by contrast to the rest of him, waved feebly before his eyes. ‘What’s the 
matter with me?’ he thought. It was no dream. There, quietly between 
the four familiar walls, was his room, a normal human room, if always a 
little on the small side. Over the table, on which an array of cloth samples 
was spread out—Samsa was a travelling salesman—hung the picture he 
had only recently clipped from a magazine, and set in an attractive gilt 
frame. It was a picture of a lady in a fur hat and stole, sitting bolt upright, 
holding in the direction of the onlooker a heavy fur muff into which she 
had thrust the whole of her forearm.” Franz Kafka, “Metamorphosis” (1913), 
in Metamorphosis and Other Stories, trans. Michael Hofmann (London: 
Penguin, 2007), 87.
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A whirlwind, whirling the leaves round in a circle, not very violently.

The anguish in the tale becomes insufferable in the end. Can Odradek die? The 

question appears to embrace the inanimate animate and the animate inanimate 

that define the (Freudian) uncanny, but what makes Odradek’s death inconceivable 

is not his inanimate wooden nature but his uselessness. He lives nowhere and is 

good for nothing. To die, Kafka says in “The Cares of a Family Man,” you must 

once have had a sort of aim, a sort of activity that will have worn you out. And with 

Odradek, this is not so.

Odradek talks but is useless, does nothing—nothing that will wear him out. When 

the family man has died and his descendants descend the stairs, followed by his 

descendants’ descendants, Odradek will still be there. Like a remnant who refuses 

to be assimilated, Odradek is the perpetual leftover. An error. Odradek has a name, 

he talks, but he is meaningless—or, he refuses meaning. He survives the death of 

another; he is immortal. The family man owns everything in his household except for 

Odradek. Odradek obstructs the pater familias’ steadfast anchorage, his belonging, 

his rootedness, his Blut und Boden.5

A dream to wander to some place where may be heard the complaints 
of all the miserable on earth.

The relationship between Odradek and the family man works in one direction only. 

While Odradek’s only preoccupation seems to be “being,” the family man attempts 

to limit the harm Odradek causes him: “in vain I ask myself, what will happen to 

him.” Confronted with Odradek, the father adopts a forced naturalness in a futile 

attempt to conceal his growing anguish. Not because Odradek is really a threat, 

but because he seems to be a phantasmagorical representation of something dark, 

veiled, and hidden. Something lacking.

5  German expression meaning “blood and soil.” The phrase 
refers to an ideology that focuses on ethnic origin, based on two factors: 
descendance (the blood of a people) and Heimat (land [of one’s birth], as 
a source of nourishment due to agriculture, not just the natural habitat). 
This exalts a people’s relationship with the land they inhabit and cultivate. 
It thus places a strong value on the virtues of rural living and the peasantry 
as the essential racial origin of the German people. The concept was built 
around racial, pan-German theories from the late nineteenth century and 
was one of the cornerstones of Nazi ideology. Jewish people were banned 
from owning land.
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Odradek, the rootless. As readers of the story merge with the family man, they search 

tirelessly for the meaning of the word. The anguish of the father-who-searches-

for-meaning is transferred onto the reader. Od-rade-K, Od-Rabe-k, Od-raven-K 

holds a double reference to the name “Kafka”—kavka means “crow” in Czech. Too 

far-fetched, perhaps? What is obvious, as it introduces the story, is that Odradek 

is a word that sits between two languages, German and Czech, just like Kafka. 

Odradek means no meaning, and this makes him immortal.

Have one event operate in several places,—as, for example, if a man’s head 
were to be cut off in one town, men’s heads to drop off in several towns.

Symmetries can be found between this story and another by Kafka: “Blumfeld, an 

Elderly Bachelor” (1915). As with the family man, we meet Blumfeld climbing the 

stairs to his apartment. Blumfeld is a bachelor obsessed with order and cleanliness. 

He misses, but also fears, a bit of company. He considers getting a dog but rejects 

the idea. Wrapped up in his thoughts, he comes home and hears “a sound coming 

from within. A peculiar rattling sound, very lively but very regular.”

In an old house, a mysterious knocking might be heard on the wall, where 
had formerly been a doorway, now bricked up.

It could be a dog, or our two-legged Odradek. But no, it is two balls: “two small 

white celluloid balls with blue stripes jumping up and down side by side on the 

parquet; when one of them touches the floor the other is in the air, a game they 

continue ceaselessly to play.”

As with Odradek, the source of the anxiety is not threatening but playful, cute, 

and persistent. These are balls, but they could be alive, like beings born of and to 

Blumfeld’s exasperation. Like Odradek, they are difficult, impossible to trap; they 

resist being contained. But they are not difficult to live with.

Hitherto, when faced with situations he couldn’t master, Blumfeld had always 

chosen to behave as though he hadn’t noticed anything. It had often helped 

and usually improved the situation.... If [he] looks at the whole thing with an 

unprejudiced eye, the balls behave modestly enough.

Blumfeld manages to sleep after laying down two rugs that muffle the rhythmic 

tock-tock of the bouncing balls. And yet he sleeps badly.

But he does not remain undisturbed; as usual he sleeps without dreaming, 

but very restlessly. Innumerable times during the night he is startled by the 
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delusion that someone is knocking at his door. He knows quite well that no-

one is knocking; who would knock at night and at his lonely bachelor’s door?

Is someone knocking at the door? What should remain hidden is revealed (un-

heimlich)—and rudely so; the sound is a knocking, it demands to be let in. As 

Lacan put it:

With this impatient knocking I had already formed a dream, a dream that 

manifested to me something other than this knocking. And when I awake, it 

is in so far as I reconstitute my entire representation around this knocking—

this perception—that I am aware of it.... But here I must question myself as 

to what I am at that moment—at the moment, so immediately before and 

so separate, which is that in which I began to dream under the effect of the 

knocking which is, to all appearances, what woke me.6

The story of Blumfeld is unfinished, and we will leave the two balls shut up in a 

closet, their fate unknown, in the hands of two bright young girls and a dull-witted 

boy with a goiter. Meanwhile, Blumfeld leaves his home and at work reencounters 

his two pale, weak assistants, perhaps still in their mother’s care, and useless:

Pale, weak children. According to their credentials they had already passed 

school age, but in reality this was difficult to believe. In fact, their rightful 

place was so clearly at their mother’s knee that one would hardly have dared 

to entrust them to a teacher. They still couldn’t even move properly; standing 

up for any length of time tired them inordinately, especially when they first 

arrived. When left to themselves they promptly doubled up in their weakness, 

standing hunched and crooked in their corner.

 

While in “The Cares of a Family Man” we enter the realm of the fable, and in 

“Wakefield” the chronicle of events, in “Blumfeld, an Elderly Bachelor” we are in 

slapstick territory. The two pale youths assigned as Blumfeld’s assistants remind the 

reader of the two silly balls that inhabit his apartment, emphasizing and certifying 

his social isolation just as his two assistants show up his weakness at his workplace. 

But these two schoolboys who are unable to stand up straight also fit an archetype 

6                      Jacques Lacan, The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis: 
The Seminar of Jacques Lacan, Book XI, ed. Jacques-Alain Miller, trans. 
Alan Sheridan (New York: W. W. Norton, 1978), 56.
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of Ashkenazi humor: the comical couple made up of the “schlemiel” (the clumsy 

one) and the “schlimazel” (the chronically unlucky), from the Yiddish language 

that Kafka’s father so strongly detested but which Kafka chose to take up after 

German and Czech.7

Like the rest of the absurd twosomes that appear in Kafka’s writings (e.g., Artur 

and Jeremias in The Castle), Blumfeld’s assistants are utterly useless, and their 

positions, both physical and within the narrative, are permanently undefined. They 

function as obstacles, as gawkish lumps (schlemiel—the word in Yiddish means 

“amateur,” “slapdash”) that hinder corporal and mental dexterity, and their effects 

on Blumfeld run from irritation to angst.

All of these instances repeat the classic story of the house that has been taken over. 

Something monstrous has taken our place, possessed our house—monstrous not 

because it is fearful but because it cannot be integrated into normality, the everyday, 

that which is symbolized, discourse (a social bond based on language). A monster has 

disrupted our domesticity, and the familiar has become disquieting. What turns the 

wooden Odradek and the celluloid balls-cum-assistants into something monstrous? 

The fact they mean nothing = their utter uselessness = their immortality.

And the house no longer belongs to us. We have lost our home forever.

Wakefield has no reason (there is no function behind his escapade; he has erred in 

his wandering) to abandon his home (a joke):

As he passes in, we have a parting glimpse of his visage, and recognize 

the crafty smile, which was the precursor of the little joke that he has ever 

since been playing off at his wife’s expense.

Would Wakefield have lived forever had he not returned home?

7 Kafka was one of the few Jewish writers in Prague who spoke 
and understood Czech. German, however, functioned as the language 
of common cultural understanding for the writer, whose father insisted 
that his sons speak High German as a means of social ascension and 
assimilation. Kafka also understood French, Italian, and a little English. What 
fascinated him about Yiddish was not so much the fact that it was spoken 
by the Jewish religious community but that it was a vehicle for nomadic 
deterritorialization, exactly the opposite of what German represented for 
his family. This is doubtless one of the reasons he was a benefactor to and 
entrepreneur for Isaac Löwy’s traveling Yiddish folk theater company.
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A young couple move in to an isolated street in a large city. One day she 
gathers together several of their neighbours in their home, and shows 
them her husband’s corpse.

*  *  *

We will not follow our friend across the threshold. He has left us much 
food for thought, a portion of which shall lend its wisdom to a moral, and 
be shaped into a figure. Amid the seeming confusion of our mysterious 
world, individuals are so nicely adjusted to a system, and systems to one 
another and to a whole, that, by stepping aside for a moment, a man 
exposes himself to a fearful risk of losing himself forever. Like Wakefield, 
he may become, as it were, the Outcast of the Universe.

— Nathaniel Hawthorne, “Wakefield,” 1835

To be awkward or unkempt, to talk or move wrongly, is to be a dangerous 
giant, a destroyer of worlds. As every psychotic and comic ought to 
know, any accurately improper move can poke through the thin sleeve 
of immediate reality.

— Erving Goffman, Encounters: Two Studies in the Sociology of Interaction, 1961

A sideways step, a faulty move. That is all that is needed to turn everything upside 

down. We think of dissidents as heroic, exceptional figures who speak loud and 

clear. Yet revolutions can be brought about by much more modest characters: 

amateurs, schlemiels, the psychotic or comical. Blumfeld, Wakefield, the worried 

family man. H.C.E. (the unlucky protagonist of James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake), 

Gregor Samsa, Bertolt Brecht’s Filch, Andy Kaufman, Lenny Bruce, Daniil Kharms, 

Robert Walser.8

8 “One learns very little here, there is a shortage of teachers, 
and none of us boys of the Benjamenta Institute will come to anything, 
that is to say, we shall all be something very small and subordinate later in 
life. The instruction that we enjoy consists mainly in impressing patience 
and obedience upon ourselves, two qualities that promise little success, 
or not at all.... But one thing I do know for certain: in later life I shall be a 
charming, utterly spherical zero.” Robert Walser, Jakob von Gunten, trans. 
Christopher Middleton (New York: NYRB, 2014), 3, 5.
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The conflict, the disequilibrium that sets off the action in Greek tragedy can be 

hard to locate with any certainty; it is an unease, an inner excitation, a state of 

corporal tension and the imperious need, as unavoidable as fate itself, to calm that 

tension. The need produces a compulsive wandering, an exile, a perambulation, 

a hallucination that often creates—or leaves behind, as remnants—phantoms, 

specters, speaking or animated or mechanical objects, rags, scraps, pieces that 

refuse to be captured, a tiny, even likeable annoyance that refuses to die.
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A work conceived and produced for the Sala 

de Bóvedas of the Museo Reina Sofía, as part 

of the exhibition Segunda Vez (Second Time 

Around), in collaboration with the musician 

and artist Jan Mech. This project takes its 

name from the protagonist of the story “The 

Cares of a Family Man” by Franz Kafka, written 

between 1914 and 1917 and published in 1919. 

Odradek is a small wooden animated object 

with no known use that “lurks by turns in the 

garret, the stairway, the lobbies, the entrance 

hall”1 of a family home. Does Odradek speak, 

or is the father of the family hallucinating? The 

existence of a useless and immortal being is 

threatening because it casts doubts on the 

patriarchal system of the pater familias.

Odradek, 2018

Sound installation and objects
Courtesy of the artists

1 Franz Kafka, “The Cares of a Family Man,” 
trans. Edwin Muir and Willa Muir, in Kafka’s “The 
Metamorphosis” and Other Writings, ed. Helmuth 
Kiesel (New York and London: Continuum, 2002), 77. 
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Wrapped Up in Books

Peio Aguirre
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In Russia, Alessandro said, there was a famous rabbi. Whenever he saw misfortune threatening his people, 
this rabbi would go to a place in the forest and meditate. Then he would light a fire, say a special prayer, and 
the miracle would happen and the rabbi’s people would be safe. Things went on and on like that and the 
rabbi died, and later, his disciple, another rabbi, whenever there was a misfortune threatening his people, 
this rabbi would go to the same place in the forest and say to the Great Mystery: I’m sorry, but I do not 
know how to light the fire, but I still know the prayer, and here’s the prayer. And this rabbi would say the 
prayer, and the miracle would happen. Then that rabbi died, and another rabbi, his disciple, whenever a 
misfortune threatened his people, he would go to the place in the forest and say, I do not know how to light 
the fire, and I do not know the prayer, but I know the place and this must be sufficient. And the miracle 
would happen. When that rabbi died, his disciple, a fourth rabbi, whenever a misfortune threatened his 
people, would sit in his chair at home with his head in his hands and say to the Great Mystery, I don’t know 
how to light the fire, I don’t know the prayer, and I don’t know the place in the forest or even which forest. 
All I can do is tell you about it, and this must be sufficient. And the miracle would happen.

God made man because he loves to hear stories, Alessandro said. That’s a good story, huh?

— Tom Spanbauer, In the City of Shy Hunters, 20011

At a certain point in his reflections on the figure of the storyteller, Walter Benjamin 

wrote that “what distinguishes the novel from the story (and from the epic in the 

narrower sense) is its essential dependence on the book.”2 Every novel uses a book 

as a mediating object: the novel seals a contract between author and reader. The oral 

tradition, rather than writing, is the key to all storytelling, Benjamin wrote, because 

in the past all storytellers relied on experience transmitted by word of mouth. Later, 

the productive and historical forces of modernity drove storytelling from the sphere 

of speech into the domain of text, and thus the book. We are surrounded by books, 

and books inhabit even our dreams. One way of explaining Dora García’s artistic 

development now would be to say that she is wrapped up in books. Her source 

material is, literally, todas las historias, all the stories. Interestingly, this narrative 

drive principally springs from her status as a reader. It is the result of her passion for 

reading. In more general terms, reading, speaking, and writing are the three cognitive 

stages involved in storytelling, and in Dora García’s work they are materialized through 

intertextual third agencies (other novels and stories, philosophical writings, films, 

collaborations, and the construction of situations). It is hard to pinpoint a beginning 

or an origin. Once the story, the récit, begins, it does not stop, because every story 

leads to another story, every book gives rise to another book… without end. A 

single or first time around is not enough, particularly in the art of oral storytelling. 

1 Tom Spanbauer, In the City of Shy Hunters (New York: Grove 
Press, 2001), 177.

2 Walter Benjamin, “The Storyteller,” in Illuminations: Essays and 
Reflections, trans. Harry Zohn (New York: Schocken, 1968), 87.



3 Twice Told Tales is an installment of Todas las historias (All the 
Stories) by Dora García. The title is a reference to a collection of short stories 
by Nathaniel Hawthorne that were published in 1837 and reviewed by Edgar 
Allan Poe. The title was chosen because the stories had all been previously 
published in magazines and annuals. See Dora García, Twice Told Tales 
(Santiago de Compostela: Centro Galego de Arte Contemporánea, 2007).
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Every story exists to be told at least once more. Repeated stories, Twice Told Tales.3 

That is how children’s stories work, through the never-satisfied demand for endless 

repetition, over and over again. Repetition as déjà lu. The plot structure of many 

children’s books is also based on repetition: one, two, three. First, second, third. The 

text repeated (pronounced, modulated, pitched, and articulated) differently each 

time. The important thing now, as a preliminary premise, is to agree to reading as 

the inaugural moment of the book. Read, repeat, learn, memorize. 

*  *  *

If I had to choose a book that sums up Dora García and thus exemplify her tendency 

toward narrativity—except perhaps in the case of the “language that speaks” in James 

Joyce’s Ulysses and Finnegans Wake—I would choose Ray Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 

451. Published in 1953, this science-fiction masterpiece describes a country in which 

reading has been outlawed because it makes people think and thus prevents them 

from being mindlessly happy in a place where happiness has been imposed. Montag 

is a fireman whose job is to light fires rather than put them out, as part of a brigade 

that destroys the possessions of clandestine book readers. When Montag reads 

a book for the first time he is deeply moved. Books seem much realer to him than 

the television images stripped of content that fill the hours of a population dulled 

by popping pills. Montag meets Faber, a former English professor, and together 

they devise a plan to hide books in houses. Three original editions of Fahrenheit 

451 (one from 1957, another from 1967, and a further one from 1969) were reissued 

by Dora García in editions of 2,000 copies each. The covers are the same as the 

originals, but the text is reversed and can only be read by holding it up to a mirror. 

At the point where various reflections intersect and the self becomes an other, a 

mirror is a metaphor of identity and difference. The mirror, along with the idea of 

echo, seems like a stimulating point from which to begin. 

There is another thing that is productive in Bradbury’s novel: the excellent 1966 film 

version directed by François Truffaut. When literature becomes film in the adaptation, 

the characters are embodied and move out of the reader’s imagination and into 
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the viewer’s image, his imaginative and desiring projections. The characters played 

by the actors (Oskar Werner as Montag, Julie Christie as Clarisse) take on a life of 

their own and even defend their autonomy from the text and their roles in the plot. 

This mechanism by which fiction and reality converge is, I think, one of the most 

common and unerring characteristics of Dora García’s work. Fahrenheit 451 (the 

film) also includes various encrypted messages that are relevant here. For example, 

the opening credits are not the usual superimposed text, but simply a male voice 

mechanically reading out the names while Bernard Herrmann’s soundtrack plays in 

the distance. (According to the inside story of the film, there was another version 

in which the credits were read by a female voice.) The ingenuity of the absence 

of text is a direct nod to the story in which the books must be burned. Another 

significant moment is when the camera zooms in on a group of television antennas, 

echoing the fact that the oppressive future it portrays has turned its back on books 

in favor of the continuous flow of images (in a pertinent and far-sighted critique of 

the mass media). Apparently, the script for Fahrenheit 451 was originally written in 

French, then translated to English, back to French, and finally to English again, in 

order to achieve a forced, strange, or artificial voice. Truffaut said that he wanted to 

make an image-based film in which language had been completely defamiliarized. 

Although telephones are highly cinematic and were a common fixture in films 

during the Golden Age of Hollywood, Montag and Faber communicate through a 

tiny radio earpiece. All these petit-futuristic distortions bring to mind some of the 

images and audio devices (video, sound recording) that Dora García used from the 

late 1990s on, a low-tech approach that was later replaced by books as “artifacts” 

or differential machines rather than objects. 

The final scene in Fahrenheit 451 also connected narrative and performative aspects 

in a poetic and moving way. In his final flight from that coercive world, Montag 

seeks refuge in the fringes of a forest that shelters and hides an exiled community 

of guardians of universal culture. Each person in the group hosts a specific book, 

and they all use memory as a preservation technique. What are a body and a mind 

capable of? One book, just one book. The body of the performer (now narrator) 

is a receptacle for each memorized book: the performer/narrator can recite the 

book at will, and transmit it orally. These “book people” preserve stories for future 

societies. The choice between memorizing or improvising a text is a dilemma for 

any actor. Montag meets these book people: one is Machiavelli’s The Prince, a pair 

of twins are Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice (volumes one and two respectively). 

This brings us back to Benjamin, who wrote that “storytelling is always the art of 

repeating stories, and this art is lost when the stories are no longer retained.”4 In 

4 Benjamin, “The Storyteller,” 91.
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the final scene in which the book people are reciting in different languages in the 

middle of the snow, the utopian repercussions of the story multiply endlessly. Read 

a book, memorize it, and start to act it out. Because memorizing a book is repeating 

it, over and over, and that re-petition (that double petition or request) is an appeal 

to the other, to help us persevere in being. 

*  *  *

Through their presence and their eloquence, the narrator-performers in Dora García’s 

works (particularly since The Beggar’s Opera at Skulptur Projekte Münster in 2007) 

express the certainty that after reading comes speech, the performed text. Since 

then, many of her works have been “spoken pieces” that use actors or performers 

who read or talk. Could they be considered the contemporary peers of the old 

extinct storyteller? By discoursing, improvising, and reading out loud they open 

up a space for community. Psychoanalysis emphasized speech as a technique for 

healing through words, and we know that what J. L. Austin calls “speech acts” are 

at the root of the theory of performativity, or of doing things with words. In this 

context, repetition can become the road to the narrativization of performance. 

We are familiar with film adaptations of literature, but the step from performance 

to film is far less common. The important thing in any adaptation is not literalness 

but the modulation that happens in the process of the challenge. Literature-to-film 

adaptations confirm that cultural translations from one medium to another are 

versions, but the repetition of performances for the purpose of producing films 

is a process that has been rather less tested. It is what Dora García does in the 

project that introduces us to the “Masotta spirit.” The three medium-length films 

El helicóptero (2015), Segunda vez (2017) and La Eterna (2017) comprise a series 

of narratives that are to be interwoven into a feature film with the generic title 

Segunda Vez (Second Time Around). These three films, along with the filming of 

the repetition of the happening Para inducir el espíritu de la imagen (To Induce the 

Spirit of the Image), originally carried out by Oscar Masotta, form a body of work 

on the psychoanalytic resonances of repetition. This is no mere copy: repeating 

a performance means reliving something from the past and bringing it into the 

present. Repetition is one of the key concepts of psychoanalysis in Lacan, for whom 

it consisted of the return of the different, not the same. For Freud, in repetition, 

action replaces memory: the analysand does not remember that which has been 

repressed or forgotten, but relives it over again, reproducing it as action rather 

than memory. In other words, he repeats it without knowing that he is repeating 

it, and this phenomenon is a particular way of remembering.
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Allan Kaprow, on the other hand, said that happenings should only be carried out 

once, in order to keep the boundary between art and life as fluid, and perhaps blurred, 

as possible. Kaprow wrote that he found the practice of repetition “inadequate, 

because I was always forced to do that which could be repeated, and had to discard 

countless situations which I felt were marvelous but performable only once.”5 

Nonetheless, given the increasing appeal of happenings to a theatergoing public, 

Kaprow suggested the possibility of developing a kind of written score in which the 

rules envisage various measures that ensure the outcome will always be uncertain. In 

Para inducir el espíritu de la imagen, Masotta paid twenty actors dressed in cheap, 

shabby clothing to go on stage and allow themselves to be stared at for an hour 

by a paying audience. This happening took place at the Instituto Torcuato Di Tella 

in Buenos Aires in 1966, with Masotta saying it was “an act of social sadism made 

explicit.” It was described in “Yo cometí un Happening” (I Committed a Happening), 

a text in which Masotta recontextualized the action based on his experiences with 

La Monte Young and other “happenists” in New York.6 Masotta (the man responsible 

for introducing Lacan’s teaching and practice in Spanish) started the action by 

announcing what the audience was about to see. Then he manipulated the lighting 

in the room while a deafening noise grew louder, reaching its maximum volume. 

This situation may remind us of the construction of an image of the gaze in Lacan, 

in other words, of a Lacanian “picture” or the frame for the gaze in the scopic 

regime, which, in this case, organizes the actual regime of the visible rather than 

the order of representation (the symbolic). An audience contemplates a group 

of people on stage as an image-screen is generated.7 According to Lacan (in the 

seminar The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis), a scopic regime is not 

defined by the fact that we (or in this case, the audience) look at a “picture,” but 

by the fact that, through the effects of light, the picture looks back at us, and that 

gaze constitutes us. Like two inverted, overlapping triangles in which the vertices 

are the eyes, it is easy to see the mirroring between audience and performers, 

the way they mutually reflect each other like the two opposite poles of the same 

5 Allan Kaprow, “Assemblages, Environments and Happenings” 
(1965), reprinted in Art in Theory, 1900–2000: An Anthology of Changing 
Ideas, ed. Charles Harrison and Paul Wood (Oxford and Malden, MA: 
Blackwell Publishing, 2003), 721.

6 Oscar Masotta, “Yo cometí un Happening” (1967), first published 
in Oscar Masotta et al., Happenings (Buenos Aires, Editorial Jorge Alvarez, 
1967).

7 Jacques Lacan, “What is a Picture?,” in The Four Fundamental 
Concepts of Psychoanalysis: The Seminar of Jacques Lacan, Book XI, ed. 
Jacques-Alain Miller, trans. Alan Sheridan (New York: W. W. Norton, 1998), 
105–21.
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interconnected reality. So, we may ask, is it repetition or Lacanian adaptation? It 

does not matter, because the important thing here is summed up in another of 

Kaprow’s maxims: the audience should be integrated with the performers. This 

quickly brings to mind the materialistic (although dematerialized) aesthetic that 

characterizes Bertolt Brecht’s epic theater, the estrangement or distancing effect 

(V-effekt); in other words, the effect achieved by the disappearance of the imaginary 

fourth wall of the stage, where, in this case, the “lumpen proletarian” clothing and 

bearing of the people on the stage (which is a marker of class in the Argentinean 

social context) connects back to Brecht. In Dora García’s re-performance fifty years 

later, in 2016, at Universidad Torcuato Di Tella, the performer Gerardo Naumann, 

in the role of Masotta, began with a monologue, addressing the audience while 

showing them the security measures (namely twelve fire extinguishers). He then 

stepped away from the center of the stage, like the storyteller who vanishes on 

completing his task, leaving responsibility in the hands of the reader/spectator. In 

the artwork-device activated by García, the narrator is like a vanished mediator who 

exists in order to mediate two opposite ideas while a transition occurs between 

them. Both in psychoanalysis and in Hegelian dialectics, at the point when one 

idea has been replaced by the other and the concept is no longer required, the 

mediator vanishes. The narrator partakes of a gesture that establishes difference 

and then sinks into invisibility, leading the reader/spectator to ask: Who speaks? 

Who tells the story?

But these actions were actually anti-happenings rather than happenings. For these 

Argentinean practitioners (Oscar Masotta, Roberto Jacoby, Marta Minujín, etc.), 

the medium was also the message, because in the best actions the content merged 

with the means used to transmit it. By shifting the focus back to the reception 

mechanisms, this dematerialization of the happening (which was in tune with 

conceptual art and with the dematerialization of art identified by Lucy R. Lippard) 

emphasized the structures of communication and the media. In his cross between 

Lacanianism and Marxism, Masotta linked dematerialization and the possibility of 

mass communication as a tool for mobilizing groups of people. Masotta took this 

theory of secondary information (so typical of factual documentation in conceptual 

art) furthest in El helicóptero (which was also carried out in Buenos Aires in 1967). 

However, this anti-happening also incorporated rumor, gossip, and oral storytelling 

as raw material for art: “the ability to exchange experiences.” To summarize, in 

El helicóptero (both the model and the repetition), a group of people was split in 

two, with one part taken to an open landscape and the other to a theater. While 

the group at the theater watched a series of actions, the other group waited for 

an hour while nothing happened, until, finally, a helicopter flew by with a famous 

actress inside, waving. The two groups then came together to share what they had 

seen. The idea was for the group at the theater to find out about the helicopter 
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incident through direct oral storytelling by those who had seen it. El helicóptero 

explores what happens in face-to-face communication when some participants 

experience an event and the others miss it. My own participation in the repetition 

of El helicóptero near San Sebastián is one testimony among many: we went to the 

Modelo cinema in Zarautz, where we watched an action that had been filmed in a 

forest, in which several people moved a body wrapped in a sheet. Then we were 

taken to a point on the “flysch route” of the Gipuzkoan coast, in Itziar, to meet the 

others. I think I heard the name Oscar Masotta for the first time during this event. 

The other hundred participants were as ignorant as I was. It was not just that each 

group lacked knowledge about the other and were unsure about what was going 

on, we also knew nothing about the original happening. This was no obstacle, 

however, because the repetition itself, like the recorded footage, is material that can 

be watched later. The film El helicóptero is the reconciliation or the “seam” between 

two unconnectable experiences that generate a third: the story itself. Because the 

documentation is by no means just information or simply a documentary record of 

the performance that took place in the 1960s or 1970s. Here the filmic device is at 

the service of fiction. While the two parallel situations played out according to their 

own chronology, various cameras and sound recorders taped everything for as long 

as the mystery remained. Film, as a medium, has the capacity to increase the self-

awareness of viewers. It is a magic mirror because it produces reality rather than 

reflecting it. And perhaps in this case the “open” score that Kaprow proposed is the 

script: a minimal script to be added to the actual filmic device (the shoot, editing, 

post-production, and sound). There is something contradictory or subversive in all 

this. We may well ask how it is possible that information—the distorting element 

that, according to Benjamin, replaced the waning art of storytelling—can become 

the cause and origin of new stories. The grand narratives of the past are today’s 

micro-narratives jumbled together in the postmodern communication stream, which 

nobody pays attention to after a while. The trick may lie in the adaptation and 

transference (another psychoanalytic concept) of the medium of the happening 

to the filmic and cinematic device. 

*  *  *

Consider, for example, the 2002 film Adaptation, directed by Spike Jonze and written 

by Charlie Kaufman, in which a writer—Kaufman’s alter ego—decides to get inside 

the script he is writing, so that reality and fiction start to mix in the most unexpected 

ways. This leads us to one of Dora García’s favorite genres, metafiction. Masotta 

becomes a conduit for a literary tradition spanning from Macedonio Fernández and 

Roberto Arlt to Ricardo Piglia, by way of Jorge Luis Borges and Julio Cortázar. The 
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novel form had already been transformed by aesthetic modernity, but in postmodernity 

fiction becomes metafiction, given that no creative act is immediate now, or rather, 

there is no creative act that has not been mediated in advance. Segunda vez (44�, 2017) 

is based on a short story written in exile by Julio Cortázar in 1974 amid repression 

by the Argentinean dictatorship, particularly the forced disappearance of people. 

Dora García’s interest in science fiction is less about the scientific apparatus or 

projections of the future and more about the loops and labyrinths of time and the 

emergence of the strange in everyday life. This is the case in the waiting and the 

uncertainty of the bureaucratic process in Segunda vez, for example, and in the 

expectation of something surprising but trivial in El helicóptero. García is also fond 

of suspense and noir, genres that lend themselves to psychoanalytical interpretation 

in that they establish—sometimes allegorically—the equivalence of the relationship 

between murderer and investigator/detective and between reader and writer, or 

even artist and critic. There is something of this in Segunda vez, which is not just 

an opportunity to represent a psychoanalytic strategy—the analyst telling the 

patient to “come back a second time”—but an opportunity to devise characters. 

The ambiguity of Cortázar’s story allows for this, as in the case of the character 

who wanders around the room, drowsy and bored but also restless and vexing. 

That is a typical character in the spirit of Dora García’s work. 

But the piece in which metafiction reappears most forcefully is the film La Eterna 

(2017), which takes its title from Macedonio Fernández’s posthumous novel Museo 

de la Novela de la Eterna (The Museum of Eterna’s Novel), published in 1967 and 

considered a metafiction tour de force. With its nonlinear style and multiple levels, 

it appears to move through different planes in an almost futuristic manner and 

thus invites the reinscribing of the “Masotta spirit” and psychoanalytic musings 

on repetition. In Fernández’s book, the novel that is being written has not yet 

appeared: it is postponed or subordinated to a metalinguistic role, as in a utopian 

writing machine. This self-referentiality is also present in the film La Eterna, in the 

form of a neo-Gothic library, a wood-paneled space of interconnected architectural 

elements and staircases that make up the labyrinth of knowledge. The style of the 

film is elusive—this is perhaps one of Dora García’s distinctive traits—with a Chinese 

box structure in which the story is told from the margins (Masotta, Peronism and 

anti-Peronism, the philosophy of repetition, the history of performance, to be or 

not to be a character…). 

*  *  *
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A story can also be an endless conversation. Since 2009, I have often spoken 

with Dora García around a certain premise or question: Where do characters go 

when the story is over? 8 One result of this ongoing conversation was the script for 

Performance (2016–17), which shares its title with the Donald Cammell and Nicolas 

Roeg film produced in 1968–70. I wrote the script,9 which is intended to be staged 

as a reading by six people around a table: six copies of scripts are on a table, one 

per character, until a series of actors activate the piece. The film Performance is 

one of those cult works that have too much content. Nicolas Roeg had been director 

of photography in Truffaut’s Fahrenheit 451. Performance was an expression of a 

typical phenomenon from the 1960s, when the prevailing cultural patterns were 

discredited and gave way to the emergence of forms of behavior that affirmed the 

counterculture and the liberation of desire. The key concept here is the social and 

symbolic merging of class and gender/genre identities. The film revolves around 

two seemingly irreconcilable characters: Chas, a gangster played by James Fox, 

and Turner, an elusive musician played by Mick Jagger. The double meaning of the 

term “performance”—a music or theater representation and a mafia term for a well-

executed action—merges the characters’ identities in the criminal world and the art 

scene in Swinging London in the sixties. The content of Performance is essentially 

an overview of all the meanings of the term itself in the (now interconnected) 

traditions of art history, choreography, and film and theater acting. 

In keeping with the Brechtian model, my script for Performance packs a whole lot 

of theory into the dialogue. At the same time, it adopts Brecht’s maxim that art is 

not created, because the materials of art are actually recycled and transformed. 

I think there is a principle here that ties into Dora García’s practice, namely the 

notion of a collective authorship that offers a way out of the confinement of the self 

and selfhood. In filmmaking, authorship is always shared (it is no coincidence that 

Performance was a joint effort by two artist/filmmakers along with other artists like 

Jagger, Fox, Anita Pallenberg, and Michèle Breton), and the author of a film is always 

8  Dora García, in conversation with Peio Aguirre, in Where do 
characters go when the story is over?, Centro Galego de Arte Contemporánea 
(CGAC) (Santiago de Compostela: Xunta de Galicia, 2009).

9 Performance was one of the three works in the Dora García 
exhibition Artificial Respiration. Performance. Dark Echo that was held at 
the Institut Valencià d’Art Modern (IVAM), Valencia, March – June 2016. 
Performance has also been presented at The Tetley, Leeds, and the Roy 
and Edna Disney/CalArts Theater (REDCAT), Los Angeles. In the Segunda 
Vez exhibition at the Museo Reina Sofía (2018), Performance is interpreted 
by the authors’ generational peers, including Itziar Okariz, María Jerez, 
Jaime Conde-Salazar, Javier Pérez Iglesias, and Aimar Pérez Galí.



10 Ricardo Piglia, Respiración artificial (Buenos Aires: Pomaire, 
1980); Eng.: Artificial Respiration, trans. Daniel Balderston (Durham and 
London: Duke University Press, 1994).

11 Ricardo Piglia, “La lectura de la ficción,” interview by Mónica 
López Ocón, Tiempo Argentina, April 24, 1984, reprinted in Crítica y ficción 
(Barcelona: Penguin Random House, 2014), 10.

12 The performance Respiración artificial (2016) is the fruit of a 
workshop that took place at the Facultad de Bellas Artes in Valencia on 
October 27 and 29, 2015, in which a number of artists observed the city 
through various audio recordings and transcriptions. The resulting text is 
over three hundred entries in the form of verses or “prayers” edited by Dora 
García but maintaining the colloquial style of the original recordings.
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a collective (in the Brechtian sense of the term). Brecht’s collective principle also 

applies to other authors—including Masotta himself—which is why it is so powerful. 

Scriptwriters often work with rewritings, plagiarisms, quotes, conversations, and 

other debris of reality. This is the method that I chose for Performance, which has 

a somewhat artificial, hybrid structure and which seeks a real or plausible effect 

through fiction when it is staged live. The opacity and perplexity are leavened with 

humor. It is metascript, and thus metafiction and metacommentary. 

As if this text were a play, at this point another Argentinean writer makes his entrance: 

Ricardo Piglia, whose novel Respiración artificial (Artificial Respiration, 1980)10 is one 

of the main undercurrents of Performance. Metafiction is an Argentinean custom, 

as I said earlier, and it seems natural that this should also be the case in its more 

allegorical forms. For example, the whiff of the dictatorship here, where the discourse 

of power often appears in the guise of speculative, paranoid criminal fiction. Piglia 

argued that the writer is the greatest “architect”: a creator on a higher level for 

whom writing contributes to destroying the myth of the writer’s innocence and 

spontaneity. Piglia is proof that absolutely everything can be turned into fiction. 

For example, it is possible to read theory or psychoanalysis—Lacan and Freud—as 

the adventures of the subconscious. “Isn’t psychoanalysis a great story?” he asks.11 
In Respiración artificial, history, research, and politics are embedded within the 

artifice of a story set in a near future. Piglia always wanted to be only the person 

who writes, the one who fills up notebooks, the one who dissolves into his alter ego 

Emilio Renzi in the novel, which is an alternative history assembled out of quotes 

and fragments orchestrated to produce a zone where fiction and reality overlap. 

Respiración artificial is the model that inspired another homonymous piece by Dora 

García in which a technical description of the environment and live retransmission 

form part of an instant narrative. It is an endless reading and writing that give rise to 
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a utopian projection, which, as in Plato’s cave, illuminates an understanding between 

at least two people—a writer and a reader, one who tells the story and another 

who listens.12 Perhaps Dora García’s work, this continuarration full of reflections 

and echoes, can be summed up in a photographic image: a stack of underlined 

books and a pile of quotes that have been annotated and memorized (and exhibited 

with passion at the slightest opportunity). Because, as Piglia concludes, “a writer is 

someone who betrays what he reads, who digresses and fictionalizes.”13

13 Piglia, “La lectura de la ficción,” 12.
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Ulysses, the oldest of the works made “with 

books,” arose from the idea that slicing through 

a book involves not only cutting a section 

through a beautiful parallelepiped but also 

slicing through a universe of meaning, rather 

like traversing a dimension. Naturally, this act 

of cruelty makes the text bleed.

Ulysses, 1999

Book, unlimited edition
19 × 12.5 × 2.5 cm
Artist’s collection
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Begun in 2003, the series I Read It With Golden 

Fingers consists of reading certain books, 

meticulously chosen for their relationship with 

the artist’s work but also for the beauty of the 

editions themselves, with fingers impregnated 

in gold dust. All the actions the hands perform 

on the book during reading, from turning the 

pages to holding it up by the cover, are thus 

recorded in the form of more or less clear 

golden fingerprints, stains left by movements, 

and dense marks that show the book’s main 

resting places on the hand. An action like 

reading always leaves a trace, and here that 

trace is made evident. The books chosen 

in this case are an edition of “Anna Livia 

Plurabella,” the famous eighth chapter of 

Finnegans Wake, which Joyce translated into 

Italian with the aid of his brother Stanislaus, 

and an English translation of Le Balcon by 

Jean Genet, one of the most subversive plays 

ever written, where the government of a 

nation is a brothel whose clients indulge their 

sexual fantasies by incarnating the fathers 

of the nation.

“The Balcony,” from the series 
I Read It With Golden Fingers, 2018

Book and gold leaf
21 × 14 × 1.5 cm
Colección Emilia Limia y Javier Figueroa
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“Anna Livia Plurabella,” from the
series I Read It With Golden Fingers, 2013

Book and gold leaf
15 × 10 × 0.5 cm
Private collection
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Since 2001, Dora García has collected stories 

that she notes down in a blog called All the 

Stories (http://doragarcia.org/allthestories/). 

The protocol establishes that none of them 

can be more than four lines long (although 

this is not always strictly respected); in other 

words, they are microstories or plot summaries. 

There are a great many of them, some three 

thousand, and the stories in the English archive 

are different from those in the Spanish one 

(http://www.doragarcia.org/todaslashistorias/).

In 2013, García received an invitation to create 

an “artwork” for a mobile phone app, The 

London Bookshop Map. With similarities to 

Google Maps, this project by the association of 

independent London bookshops allows users 

to locate the nearest independent bookshop 

to wherever they happen to be. Together with 

the project initiator, Louise O’Hare, and the 

programmer, Henry Cooke, the artist began 

work on the Twenty-three million stories project 

(currently Twenty-three million, five hundred 

and eighty-six thousand, four hundred and 

ninety stories), a robot that combined the 

sentences in the All the Stories archive to 

trace out new narrative combinations, though 

always maintaining the first line of each story. 

This “story machine” was activated every time 

a user of The London Bookshop Map chose 

to click on the link “Tell me a story.” It was 

calculated that the system could produce 

twenty-three million stories in one or two 

thousand years with the average frequency 

of interaction generated by the app. For the 

exhibition Segunda Vez (Second Time Around), 

a new app has been created in Spanish. Both 

the original English app and the new Spanish 

version are accessible via the museum’s Wi-Fi 

portal and at the web addresses:

http://veintitresmillonesdehistorias.org and 

http://twentythreemillionstories.org.

Twenty-three million, five hundred 
and eighty-six thousand, four hundred 
and ninety stories, 2013

Web application

Monday 26th March 2018, Madrid, 8.29 pm

#10,128 — A journey to the end of the world. 
Many years later, the son comes back home, 
having lost his youth and his money. Out of 
nowhere someone takes an interest in her. She 
finds nobody at the deserted station hall to 
inquire about the missing train. But there is 
nothing on it, it is a plain, white sheet of paper.
Dora García, Twenty-three million, five hundred and eighty-six thousand, 
four hundred and ninety stories, 2013 ‑ ongoing
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Exhausted Books was first presented in the 

exhibition Monday Begins on Saturday, Bergen 

Assembly, in Bergen, Norway, 2013. The title of 

the show referred to that of the 1965 novel by the 

Russian brothers Boris and Arkady Strugatsky, 

which combined science, the paranormal, the 

absurd, and political satire, a mixture highly 

characteristic of the science fiction produced 

in the Communist Bloc.

Within this framework, Dora García designed 

an installation for the School Museum in Bergen 

that consisted of the recreation of the room 

where she had read Finnegans Wake with the 

members of the Zurich James Joyce Foundation 

(p. 100). On what looked like a banqueting 

table, she arranged the twelve books and all 

the accompanying papers, newspaper and 

magazine cuttings, photographs, annotations, 

bookmarks, and post-its, while alongside was 

a blackboard with the different signs used by 

Joyce to represent the various characters or 

principles of Finnegans Wake. All together, 

the exhibits constituted the atmosphere of 

Finnegans Wake and the eternal circularity 

of its reading.

The piece is not devised as a simulation, for the 

collective reading actually takes place during 

its various presentations. In each of these 

readings, Joyce’s singular text resembles a 

new language that is learned through practice. 

In the artist’s words, this “hilarious, joyful, 

and infinite” reading is opposed to the finite 

nature of the book as object, which produces 

“exhausted books.”

Exhausted Books, 2013

Various materials (12 annotated books, stones, newspaper cuttings)
Variable dimensions
Col·lecció MACBA, Fundació MACBA, Barcelona. Work acquired thanks to Agrolimen
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Inspired by a passage from Ricardo Piglia’s 1980 

novel Respiración artificial, this performance 

was first presented in 2016 at the IVAM in 

Valencia, and is based on earlier works such 

as Instant Narrative (p. 135) and, more clearly, 

Rezos (Prayers, 2007–11).1

The protocol of the performance is as follows:

1. Construction of the text: various collaborators 

collectively choose a number of points that 

interest them around the city, in this case 

Madrid, and make their way to them. Once 

there, they describe everything they see and 

hear in that precise place and time, and this 

description, recited without a break like a prayer, 

is individually recorded by each performer in a 

one-hour audio file. Once the audio recordings 

are complete, they are transcribed as text. 

The transcribed text is divided into scenes 

that could be understood as the shots in a 

film storyboard or the frames in a comic strip. 

These paragraphs are “shuffled” like cards 

to “atomize” the descriptions, and the text 

thus produces a multiple sensation, as though 

several parallel scenes were taking place and 

we could pass from one to the other. The 

constructed text is compiled in a notebook 

with one numbered paragraph on each page.

2. Performance for two people, with one acting 

for the other and vice versa. It takes place 

whether or not there is an audience, since 

they are not performing for a public but for 

each other. Each performer has a copy of 

the notebook with the different numbered 

paragraphs, and they take it in turns to read 

out alternate paragraphs. The performers are 

also specially positioned on two different 

levels separated by stairs or a door, so it is 

possible to hear the text being recited without 

necessarily seeing the performers. The result 

is like a continuous litany or prayer spoken by 

two voices, seeming to evoke or conjure the 

reality of an urban tissue where thousands 

of events take place simultaneously. It is a 

description or an invocation (making things 

appear through language) of what is happening 

outside the exhibition space.

1 See http://doragarcia.org/rezos/madrid.

Respiración artificial, 2016

(Artificial Respiration)

Performance
Courtesy of the artist



The series Mad Marginal Charts arose from 

a conversation between Dora García and the 

curator Guillaume Désanges concerning 

the latter’s invitation to collaborate in a 

presentation, Curated Session #1: The Dora 

García Files, at the Pérez Art Museum Miami 

in 2014. The premise was that García should 

explain the complex “investigation” that had 

given rise to the four books of Mad Marginal 

between 2010 and 2014. This was a tentacular 

and labyrinthine project that ranged from 

antipsychiatry—the democratic psychiatry of 

Franco Basaglia and of Trieste—to Augusto 

Boal’s Theater of the Oppressed, García’s 

own The Inadequate (p. 99), and the Italian 

marginal artists, taking in Bertolt Brecht, Antonin 

Artaud, Jack Smith, and Lenny Bruce, and 

continuing as far as extreme revolutionary 

movements like the Baader-Meinhof Group, 

intentional communities like Kommune 1, and 

the Situationist International. It finally ended 

with the fascinating phenomenon of voice 

hearing.

For the presentation, García prepared a set 

of patterns, annotations, and drawings that 

she accompanied with live explanations. 

As she read and developed her thesis, she 

began to add new annotations, as though she 

would also have to relate them to Désanges 

in the future. She then started to transfer 

her notes directly from the page to the wall. 

Since graphite did not write well on the bare 

wall, she started to use first paper and then 

a special type of wallpaper.
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“Artaud,” from the series  
Mad Marginal Charts, 2015 

Graphite on wallpaper
143 × 55 cm
Courtesy of ProjecteSD, Barcelona
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In this drawing, the central theme is the narrative 

structure, the language that creates the hole in 

the real (which “eats up” the real), in keeping 

with the ideas of Jacques Lacan, which are 

also addressed in other pieces like Golden 

Sentences (p. 74), and with reference also to 

Robert Walser’s “The Walk,” in the form of 

this “walking man.”

“Man Walking,” from the series  
Mad Marginal Charts, 2016 

Pencil on paper, 2 parts
300 × 300 cm
Foundation Masureel
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The floor drawings of the Mad Marginal Charts 

(Floor) series began with the theatrical 

performance Interrogation of a Woman, 

presented at the Teatro Oficina in São Paulo 

in 2016. In it, the leading actress remains 

immobile while the other two characters—

guards, torturers, or interrogators—improvise 

a dialogue as they walk ceaselessly along the 

long passageway that makes up the stage set 

designed by Lina Bo Bardi. Dora García drew 

a chalk circle on the floor to emphasize the 

immobility of the central figure, but with her 

mind also on: (a) the famous episode cited 

by Jacques Lacan in Seminar XXIII: “It is in 

the measure that beings are inert, namely, 

supported by a body, that one can, as has 

been done, under the initiative of Popilius, 

say to someone: ‘You will not get out of there 

because I made a ring around you, you will 

not get out of there before promising me 

something or other.’”;1 (b) Alberto Greco’s 

Vivo-Dito; (c) Ian Wilson’s chalk circles on the 

ground; and (d) Bertolt Brecht’s The Caucasian 

Chalk Circle (1948).

After the performance, new circles and written 

texts were drawn on the floor of Galerie Michel 

Rein in Paris in March 2017. They included the 

words “Umwelt. Moi. Innenwelt” as well as a 

new chalk circle for a performance by Jean 

Capeille, which was transformed months later 

into the work Somewhere, Two Planets Have 

Been Colliding for Thousands of Years (p. 59).

1                Jacques Lacan, “Seminar 23: Joyce and 
the Sinthome, Part 2” (1975–76), March 9, 1976, ed. 
and trans. Cormac Gallagher (private publication 
and out of circulation), http://www.lacaninireland.
com/web/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/Book-23-
Joyce-and-the-Sinthome-Part-2.pdf.

“Floor 1,” from the series 
Mad Marginal Charts (Floor), 2017  

Drawing on floor
Variable dimensions
Galerie Michel Rein, Paris

Interrogation of a Woman, presented at the Teatro Oficina 
in São Paulo in 2016.
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Drawing on wallpaper from the Mad Marginal 

Charts series that springs from an annotation 

made during a reading of Jacques Lacan’s 

Écrits (Writings, 1966).

“Moon Trou 2,” from the 
series Mad Marginal Charts, 2017

Pencil on wallpaper
Galerie Michel Rein, Paris
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The Mad Marginal Charts project (p. 54) 

gained momentum until it eventually resulted 

in a new performance. Its title comes from a 

conversation between Dora García, Andrea 

Valdés, and Manuel Asín on the occasion of 

the exhibition curated by Guillaume Désanges 

at La Verrière in Brussels. For García, the 

image suggested by Valdés of two planets 

colliding for thousands of years until they 

become one was a perfect description of the 

relationship between poetry and the visual 

arts. The artist then drew this slow collision. 

There were two circles, one inside the other. 

The first was black, and the one that invaded it 

white. With the colors inverted from the black 

of graphite to chalk white, the drawing was 

reproduced with whitewash paint on the floor, 

where it became the arena for an extremely 

simple and contemplative performance. Two 

physically “similar” people stand in each of 

the circles and agree to maintain a previously 

established distance from each other. They 

stare at each other. When one changes position, 

it provokes a response in the other, who also 

changes position to maintain the distance 

agreed at the start. This is a performance à 

deux, a duet. The two performers regulate 

themselves in terms of position, posture, 

rhythm, and gaze, and do so in complete 

indifference to the audience, who in this 

case literally “look in from the outside” of 

the white arena of these two circle-planets.

Two Planets Have Been Colliding 
for Thousands of Years, 2017  

Performance and floor painting
Kerenidis Pepe Collection, Paris
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Performance, inspired by the 1970 film of the 

same title directed by Donald Cammell and 

Nicolas Roeg, is an experimental work to be 

performed by six people, with a script by Peio 

Aguirre and mise-en-scène by Dora García, 

as a piece of “read theater.” Six scripts, one 

for each character in the piece, rest on the 

table until they are activated by the actors. 

After its premiere at García’s solo exhibitions 

at the Institut Valencià d’Art Modern (IVAM) 

in Valencia (2016) and The Tetley in Leeds 

(2017), Performance was shown as part of the 

collective exhibition Chalk Circles at REDCAT, 

Los Angeles, in 2017.

Performance, 2016–17

Written theater script, presented in 6 copies, activated by 5 actors and a narrator
Courtesy of ProjecteSD, Barcelona

Peio Aguirre photographs Dora García’s exhibition 
at The Tetley, Leeds, UK, 2017.
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The Place of the Word in 
the Work of Dora García 

David Dorenbaum
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No, no. You are mistaken about me. I am a collective hallucination.

— Jorge Luis Borges, 19791

In 1953, while president of the Société Psychanalytique de Paris, Jacques Lacan found 

himself having to resign because he did not agree to adhere to the psychoanalytic 

practice of sessions of fixed duration. It was obvious that this was not an isolated 

event, as he had previously expressed his discontent with respect to the direction in 

which the institution of psychoanalysis was moving. That same year he organized a 

meeting in Rome, on the margins of an official event, and delivered his “Discourse of 

Rome” in which, besides outlining his perspectives on psychoanalysis, he proposed 

a return to Sigmund Freud. Two months later he began his first public seminar in 

the Hôpital Sainte-Anne.

A decade later, Lacan was “excommunicated” from the International Psychoanalytic 

Association to which he still belonged and found himself in need of establishing his 

own independent school. In January of 1964 he resumed his seminars, starting with 

The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis. For the first time he operated 

free of affiliation and outside of any institutional restriction. Two years later he 

published his Écrits, in which he included the “Discourse of Rome,” under the title 

of “Fonction et champ de la parole et du langage en psychanalyse” (Function and 

field of the word and language in psychoanalysis).2

During the nearly three decades that Lacan conducted his seminars, he subverted 

the field of psychoanalysis and of culture in general. The discourse he produced 

continues to be controversial and provocative, and it concerns every human being. 

In addition, it intends to reorient us to the essence of the psychoanalytic dialogue, 

conceptualized as a dialectic interaction that at the same time disassembles the 

dialectic itself; Lacan insists that what is essential in psychoanalysis is the relationship 

with the other.3 In the face of Freud’s conception of the unconscious as an arcane 

continent, Lacan proposed that the unconscious is structured as a language, that is to 

1 Jorge Luis Borges, interviewed by Enrique Krauze, “Jorge Luis 
Borges: Desayuno more geometrico,” Vuelta, no. 29 (April 1979).

2 Jacques Lacan, “The Function and Field of Speech and Language 
in Psychoanalysis,” in Jacques Lacan, Écrits, trans. Bruce Fink, in collaboration 
with Héloïse Fink and Russell Grigg (New York: W. W. Norton, 2006), 197–268.

3 Maurice Blanchot, The Infinite Conversation, trans. Susan Hanson 
(Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota Press, 2011), 235.
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4 Néstor A. Braunstein, “Lingüistería. Lacan, entre el lenguaje 
y la lingüística,” in El lenguaje y el inconsciente freudiano, ed. Néstor A. 
Braunstein (Mexico City: Siglo Veintiuno Editores, 1988), 182.

5 Ibid., 206.

6 Jacques Lacan, “Seminar 23: Joyce and the Sinthome, Part 1” 
(1975–76), December 16, 1975, ed. and trans. Cormac Gallagher (private 
publication and out of circulation), http://www.lacaninireland.com/web/
wp-content/uploads/2010/06/Book-23-Joyce-and-the-Sinthome-Part-1.pdf.

7 Ibid., November 18, 1975.

say, that it manifests without preexisting, it has no concrete reality nor substantiality. 

It is a knowledge that, for the most part, remains ignored; its attribution derives 

from the effects of articulation and is formulated retroactively. “The unconscious,” 

Néstor A. Braunstein points out, “is the poet who resides in every speaking being.”4

Everything concerning Lacan’s work is an elaboration on language and on the way 

language is embodied in the speaking being, whom he designates with the neologism 

parlêtre, which combines parler, “to speak,” with être, “to be.” He proposes that 

our being is traversed by discourse and by its tangled messages. He warns us 

that the operation of releasing the word can be full of consequences.5 When in 

an analysis the parlêtre speaks, s/he fades as a subject of the enunciation and, 

instead, is represented by what is spoken. The parlêtre dissolves and is constantly 

reconstituted in the act of speaking.6

From a Lacanian perspective, everyday speech manifests itself as a backdrop curtain, 

which conceals the other discourse of the unconscious. To distinguish the latter from 

the language we have received from others, the formal language, he proposes the 

neologism lalangue. According to Lacan, lalangue undoes through words what the 

words had set up to convey, so that a new word—an invention—arises. The subject, 

even supposing the contrary, does not say what s/he thinks because, beyond the 

conscious act of speaking, the unconscious disrupts, unsettles the thoughts and 

words. Far from being the author of the message, the parlêtre is in turn a being 

constituted by a language that incorporates both the unconscious discourse of 

lalangue and the words engaged by the subject through speech.7

Assiduously, Dora García returns to Lacan and immerses herself in his seminars 

with the full awareness that she would have to confront a risk. In considering the 

speaking subject, the parlêtre, in its multiplicity, she enables the unhinged unfolding 

of the word, so that the knowledge derived from lalangue can emerge. Her resolve 

leads her to discover the fissures between words and causes her to enter the 

interstices of language, while all along taking a healthy distance from herself. This 
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distance, required for the eruption of the unexpected, allows her to take refuge 

in her own estrangement. Discreetly provocative, this posture that she adopts 

and that recreates itself in the pleasure of her readings—which she describes as 

“rhizomatic and tentacular”—traces the center of an imaginary space from which, 

inadvertently, we become the characters of her own dramaturgy. That is why we 

could say that in her case metalanguage is inadequate.

I acknowledge that any attempt at explanation would almost be a betrayal to Dora 

García’s work. Her projects are driven by multiple interrogations. The title of one 

of her recent writings, “Radical Politics, Radical Psychiatry, Radical Art,” could give 

us the key.8 In it she raises the questions: How does one understand the concept 

of the radical? What is an institution? What is the culture of the deviant? What 

gives form to art that does not operate as an art tout court? It seems to me that the 

attempt to explain always fails because her focus rests rather on her commitment 

to show how otherness, and how the issues that concern the other, turn our lives 

into a play in which identity cannot be written without the other’s gaze, without 

the other’s attentive listening.

Just as it would not be possible to conceive a preexisting language to describe her 

work, it would be impossible for me to establish a clear definition of the spatial 

dimension in which it operates. I am not suggesting that these are abstract spaces. 

Although words unfold in a non-Euclidean topological space, they also admit the 

link with a tangent Euclidean geometry that allows them to fulfill their function 

of designating reality, even if only tangentially.9 Dora García carries the word into 

these spaces. In each instance, the compact silence, the generative void, and the 

subtlety of the constructions she employs as her points of departure are ingredients 

conducive to the establishment of a “transitional space,” as Donald W. Winnicott 

defines it: a space that constitutes the intermediate area between fantasy and 

reality, the place of creativity.10

The discontinuous and ambiguous conception of the non-places in which her work 

unfolds coincides with Michel Foucault’s “heterotopias” defined as “different spaces,” 

real or imagined, which manifest themselves in various cultures. Heterotopias 

8 Dora García, “Radical Politics, Radical Psychiatry, Radical Art. 
An Introduction to the ‘Mad Marginal’ Project,” in Mad Marginal: Cahier #2; 
L’Inadeguato, Lo Inadecuado, The Inadequate (Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2011).

9 Gérard Pommier, Una lógica de la psicosis, trans. E. Berenguer 
(Barcelona: Ediciones Paradiso, 1984), 88–89.

10 Donald W. Winnicott, “The Place Where We Live,” in Playing 
and Reality (New York: Basic Books, 1971), 104–10.
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11 Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” trans. Jay Miskowiec, 
Diacritics 16, no. 1 (Spring 1986): 22–27.

12 Susan Sontag, “Approaching Artaud” (1973), in Antonin Artaud: 
A Critical Reader, ed. Edward Scheer (London and New York: Routledge, 
2004), 89.

13 Ibid., 86–87.

14 Antonin Artaud, Special issue dedicated to Antonin Artaud, 
Revue 84, no. 5–6 (1948).

include sacred places where rites of passage or festivals are staged, secret places, 

cemeteries, but also the prison and the psychiatric hospital. All these places share 

the enigmatic characteristic of neutralizing, suspending, or reversing their relation 

with respect to the context in which they are located. We could say that these are 

places where exclusion operates as a necessary structure. Unlike the utopian space, 

which projects a sense of order and harmony, although ultimately lacking a current 

place, heterotopia, on the other hand, evokes the effect of the uncanny, inherent 

in such spaces, even though at first they might have been recognized as familiar.11

One example cited by Foucault is the theater. As with other places of similar heterotopic 

nature, the theater has the capacity to superimpose on an actual place a simultaneous 

multiplicity of other spaces that would otherwise not be compatible. I think this is 

the reason Dora García has a predilection for the theater: as a “transitional space,” a 

place for experimentation in which the word itself unfolds in its heterotopic nature; a 

space capable of closing the gap between art and life, between body and language; 

a theater freed from its confinement in language and from its formal aspects.12

In his “Second Manifesto of the Theater of Cruelty” (1933) and, later, in Le Théâtre 

et son double (The Theater and his Double, 1938), Antonin Artaud defined theater 

as the projection of the dangerous side of life and of the inhuman interior that 

inhabited him, which he struggled both to affirm and to transcend. He defined it 

as the place where the dark facet of our spirit is revealed to us by means of a “real” 

material projection.13 His proposal manifests itself as a reaction against theater as an 

institution, and in these invaluable documents of Artaud we can find the organizing 

principles of Dora García’s spaces, her theater without theater.

For nine years Artaud was interned in a psychiatric institution. From the depths of his 

psychotic state, he described his inner struggle against a body without organs that 

attacked his body and attacked the god, master of organisms and organizations.14 

“Artaud’s œuvre experiences in madness its own absence,” Foucault points out, 

“but the ordeal, and the eternally recommenced courage of this ordeal, all those 
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words hurled at a fundamental absence of language, that whole space of physical 

suffering and terror that surrounds the void or rather coincides with it, that is the 

œuvre itself—a cliff-face over the abyss of the œuvre’s absence.”15

Evocative of the theater of Artaud, in The Deviant Majority (2010), Dora García 

interweaves a mise-en-scène that translates into an event in which the discourse of 

madness—as well as of the political, social, and religious history of the institutions 

that have tried to control it—coincide at a point of convergence. This event places 

the spectator at the intersection between two heterotopic spaces: that of the 

psychiatric institution and that of the theater. We hear comments from members of 

the theater groups, Accademia della Follia from Trieste and Pirei na Cenna Theater 

of the Oppressed from Rio de Janeiro, who, having been admitted to psychiatric 

institutions, were integrated into the theater groups formed within these institutions. 

Beyond revealing to us the didactic function of theater, what their statements make 

clear is the effect of its therapeutic dimension. We observe how the theater has 

welcomed them with the hospitality of the stabitat, a neologism introduced by Lacan 

that condenses the terms stability and habitat.16 Marginality has become part of 

the story. However, over time, it is difficult to tell if their mental suffering has been 

the result of a mental illness or the effect of the confinement itself.

It is difficult to imagine the magnitude of the suffering of a person who cannot be 

alone and for whom loneliness is a solitary confinement, while others have acquired, 

since childhood, the capacity to enjoy their solitude and, in fact, to value it as 

their most precious endowment. Winnicott points out that for this sophisticated 

ability to be alone to develop, it is necessary that the living presence of another 

being is available without imposing demands on the child. Hence the ability to be 

alone, paradoxically, consists of “the experience of being alone in the presence of 

the other.” Winnicott designates this process as the establishment of an “internal 

environment.”17 It is perhaps for this reason that to assimilate the general principles 

of confinement and its effects, one needs to appreciate the component of externality 

15 Michel Foucault, History of Madness, ed. Jean Khalfa, trans. 
Jonathan Murphy and Jean Khalfa (London and New York: Routledge, 
2006), 536.

16 Jacques Lacan, “L’étourdit: A Bilingual Presentation of the First 
Turn,” trans. Cormac Gallagher, The Letter 41 (2009): 46; see http://www.
lacaninireland.com/web/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/JL-etourdit-CG-
Trans-Letter-41.pdf.

17 Donald. W. Winnicott, “The Capacity to Be Alone” (1958), in The 
Maturational Process and the Facilitating Environment (London: Hogarth, 
1965), 29–36.
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18 Gilles Deleuze, Foucault, ed. and trans. Séan Hand (Minneapolis: 
University of Minneapolis Press, 1988), 43.

19 Franco Basaglia, L’istituzione negata (Turin: Einaudi, 1968).

20 Franco Basaglia, cited in John Foot, The Man Who Closed the 
Asylums: Franco Basaglia and the Revolution in Mental Health Care (London: 
Verso, 2015), 41.

21 Paola Mieli, “Normality and Segregation in Primo Levi’s Sleeping 
Beauty in the Fridge,” in Lacan on Madness: Madness, Yes You Can’t, ed. 
Patricia Gherovici and Maya Steinkoler (London and New York: Routledge, 
2015), 229.

that shapes it and infuses it with an excess that charges it with energy. Confinement, 

understood in this way, would manifest itself through the social context and the 

institutions that govern it. Maurice Blanchot proposes that confinement remits us 

to the outside, claiming that what is confined is precisely what remains outside.18

In The Deviant Majority, Dora García makes evident the merit of Franco Basaglia, 

founder of the movement of the de-institutionalization of psychiatric patients in 

Italy, indeed the motor that transformed psychiatry in Brazil. Basaglia denounced the 

scandal of human degradation perpetuated by institutional psychiatry. In 1968 he 

published his book L’istituzione negata (The Institution Denied).19 His denunciation 

of the confinement to which psychiatric patients were forced, and that he identified 

as a system of dehumanization, led him to take the necessary actions for the code 

of Law 180 to be modified in Italy in 1978. Around that time, in an interview in 

Brazil, he stated,

I am not an anti-psychiatrist because I do not believe in that kind of intellectual. 

I am a psychiatrist who wants to promote a different treatment for patients 

compared to what they have received so far ... those who say that mental 

illness does not exist ... are imbeciles who do not have the courage to transcend 

beyond the limit of life as we live it.20

However, the problem continues to manifest itself more seriously than ever. Irrespective 

of the fact that extreme forms of confinement have been abolished, pharmacological 

treatments continue to be used as means of segregation and aggression toward 

the individuality of psychiatric patients. As Paola Mieli observes, the fact that in 

certain circles of the scientific community silencing a human being is still justified, 

rather than addressing the psychological and social causes of his/her predicament, 

proves that the continuity between the rationalizations of the past and those of 

the present have not been interrupted, and it makes evident the persistence of a 

subtle biopolitical thread that links alienation, control, and profit.21
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Democracy has been touched by equivocation. Paradoxically, the social security 

systems have moved from the administration of subjects to an increasingly present 

power over bodies, governed by norms that aim at defining homogenous categories. 

The modern state has extended its “biopolitical power”—a term proposed by 

Foucault—on our lives in the fields of birth, sexuality, education, morbidity, health 

administration.22 In contrast, the discourse of psychoanalysis bears witness to the 

reverse of the biopolitical categorization of the body held exclusively by the law. 

It goes beyond the natural dimension of the organism.

As Éric Laurent affirms, psychoanalysis is a clinical experience that concerns the 

singularity of the subject. It is not the isolated body but the speaking body and its 

social bond with which psychoanalysis is concerned. Since the body is traversed 

by passions that are collective, it is a political body.23 That is why psychoanalytic 

thinking is in closer proximity to political thought than to scientific thought. While 

science builds systems for generalization and reproducibility, every political situation 

is invariably singular.24 In our times, in which the concerns for equality have fostered 

attempts to erase all differences, the body as a singular inscription surface acquires 

greater relevance. It invites us to return to the thesis proposed by Lacan that “the 

unconscious is politics.”25

In The Sinthome Score (2015), Dora García presents us with a twofold reading of 

Seminar XXIII: Le sinthome (1975–76). One participant reads Lacan’s words aloud, 

while a second, in accordance with the precise instructions dictated by the score, 

executes a series of corporal movements through which an alternative form of 

response to the text—different from the strictly verbal one—is opened. This 

dialectic personifies and embodies the tension between psyche and soma, as if the 

moving body had internalized the topology of the text. The intelligent deformations 

within the three-dimensional space that are executed by this mimetic procedure 

22 Michel Foucault, “The Birth of Biopolitics,” in Ethics: Subjectivity 
and Truth (The Essential Works of Foucault, 1954–1984, vol. 1), ed. Paul 
Rabinow, trans. Robert Hurley et al. (New York: The New Press, 1997), 
73–79.

23 Éric Laurent, L’Envers de la biopolitique. Une écriture pour la 
jouissance (Paris: Navarin/Le Champ freudien, 2016).

24 Alain Badiou, Infinite Thought: Truth and the Return of Philosophy, 
trans. Oliver Feltham and Justin Clemens (London and New York: Continuum, 
2003), 61.

25 Jacques Lacan, “Seminar 14: The Logic of Phantasy” (1966–67), 
May 10, 1967, ed. and trans. Cormac Gallagher (private publication and 
out of circulation), http://www.lacaninireland.com/web/wp-content/
uploads/2010/06/14-Logic-of-Phantasy-Complete.pdf.
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operate in the manner of a proprioceptive trans-literal perception: they are narrative 

fragments of the correspondences between the image of the conscious body and the 

represented image. The Sinthome Score seems to evoke, if not dramatize, Stéphane 

Mallarmé’s “dancer who does not dance, but with the graphism of her body writes 

what the written work could only express through multiple paragraphs of dialogue 

or descriptive prose.” García obliquely honors Mallarmé’s intimation that “the poem 

of the dancer is written without the tools of the writer.”26

In this particular seminar, Lacan focuses his attention on James Joyce’s case. He 

explores the notion that the subject, constituted by language, is also reconstituted 

and de-constituted by language. For Lacan, Joyce’s symptom is language, and 

by advancing from the symptom to le sinthome, he introduces a new concept in 

psychoanalysis that he explores through Joyce and his writings. More importantly, 

however, it is the radical function of the psychoanalyst in an analysis that Dora 

García approaches in The Sinthome Score. Analysis is that very particular field which 

contains the psychic reality of the analyst and the analysand both, in which a kind 

of device has been activated through the relationship between these two people. 

Paradoxically, as the process progresses, the analytic relationship ceases to be a 

dynamic between two and becomes instead a single psychic place, the place of 

“in-between,” which includes the analyst and analysand alike.27

Previously, in his seminar entitled “...Ou pire” (...Or Worse), in 1972, Lacan had 

introduced the topological concept of the Borromean knot. It is from this seminar 

onward that he manifests his fascination with knots.28 In Lacan’s conceptualization, 

the Borromean knot consists of three links that interweave the three registers of 

experience:29
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Real (R), which is not the same as reality. It refers to what does not make 

sense, what is located outside of all order, the indistinct, the dispersed, 

Thanatos. Therefore, it evokes anxiety.

Symbolic (S), which includes the place of language. Nothing could be written 

except from the symbolic register.

Imaginary (I), which encompasses everything that supposes similarity and 

relation. The experience of the mirror in which the subject is recognized 

and before which it is trapped. Constitutes all that is representable and 

that we call reality. 

The tying of the three rings in the Borromean manner implies that it would not be 

possible to undo one of the rings without, at the same time, releasing the other 

two. Nothing escapes the structure that the knot represents within the sphere of 

our experience, not even the knot itself, which is equally real, symbolic, imaginary.30

Thus Borromeanism is the generalization of an essential axiom whose evidence is 

manifested in the eventuality that one of the rings is undone, and that exists only 

for that instant of the undoing, in which a single cut would cause the three rings 

to disperse.31 The eruption of an event of this nature would be disconcerting, even 

disturbing. Therein lies the horror of the knot that is experienced by its undoing.32 

The implications of Borromean disengagement can be thought of in several contexts, 

such as the transition between sleep and wakefulness, the clash of an unexpected 

encounter, or summarized in an analytic session. The dissipation would manifest 

the structure of these diverse moments, and it would be precisely this undoing by 

which the real of the Borromean knot would be constituted, and, as a consequence, 

the episodes of unreason would strike.33

All speech is oriented toward a point of perplexity where what was linked is, in an 

instant, dispersed. However, the singularity of the discourse in psychoanalysis makes 

it possible for the ring to close again in the next instant, and for the Borromean 

knot to be sustained. Thus, the eruption of the real is knotted again, and, at the 

30 Jean-Claude Milner, Los nombres indistintos (1983), trans. Irene 
Agoff (Buenos Aires: Manantial, 1999), 9–13.

31 Ibid., 15.

32 Ibid., 65.

33 Ibid., 17.
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same time, the horror that had been unleashed is reversed, the order restored. In 

fact, the word “analysis” derives from the Greek word analuein, which refers to the 

action of letting go, of dissolving a nexus. “Analysis creates the conditions for the 

subject to become a stranger to him or herself,” according to Juan-David Nasio. “I 

call this loss, ‘exile.’… to create conditions for the subject to encounter that which 

is most intimate to its being, as if coming from the outside.”34

What does Joyce achieve through his writing, according to Lacan? Joyce tries to 

generate a primordial language and, in that same operation, to disintegrate English 

phonetically, to the point of approaching the unspeakable. He orients himself toward 

the unintelligible word. Joyce’s language, through his writings, puts into action his 

need to break language, to triumph over it and to detach himself from its linguistic 

structure, to pierce it and to free himself from what he neither originated nor put 

into use. Joyce invents himself through a language that allows him to make a name 

for himself, which allows him to fill a lack in his internal structure and become “a 

man of letters.”35 Joyce’s work would have to be read letter by letter.

The mystery is in the letter, in the instance of the letter in the unconscious, as 

defined by psychoanalysis. Something is put into play in space, and yet it is difficult 

to locate, because the letter goes unnoticed. When we divert our attention from 

the search for meaning, since the letter alone is meaningless, one notes that its 

importance lies in the residue of meaning, which makes us think: c’est comme ça 

(that’s how it is). Beyond simply being associated with the word, the letter manifests 

itself as an object. Lacan cites Joyce in a homophony: “a letter a litter,” which is 

his way of saying that the letter is a residue, garbage, which is lost in the word.36

It is through his writings that Joyce uncovers the enigma of his truth. However, it 

is a truth whose revelation cannot be articulated in its totality. Lacan expresses it 

with the invention of the neologism mi-dite (the half-said).37 According to Lacan, 

this is how Joyce introduces a fourth ring, le sinthome, to the structure as a psychic 

formation in the Borromean knot of three, which gives consistency to his psychic 
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structure, and therefore is unconscious. Joyce himself becomes Joyce le sinthome, 

consolidating the topology of his Real, Symbolic, and Imaginary registers through 

le sinthome, thus preventing psychosis.

Lacan recommends that in every analysis it is essential to identify the analysand’s 

knot, in order to sew it well by means of an “artifice.”38 For this to be achieved, 

it is necessary to find the sense produced by suturing and un-suturing, the way 

Joyce did by tying his knot with le sinthome.39 These are, precisely, the ruptures 

that interest Dora García: in the acts of speech, in the existence of opposing or 

conflicting forces. To paraphrase Jean-Claude Milner’s text, these ruptures locate 

her “in the place where the Theater and History, where Love and Philosophy were 

born … The place where the formal liberties originated, and psychoanalysis, which 

claims them … because the subject who desires, never stands better in Reality than 

as the free citizen in [her] movements and in [her] words.”40

The author would like to express his gratitude to Andrew Zawacki for his 
collaboration during the preparation of the manuscript.

38                   Jacques Lacan, The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis: 
The Seminar of Jacques Lacan, Book XI, ed. Jacques-Alain Miller, trans. 
Alan Sheridan (New York: W. W. Norton, 1978), 209.

39             Harari, ¿Cómo se llama James Joyce?, 131.

40             Milner, Los nombres indistintos, 59.
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The Golden Sentences series was begun in 2002 

with golden letters on cardboard lined with 

cloth (like a book cover), and continued the 

next year with gold leaf applied directly to the 

wall. The idea is to “literalize” the expression 

“a golden sentence,” a thought to guide our 

lives that is architecturally fixed, like the mottos 

on family crests or the “thoughts for the day” 

of diaries and calendars. These sentences 

express a motivation, an idea, or the conduct 

of a person, a group, an institution, a state, or a 

family. Since 2003, Dora García has produced 

about thirty golden sentences. They are not 

usually original but rather found in the most 

diverse places. Specifically, “Il y a un trou dans 

le réel” comes from Jacques Lacan’s Seminar 

XXIII: Le sinthome, and might be understood—it 

is not a literal quotation—as a paraphrase of 

the following paragraph:

“If language is not considered from the angle 

that it is linked to something which, in the Real, 

makes a hole, it is not simply difficult, it is 

impossible to consider how it can be handled. The 

observation method cannot start from language 

without admitting this truth of principle that 

in what one can situate as Real, language only 

appears as making a hole. It is from this notion, 

function of the hole that language puts into 

operation its hold on the Real.”1

1                               Jacques Lacan, “Seminar 23: Joyce 
and the Sinthome, Part 1” (1975–76), November 18, 
1975, ed. and trans. Cormac Gallagher (private 
publication and out of circulation), http://www.
lacaninireland.com/web/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/
Book-23-Joyce-and-the-Sinthome-Part-1.pdf.

“Il y a un trou dans le réel,” 
from the series Golden Sentences, 2014

(There is a hole in the real)

Gold leaf on wall. Variable dimensions
49 Nord 6 Est - Collection FRAC Lorraine, Metz
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At the same time as she was working on 

Mad Marginal Charts (pp. 54–58), Dora García 

responded to an invitation from the Wallpapers 

by Artists project with a composition based on 

the drawings in her notebooks, which had to 

do with the books she was reading or what was 

happening to her at that moment. In this case 

they relate to her readings of Jacques Lacan 

and Robert Walser, together with a drawing of 

her son asleep. The drawings were mounted 

on a yellow backing in reference to Charlotte 

Perkins Gilman’s “The Yellow Wallpaper” (1892), 

a famous short story about a woman who 

projects her fragile psyche onto the yellow 

wallpaper of her house: “It is the strangest 

yellow, that wallpaper! It makes me think of 

all the yellow things I ever saw—not beautiful 

ones like buttercups, but old foul, bad yellow 

things. But there is something else about that 

paper—the smell!… The only thing I can think 

of that it is like is the color of the paper! A 

yellow smell!”1

1       Charlotte Perkins Stetson [Gilman], 
“The Yellow Wall-Paper,” New England Magazine 11, 
no. 5 (January 1892), 654.

Jacques Lacan Wallpaper, 2013

Wallpaper
Variable dimensions
Private collection, Madrid
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For Dora García, this video inaugurated a new 

way of working and the adoption of a new 

position. Its origins lie in an invitation from 

Andrea Villani, director of the Galleria Civica 

in Trento, to carry out a project in its space. 

On coming into contact with Northern Italy, 

García developed a special interest in the city 

of Trieste, and her work has returned there time 

and again ever since, for the town summons up 

numerous associations for her. James Joyce, 

who gave it the nickname “tarry easty,” lived 

there from 1904 to 1920, and it was there he 

started to write Ulysses. Eighteen years later, in 

the city’s Piazza dell’Unità, Mussolini proclaimed 

the racial laws that banned Jews from exercising 

the so-called intellectual professions. This 

caused the flight of Freud’s Jewish disciples 

in Trieste to South America, giving rise to the 

strong psychoanalytical tradition in Brazil 

and Argentina that García has made a key 

reference of other projects like Segunda Vez 

(Second Time Around) (p. 154). It was also in 

Trieste that the psychiatrist Franco Basaglia 

revolutionized psychiatric care in the 1970s,1 

denouncing the evident dispossession to which 

the interns of psychiatric hospitals are subjected 

through a critical analysis that dismantled the 

total institution (in other words, that which 

regulates its residents’ lives completely) to 

create an opening, both legally and literally, 

for the symbolic asylum. With the enactment 

in 1978 of Law 180, also known as the “Basaglia 

Law,” asylums officially ceased to exist in Italy 

as centers for indefinite internment.

In the video that resulted from García’s 

investigations, the protagonist is Carmen 

Roll, a psychiatric nurse, who explains to 

the camera how she came into contact at 

Heidelberg University with the Sozialistisches 

Patientenkollektiv (SPK, Socialist Patients’ 

Collective), a radical left-wing organization that 

brought together psychiatrists, students, and 

patients under slogans like “Turn your illness into 

a weapon.” She also talks about the relationship 

that the German youth of the ’68 generation 

established between Nazism and psychiatry. 

Other movements similar to Basaglia’s made a 

great cultural and political impact in the United 

Kingdom, Germany, Spain, and South America, 

although they were seldom accompanied by 

real transformations in official mental health 

policy. In this respect, the struggle of the “deviant 

majority” takes concrete form, as this work 

shows, in organizations for mutual care and 

support. Within the artist’s own practice, these 

reflections, experiences, and developments 

have given rise to other collective artworks 

like The Hearing Voices Café.2

1             Part of the title of this work, The 
Deviant Majority, alludes directly to Franco Basaglia’s 
book La maggioranza deviante (Turin: Einaudi, 1971).

2                The Hearing Voices Café: project 
by Dora García (2014). For further information, see 
http://thehearingvoicescafe.doragarcia.org. See also 
the essay by Dena Beard in the present publication, 
pp. 80–92.

The Deviant Majority. 
From Basaglia to Brazil, 2010

Digital film, 16:9, color, Italian, English, and Brazilian Portuguese spoken, 34�
Col·lecció ”la Caixa”. Art Contemporani, Barcelona
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that they can either join one of the two roles 

of reader/mover, or just follow the ongoing 

performance more easily.

1 Jacques Lacan, “Seminar 23: Joyce 
and the Sinthome, Parts 1 and 2” (1975–76), ed. and 
trans. Cormac Gallagher (private publication and 
out of circulation), available online at http://www.
lacaninireland.com/web/translations/seminars/.

2 The two paragraphs that particularly 
interested the artist are: “In short, psychoanalysis, 
nothing more, a short circuit passing by way of 
meaning; the meaning as such that I defined earlier 
of the copulation, in short, of language since it is 
from that that I support the Unconscious: from the 
copulation of language with our own body,” and 
elsewhere: “I would like here to tell you something 
that may perhaps all the same slow down a little 
bit what creates a gulf, in what we are permitted to 
circumscribe by the use of this Borromean knot, of 
this père-version.… There is something all the same 
that one is quite surprised about: that this not serve 
more, not the body, but that it does serve more the 
body as such: it is dance. This would allow to be 
written differently the term condansation.” Jacques 
Lacan, “Seminar 23: Joyce and the Sinthome, Part 
2,” March 16, 1976 and May 11, 1976, http://www.
lacaninireland.com/web/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/
Book-23-Joyce-and-the-Sinthome-Part-2.pdf.

The Sinthome Score was devised in 2013 in 

response to an invitation from Eva Birkenstock, the 

curator of the KUB Arena at Kunsthaus Bregenz 

in Austria. By then, Dora García had developed a 

keen interest in James Joyce, and her reading of 

his work had led to the 2013 projects Exhausted 

Books (p. 52) and The Joycean Society (p. 100). 

In Bregenz, knowing of Lacan’s interest in the 

Irish author, she came across the Lacan-Archiv 

Bregenz, where there was a situation similar 

to the collective reading of Joyce’s Finnegans 

Wake at the Zurich James Joyce Foundation. 

In this case, the text of Lacan’s Seminar XXIII: 

Le sinthome1 was being read for the purpose of 

translating it into German. The artist’s attention 

was drawn especially by two paragraphs on the 

body and meaning, its adjustments, adaptations, 

and modes of accommodating itself in both 

language and dance.2

Lacan’s text and the constant exercise of 

attentively reading it made García think of a 

performance that would not be done for an 

audience but would take place between a body 

and a language, between a “reader” and a “mover,” 

each acting for the other whether there are 

spectators or not. There is, then, no specific way 

of conducting the performance, and far less in 

terms of correctness or incorrectness. Everything 

is part of the process of adjustment between the 

two performers. Both the reader and the mover, 

whose roles are interchangeable, have their own 

score, the same for both, containing Lacan’s text 

in ten chapters and ten corresponding tables 

of movements, represented by pencil drawings 

of the different positions. The reader reads 

the text, the mover executes the movements. 

Spectators perceive fragments of a relationship 

of interdependence that they cannot enter, but 

a number of scores are laid out for them so 

The Sinthome Score, 2014–16

Performance, score
Courtesy of the artist
Castello di Rivoli Collection, Turin
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Original pencil drawings for The Sinthome 

Score, and the text used as the guide for the 

drawings: the annotated and underlined edition 

of Le Séminaire. Livre XXIII. Le sinthome (Paris: 

Seuil, 2005).

The Sinthome Score. 
Preparatory Studies, 2013

Sketchbook with 76 drawings, annotated book
DKV Collection
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Between the Institution 
and the Encampment 

Dena Beard
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The former building of the UC Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive boasts 

an architectural imperviousness more suited to an arsenal than an art museum. A 

Brutalist fortress made of stacked cubes that radiate away from the university and 

out toward the San Francisco Bay. Inside, cantilevered galleries ascend to the ceiling 

around a gargantuan, skylit atrium which casts the gray walls in an otherworldly 

glow that changes throughout the day. If you twist that atrium like the aperture of 

an enormous lens, perhaps about eight to ten f-stops in, you will find a tiny hole at 

the other end. Through that hole passes a narrow stairway descending underground, 

beneath the fan of concrete, leading into a labyrinth of sunless cubicles. Inside one 

of those cubicles, directly outside the boss’s door, was where I would sit. 

The decor in my six-foot square was a copy of Bartleby, the Scrivener and an envelope 

filled with a handful of beach sand sent to me by the artist David Horvitz, pinned to 

the wall nearest the emergency exit. Despite its auspices as a fortress, the Berkeley 

Art Museum was declared seismologically catastrophic in 1994. The staff was given 

whistles and gel-based emergency lights; in the event of an earthquake, we were 

told, hide under any sturdy surface and wait for help. However, we all heard whispers 

of the truth: during a significant quake, the ground beneath the museum would 

liquefy, and the thousands of tons of concrete overhead would implode violently 

in a matter of seconds, leaving us little to no chance of survival. 

It was 2011, and I spent my days working on exhibitions and my nights at the 

Occupy Oakland encampments five miles away. From October until mid-November, 

hundreds of us came to the plaza, armed with tents patched together with duct 

tape, luxury canopies, cardboard or sleeping bags, to occupy the plaza. We were 

protesting police shootings of unarmed black men and women in Oakland and 

elsewhere, but we were also there simply to point out the obvious—the American 

tenet of democracy had become a parody, propaganda for the naive, and instead 

we endured white supremacy, exploitation, and sexism. Our task was to simply be 

together in public and see if we could envision some other mode of being.

Oakland’s central plaza was a vulnerable place to set up camp, surrounded as 

it is by district offices, the police department, the city hall, and the county jail. 

Nevertheless, we came in our work clothes after eight-hour shifts, and stored our 

laptops in rainproof bags. Most of us felt incomplete, stewing in self-righteous 

anger and social unease, and inadequate to the task at hand. It was consensual 

blindness, this searching for a yet-to-be-imagined feeling of being truly in the 

world, but we tried to remain open to what was yet to come and what needed to 

be done. Hundreds of us, sitting together in muddy grass torn up by thousands of 

feet, listened to each other’s tales of eviction, debt, imprisonment, deportation, 

exile, poverty, sickness—stories filled with devastation but also with wry humor 
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and human capacity. The police would come regularly and destroy tents, pepper-

spray at random, and make arrests. Our presence in the plaza was senseless, utterly 

futile. Yet, night after night we returned. It was here, entrenched in failure, that 

our strange little occupation began to feel interactive, resonant, and formative.

This is the stage on which I first found Dora García’s work—caught in Northern 

California somewhere between the institution and the encampment—learning 

about her projects via hypertexts and videos online; through magazines and books 

borrowed and scanned. These materials were often translated from one or maybe 

two languages, subtitled; they existed as quotes, versions, excerpts, live web feeds. 

It is perhaps intrinsic to the nature of García’s projects that they persist despite 

(possibly because of) this indirectness. Through this informality, they actively refuse 

to be well-formed by the institutions they occupy. 

 

In the introduction to the online diary of The Beggar’s Opera produced for Skulptur 

Projekte Münster in 2007, García outlined her goal: “To create a character who 

inhabits public space and who deals with it in a half-improvised, half-scripted way. 

A character marginal enough to be able to talk to everybody, to say whatever he 

pleases, and be there without really being noticed—like servants and madmen. 

He functions as a catalyst: he distributes information, and he provokes events 

that create a narrative, in the form of a conversation or an action.”1 García hired 

actors to perform the role of the Beggar, giving them strict instructions to wander 

the streets of Münster and find reasons to occupy people’s time, to request their 

money, and to use that transaction as the basis for collecting anecdotes, giving 

advice, and acting nonsensically in public space. They were to avoid provoking pity 

or compassion. In her letters to the actors, also posted online, she often refers to 

the Greek philosopher Diogenes, who made his home in the streets, mocking social 

values and institutions by eating, drinking, and masturbating in public, sometimes 

barking at passersby (the Greek word for doglike is cynic). While I was in the Occupy 

Oakland encampment, I often thought about The Beggar’s Opera. Some of us were 

performing the role of agitator, informant, artist; some had been thrown into the 

situation by eviction, madness, addiction; a few had made a conscious choice to 

reject convention itself and make the streets a permanent way of life. Lawless and 

marginal, the occupation was a collection of divergent stories, both told and untold, 

all of refusing to use public space to make “common sense.” 

1 The Beggar’s Opera: A work by Dora García for Skulptur Projekte 
Münster 07, www.thebeggarsopera.org.

Second Time Around
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Without You the Work Does Not Exist

Disappearance is the logical destiny of phantoms—the improbable thing 
is appearance. What we do when describing and remembering artworks 
is not only a description: it is an incantation to make them appear.

— Dora García, The Mnemosyne Revolution, 2015–17

The Oxford English Dictionary defines “ekphrasis” as “a literary device in which a 

painting, sculpture, or other work of visual art is described in detail.”2 Epitomized in 

the eighteenth-century French philosopher Denis Diderot’s rhapsodic meditations, 

the Romantic indulgences of ekphrasis were downplayed during my art education. 

Do not describe, my professors would reprimand, but critique. As curators and 

critics, we were arbiters of this elusive “common sense”—social codes held and 

obeyed in common. Criticism is now the urgent vocation of the liberal academy and 

defending art is equivalent to defending our nebulous claim to democratized vision 

and social justice, of self-reliance and public education. Later, at the museum, I was 

employed to craft similarly nebulous master narratives that could be understood by 

all manner of audiences, summoning forth this mythological collective conscience.

However, it is hard to stand apart, to be critical, when the artwork actually holds 

you in its gaze. What does it mean to be entirely consumed by an artwork; to be 

caught in its delirium, its perversion, its pleasure? Instead of establishing critical 

distance, “I abandon myself to it, I plunge into this mystery, and it thinks itself in 

me.”3 It is here, in the artwork, that my senses falter, my consciousness fails, as I 

try to see what is impossible to see and say what is impossible to say. 

García’s Mnemosyne Revolution, created for the adventurous exhibition An Imagined 

Museum, presents in eerily probable terms the circumstances that might lead to 

the total disappearance of art: via a totalitarian regime or via the current course 

where art simply disappears into its market valuation, becoming the warehoused 

property of thieves.4 She then brings the artworks back to life by describing them—

ekphrasis as exhumation. 

2 Oxford English Dictionary Online, s.v. “ekphrasis (n.),” http://
www.oed.com/view/Entry/59412.

3 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, trans. 
Donald A. Landes (London: Routledge, 2013), 122.

4  An Imagined Museum: Works from the Centre Pompidou, Tate, 
and MMK Collections, Tate Liverpool (November 20, 2015 to February 14, 
2016); MMK Frankfurt (March 26 to November 11, 2016); Centre Pompidou-
Metz (October 19, 2016 to March 27, 2017).
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Lee Lozano, Verge, 1965, verge meaning an edge or border, or an extreme 
limit beyond which something specified will happen. Possibility of being a 
pun on the word “vierge” (French for virgin), the painting simulates (as far as 
it is possible to tell from the picture) a fold on a cloth, as if an ironed cloth 
was unfolded. Almost square, two metres, and in dark colours.5 

In a lecture at the Kadist Art Foundation in San Francisco where she introduces 

The Mnemosyne Revolution, García apologizes for going into a complicated albeit 

clear interpretation of Jacques Lacan’s concept of “hole in the real.”6 To paraphrase: 

There is always a part of our reality that we never can manage to represent through 

speech or image—like a hallucination, it slides away as soon as we try to give it 

definite form, and can only present as that which comes-into-being. Circling the 

edges of this unconscionable hole in reality, we lose our grip on the language 

and codes that constitute sense. Always, however, we must return to the world 

of signs and symbols to give voice to our experience—language “eats the real.”7  

 

Ekphrasis as recitation, as incantation, is an active destroyer and producer, playing 

with the tension between word and image and creeping in willy-nilly whenever 

descriptive activity takes place. García’s projects understand this mode of specular 

inversion—they hold up a mirror to our methods of interpretation, and point to the 

subjectivity of the interpreter. Ekphrasis draws attention to the way in which our 

singular imaginations often conjure what cannot or could not be seen, often blatantly 

so, actively producing something that is not actually there. In this, ekphrasis is more 

ritual process than critical structure—the doing embodies the whole of the intention.

100 Impossible Artworks are listed numerically as vinyl text on a gallery wall. Number 

57 reads “to wear away a human body by touching it,” and number 88 “to alter the 

obedience of mirrors.” An artwork needs to be held by something, just as a mirror 

will hold a reflection. But, García asks us, how might that mirror disobey? Will the 

specter of its disobedience unstick from these vinyl words to haunt the edges of our 

reality? Or will we remain firmly rooted in the sensical dictate of obedient mirrors, 

of fully realized art objects?

5 Dora García, 451 Museum: The Mnemosyne Revolution, for 
An Imagined Museum: Works from the Centre Pompidou, Tate, and MMK 
Collections, Tate Liverpool, 2015, 31. 

6 Dora García, “An ESP Evening,” Kadist Foundation, San Francisco, 
November 30, 2016, vimeo.com/199211996.

7                  Jacques Lacan, “Seminar 23: Joyce and the Sinthome, Part 1”
(1975–76), December 9, 1975, ed. and trans. Cormac Gallagher (private 
publication and out of circulation), http://www.lacaninireland.com/web/
wp-content/uploads/2010/06/Book-23-Joyce-and-the-Sinthome-Part-1.pdf.

Second Time Around
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What bedevils the institution is the true singularity of this impulse—through interpretation, 

we collapse the distance between the thing we describe and ourselves, in effect 

subjectifying the experience. We become the thing we describe. It follows then that 

we also disobey the laws of the situation, the experience, by exceeding the logic 

of subject-object relations, and by filling in our descriptions with symptoms that 

are unique to each of us. Like Diogenes barking at passersby, or declaring yourself 

an anti-citizen by sleeping on cardboard in the park, we derive pleasure from the 

unique absurdity of our human condition. The reality referred to and promised by 

ekphrasis is never accessible; it stands beyond the material world of our actual 

lives. Divergent in interest, socially uneasy, we occupy institutions not in order to 

discover common sense but to point beyond that horizon to the joys found elsewhere. 

L’Inadeguato, Lo Inadecuado, The Inadequate

The blinding white light of the gallery is palpable upon entry. I sweat in 
the summer heat, searching walls and floors for signs of art, or at least, 
instructions. Casting eyes downward I receive this impertinent greeting in 
the form of an enormous welcome mat: “L’Inadeguato, Lo Inadecuado, The 
Inadequate.” What kind of hospitality is this? Undaunted, I step forward into 
the gallery and take note of two tour guides and gratefully join the small 
group gathered to learn more about the project. One guide talks, the other 
translates. They speak of “An artist who refuses to produce anything, and 
an artist who never gives the audience what the audience wants.” Nearby, 
a man sits at a desk and writes on a laptop. I follow his gaze to a projection 
on a wall nearby and am alarmed that he is writing up a description of my 
own actions: “A man in a blue shirt searches the room for signs of art,” 
he writes, “He is distressed, he looks anxious. What is he looking for?”
I move to escape his gaze, but the typist stalks me, capturing my every 
movement in excruciating detail via the sentences he types on screen. 
I quickly exit the gallery.8

Do we always look first for the support structure when we search for a work of art? 

L’Inadeguato, Lo Inadecuado, The Inadequate denies us these recognizable narratives 

that provide comfort, instruction, consolation, approval, endorsement, and predefined 

interpretative pathways. García described her project as an “occupation” rather than 

an exhibition. She invited nearly seventy players—actors, activists, artists, publishers, 

historians, psychiatrists and those in treatment, scholars, and poets—to set up 

camp temporarily within the Spanish Pavilion, and García makes them the subject 

and object of her inquiry. Exploring different notions of inadequacy through radical 

8 This is a fictional account created by the author.
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psychiatry, radical politics, and radical art, the six-month performance involving 

conversations, monologues, theater performances, screenings, archival objects, and 

an online account of these happenings by García and various participants. Visitors 

looking for some sort of cohesive vision of Spain’s contribution to the Biennale would 

be met instead by this assemblage of divergent characters, acting out or improvising 

various representations of marginality. For Real Artists Don’t Have Teeth, an actor 

delivers an account of the “toothless” artists Jack Smith, Antonin Artaud, and Lenny 

Bruce. Characterizing the antics of each involves a discussion of Smith’s negotiations 

of queerness, cockroaches, and lobsterism, the jolting cries of a frenzied Artaud, 

Bruce’s self-deprecating wit. Coming across a man enacting these roles in the absence 

of introductions or didactic texts, a visitor might well not wait to decide whether 

or not the performance was one of art or madness and choose instead to escape 

to saner territory. García’s occupation of the Biennale did not fit comfortably inside 

the institution’s usual expository narrative. Stripped of the clarifying boundaries of 

an exhibition’s interpretive armature, each visitor had to individually apprehend this 

strange assemblage of bodies and voices on his or her own terms. 

Over the course of The Inadequate through stage and screen, García transported 

us to different places: the Accademia della Follia in Trieste, the Joycean Society in 

Zurich, and Rio de Janeiro’s Pirei na Cenna Theater of the Oppressed. Her sources 

were James Joyce, Antonin Artaud, Jack Smith, Lenny Bruce, Robert Walser, Franco 

Basaglia, and the German Socialist Patients’ Collective, among many others. For 

six months continuously these living operatives, off-site settings, exhumed souls, 

and odd situations mediated between real and imaginary worlds to create an open 

feedback system—an ekphrastic exercise in imagining what could be, rather than 

what is.

Irreverent Communities

James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake inspires what García calls “irreverent communities,” 

devoted to untangling the endless mysteries and interpretative possibilities of the 

confounding text. As she is quick to point out, Joyce’s book is only in the barest 

sense written in “English,” and so native English speakers have no real advantage 

when it comes to the task of translation—one of the many ways that the book 

breaks down social and linguistic hierarchies. I’m an insomniac, and I’ve kept a 

copy of Finnegans Wake on my nightstand for over a decade—the strangeness 

of its words often helps dislodge me from the world of sense just enough to drift 

into unconsciousness. It wasn’t until I saw García’s film The Joycean Society that 

I realized there were autonomous groups of people around the world who would 

meet to read through the text together, sometimes for years on end. 

Second Time Around
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For some, Joyce’s subversion of language becomes a way to bear the unbearable. In 

The Joycean Society, Fritz Senn (the director of the Zurich James Joyce Foundation) 

explains, “I am not saying this just ironically, it is also a therapy group, it does 

something… and I think it can be more helpful than some therapy you have to 

pay for… maybe reading Finnegans Wake is a substitute for people who usually 

are not very successful in life, like me. At least you can interact with a text. If we 

were happier we would be bankers or have an emotionally full life. I think, and I am 

here along almost Freudian lines, that culture is a sort of substitute for pleasures 

that are denied to some of us for many reasons.” As social space, these readings 

of Finnegans Wake require a group of people to remain attuned to the pressures 

that resonate from below the level of meaning. The incantations of each person’s 

interpretations mingle with each other and with the incantations of the text and 

break open more fluid, nonhierarchical ways of articulating a singular experience 

in the world. A kind of bodily writing, of using the breath, the force of existence, 

as a way to deliver the body itself from the domination of form.

The Hearing Voices Café9

Coffee shops worldwide, and specifically the Traumzeit Café in Hamburg; 
Coffee and All That Jazz in Toronto; Coco Café in Valladolid; Café des 
Voix in Paris; Café Barbieri in Madrid; Café Bravo in Berlin; the Wellcome 
Café in London; Café La Rubia in Barcelona; and The Hearing Voices Lab 
in San Francisco

There is so much imprecision in the act of trying to be oneself. I am sitting 
at a table with about eleven other people trying to describe the voices we 
hear in our heads, and sometimes the sensations we feel in our bodies, 
and also the various psychiatric treatments administered to us by medical 
doctors. It is comforting talking about these things in the middle of a busy 
café—our voices merge with the general cacophony of the room, the 
rattling of cups and saucers, and this dissonance is reassuring. We are 
not in therapy; we are simply in public.

The language each person uses to describe their symptoms differs dramatically, 
and again, we grapple mostly with the act of trying to be just one self. 
Dreams, ghosts, hallucinations appear unpredictably, shifting the subject 
and object of our sentences. We persist however in the telling of our stories, 
painting mental pictures for each other, cracking jokes. With our combined 
exhalations and inhalations, with our incantations, we transform reality.10

9  See http://thehearingvoicescafe.doragarcia.org.

10  This is a fictional account created by the author.
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As with The Joycean Society, the emotional conduit of The Hearing Voices Café 

is primarily the human voice. The Café exists at every bustling coffee shop across 

the world, but also very intentionally as a gathering initiated by Dora García. These 

mostly happen outside of traditional institutions and without its directives, so it was 

a privilege to be able to participate when it was hosted at the space I run in San 

Francisco, The Lab. Of all of García’s projects, The Hearing Voices Café is likely the 

most difficult to manifest for a traditional art audience—it involves a radical blurring 

of the lines of authorship. It is an informal exchange, a confidential conversation 

among voice hearers and their friends, and an ongoing practice of destigmatization, 

research, and play. Crucially, it is held for the benefit of the undefined community 

who participates in its casual structure, not for formal audiences. The Hearing Voices 

Café sometimes produces a newspaper or podcasts, but the project is inchoate—a 

felt but indiscernible force vibrating between real and imaginary realms. 

It was there, in the midst of these individuals trying to poke holes in the settled 

forms of their historical and existential identities, that I could discern a chorus of 

voices and bodies announcing that everything can be reconfigured, that language 

can be altered, and simultaneously making space for what is yet to come. I could 

not orient myself around a singular voice, one captivating personality, but was 

subsumed instead by a hypnotic choir conjuring the unseen, unfelt, unheard.

We Create a Machine That Breathes

I have never again written without drawing. / Now what I am drawing / 
these are no longer themes of Art transposed from the imagination onto 
the paper, these are not affecting figures, / these are gestures, a word, 
a grammar, an arithmetic, a whole Kabbala and which shits at the other, 
which shits on the other, / no drawing made on paper is a drawing, the 
reintegration of a sensitivity misled, it is a machine that breathes, / this was 
first a machine that also breathes. / It’s the search for a lost world / and 
one that no human language integrates / and whose image on the paper 
is no longer that world but a decal, a sort of diminished / copy. / For the 
true work is in the clouds.

— Antonin Artaud11

11 Antonin Artaud, “Dix ans que le langage est parti...” (1947), 
Luna Park, no. 5 (October 1979): 8; translated in Jacques Derrida and 
Paule Thévenin, The Secret Art of Antonin Artaud, trans. Mary Ann Caws 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1998), 41.

Second Time Around
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The Hearing Voices Café is an initiative by Dora 
García together with different communities 
and associations, and in different cities; further 
information at http://thehearingvoicescafe.
doragarcia.org. 
Images, above and right, Café de las Voces 
Valladolid, and left, Café de las Voces Madrid.
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451
issue 1 — 20 November 2015 - 14 February 2016 TATE LIVERPOOL A project by DorA GArcÍA As pArt of “An ImAGIneD museum: works from the centre pompIDou, tAte AnD mmk collectIons”

the mnemosyne revolution

The Mnemosyne Revolution, a newspaper recounting a sci-fi narrative that is also a guide to the exhibition An Imagined 
Museum, Tate Liverpool, MMK Frankfurt, and Centre Pompidou-Metz (2015–17).

Second Time Around
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12 “The subjectile resists. It has to resist. Sometimes it resists too 
much, sometimes not enough. It must resist in order to be treated finally as 
itself and not the support or the fiend of something else, the surface or the 
subservient substratum of a representation.” Jacques Derrida, “Maddening 
the Subjectile,” trans. Mary Ann Caws, in Boundaries: Writing and Drawing, 
Yale French Studies 84 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1994), 169.

13 Transcribed from minutes 7:18–7:40 of The Artist Without Works: 
A Guided Tour Around Nothing by Dora García, performed by Michelangelo 
Miccolis and Paolo Ferrara in the Spanish Pavilion, 54th International Art 
Exhibition—La Biennale di Venezia, November 24, 2011; available online 
at vimeo.com/32665736.

14 Gustave Metzger, as quoted by Dora García in Mad Marginal: 
Cahier #3; Klau Mich (Cologne: Walther König, 2012), 18, and originally 
sourced in minute 6 of An Anatomy of Violence, directed by Peter Davis 
(Vancouver: Villon, 1967). In Davis’s documentary on the “Dialectics of 
Liberation and the Demystification of Violence” congress, Metzger was 
agreeing with Carolee Schneemann about the protections of art.

Antonin Artaud talked about subjectile space as a “machine that breathes.” Traditionally 

defined, the subjectile refers to the material support for a work of art: a canvas, a 

theater’s proscenium, the plate for an etching, a raw piece of drawing paper. Yet 

Artaud, and later the philosopher Jacques Derrida, thought of the subjectile as a 

resistant element in the production of art.12 In their understanding, the subjectile 

structure both supports and actively refutes the artist’s attempts to mold it into 

form, to imbue it with meaning, and to mark it with intention. The subjectile is both 

the thing that performs the action, the subject, and also that which receives the 

action, the object. In this it frustrates the rules of grammar, it is extra-lingual, and 

it is constantly in motion.

García’s projects captivate and complicate their support structures—the interpretive 

impulse of the institution, the object-based displays of an exhibition, even the 

authority of the artist. “The Artist Without Works wants to assert an ideology,” García 

says through another performance, “The ideology would not trade on objects but 

on deeds, or rather on undeeds. The Artist Without Works practices the radicalism 

of the refusal—I am not there, I would prefer not to—what does he exactly refuse? 

First of all, he refuses to make sense.”13 Infiltrating sensible spaces with an unmoored 

sensibility, a “mad” marginality, her subjectile situations are already exposed to 

failure—they are clearly sited in the world, but they also are peripheral, impassive, 

and somehow robbed of agency. By extension, they represent the condition of the 

artist. García quotes Gustav Metzger in her introductory essay in Mad Marginal: 

Cahier #3; Klau Mich “The idea is to destroy things in order to protect the individual!”14 

Between the Institution and the Encampment
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Against all logic, growing from a crack in the façade of the Berkeley Art Museum 

fifty feet overhead and between more than 4,000 tons of poured concrete, was a 

dandelion weed. How it managed to germinate and bloom year after year from within 

that Brutalist architecture, so inhospitable to life, was baffling. Communing with 

that weed became something of a ritual practice during my time at the museum. 

Sometimes I would go outside and whisper to it the words of Tupac Shakur: “Did 

u hear about the rose that grew from a crack / in the concrete? / Proving nature’s 

laws wrong it learned 2 walk / without having feet.”15 Positioned as I was between 

the institution poised to crumble and the lawless encampment, between a handful 

of beach sand and Bartleby, the Scrivener, that disobedient weed, its yellow flower 

taunting the self-seriousness of its Brutalist host, was the most pleasurable loophole 

to conscious life that I could never have imagined. 

The museum’s former building has been since decommissioned, its contents moved 

to a safer, more reasonable structure, and I have found another, even more precarious 

space for experiments in being. However, the spectral presence of that weed still 

captivates a force. From time to time I conjure it up simply to envision it establishing 

root systems with other weeds that crisscross throughout the now abandoned 

museum, breaking apart its concrete architecture but also binding it together and 

planting it more firmly in the soil. Perhaps then we can return, occupying the 

museum as a machine that breathes.

15 Tupac Shakur, The Rose That Grew From Concrete (New York: 
MTV Books, 2009), 3.
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First presented at the Sala Montcada in Barcelona 

in 2001 as part of Dora García’s exhibition 

1101001000infinito, curated by Chus Martínez, 

this work arose from the artist’s conviction 

that every artwork is the acceptance of the 

failure of another artwork that was not meant 

to be. 100 Impossible Artworks is precisely a 

list of all the works that cannot be and which 

give rise to those that exist or will exist as a 

residue of that impossibility. A similar idea is 

expressed in a passage from the monologue of 

The Artist Without Works: A Guided Tour Around 

Nothing (p. 95): “Why failures? (points to self). 

One reason is that every finished product, 

in any field of knowledge or practice, is by 

nature—you must inevitably concede I am 

right on this point—only a shadow of what it 

wanted to be or ought to have been.”

100 Impossible Artworks, 2001

List of 100 sentences on vinyl on wall
Variable dimensions
Colección MUSAC, León
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The Artist Without Works is a monologue 

written by García in 2009. Its starting point 

was her reading of Jean-Yves Jouannais’ 

book Artistes sans oeuvres: I would prefer 

not to (1997), where an answer is sought to 

an impossible question: How to perform the 

radical artistic act par excellence, producing 

nothing, and remain at the same time within 

artistic practice? “Nada” (Nothing) is precisely 

the hundredth impossible artwork in the 

100 Impossible Artworks project (p. 94). It 

is impossible because “nothing” is always 

something, but this does not mean it should 

not be attempted. As Keith Arnatt said, “Art 

as an act of omission.”

The Artist Without Works is subtitled “A Guided 

Tour Around Nothing.” The monologue is structured 

as a guided tour of nonexistent artworks, with 

five “discourses” (or “stations”) and four breaks. 

The last “station” is the same as the first. The 

monologue is sometimes performed by two people 

in two different languages. The tone is clearly 

one of interpellation of the audience, an allusion 

to Peter Handke’s play Publikumsbeschimpfung 

(Offending the Audience, 1986).

The Artist Without Works: 
A Guided Tour Around Nothing, 2009

Performance
Courtesy of the artist
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A performance of indeterminate duration for 

five performers that adopts the format of a 

theatrical rehearsal. One of the performers 

assumes the role of director or teacher, while 

the other four are “learners” rehearsing four 

performances from Dora García’s “repertoire”: 

The Artist Without Works (2009), La Esfinge 

(The Sphinx, 2005), Rezos (Prayers, 2007), 

and El mensajero (The Messenger, 2002). The 

performance unfolds around the museum’s 

space like a theater play with a static central 

element (The Artist Without Works), which is 

closely directed and constantly corrected by 

the director; a semi-static element (La Esfinge), 

which selects its interlocutors after observing 

them attentively, approaches them, takes them 

to one side, and asks them questions; and 

two mobile elements, one very slow (Rezos), 

and the other fast, rowdy, and disconcerting 

(El mensajero). The performance can go on 

indefinitely, but generally lasts for forty-five 

to sixty minutes. Since this is a theatrical 

performance, the audience is convened at a 

specific time in a particular place, normally 

the vestibule of a museum or the meeting 

point of an art fair (or the central space of 

the Spanish Pavilion in Venice), but it is also 

a circular performance in which the public is 

free to move around, and to come and go as 

it pleases. As the title indicates, the rehearsal 

format makes the performance extremely 

flexible, but it contains all the information 

expected of a retrospective. 

It was first performed in 2010 at the Grand 

Foyer of the Théâtre National de Chaillot, 

commissioned by the Centre national des 

arts plastiques, France.

Rehearsal / Retrospective, 2010

Performance
Courtesy of the artist
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A dialogue of a similar length to The Artist Without 

Works (p. 95). Whereas that piece took the form 

of a guided tour, this one adopts the guise of a 

lecture, with whiteboard included. Its peculiarity is 

that the performer experiences “transformations” 

and “gets under the skin” of the toothless artists 

spoken of in the monologue, imitating their voices 

and bodily postures. What the three artists—Jack 

Smith, Lenny Bruce, and Antonin Artaud—had 

in common was the lamentable state of their 

teeth, as well as having “changed the course” 

of, respectively, underground cinema, stand-up 

comedy, and theater, art, and psychiatry. These 

fundamental artists submerge us in another of 

the great questions (to which Oscar Masotta 

responds): Is art an effective medium for changing 

reality (a misleading question since it implies 

art is not reality)? Or to put it more exactly: 

Are artists dangerous for the status quo? The 

monologue ends with the sentence: “Let us 

then conclude: real artists don’t have teeth, 

and therefore, they cannot bite.”

Real Artists Don’t Have Teeth, 2009

Performance
Courtesy of the artist
Kunsthaus Zürich Collection, Zurich
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contradiction and its beauty, dividing itself 

at the same time into multiple subconcepts 

such as deviation, the outsider, exclusion, 

radicalness, censorship, language, Basaglian 

(practice), and notes in the margin.

1 Erving Goffman, Encounters: Two Studies 
in the Sociology of Interaction (Indianapolis: Bobbs-
Merrill, 1961), 81.

The Inadequate, 2011

Archive 
Courtesy of ProjecteSD, Barcelona

The Inadequate, a project that occupied the 

Spanish Pavilion at the 54th Venice Biennale 

(2011), was devised as an extended performance 

made of objects, conversations, monologues, 

theater, silences, and debates. The protagonists 

of this collective and multiple performance, 

which brought together several generations 

and took the Italian scene as a case study, 

were experts in the notion of “inadequacy,” 

representing independent, underground, 

dissident, unofficial, marginal, or exiled positions.

The Inadequate was born of a quotation from 

Erving Goffman’s book Encounters: Two Studies 

in the Sociology of Interaction (1961): “To be 

awkward or unkempt, to talk or move wrongly, is 

to be a dangerous giant, a destroyer of worlds. 

As every psychotic and comic ought to know, 

any accurately improper move can poke through 

the thin sleeve of immediate reality.”1 In this 

sense, the project is centered on the notion 

of marginality as an artistic position, on its 
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Through the Trieste Joyce School in the Italian 

city of Trieste, Dora García learned that a 

legendary Joycean, Fritz Senn, was the director 

of the Zurich James Joyce Foundation, which 

held the largest collection in Europe of books 

by and about Joyce. Since 1983, its members 

have held group readings of Joyce’s last novel, 

Finnegans Wake (1939), and have won fame for 

their stability, regularity, devotion, and absolute 

lack of any hierarchy. García was interested, 

and tried in vain to get in touch with Senn. 

Finally, taking advantage of a visit to the Swiss 

city, she stopped by the foundation. Opening 

the door personally, Fritz Senn asked her, “Are 

you a Joycean?” After that first meeting, García 

turned up to the reading group one Thursday 

at 7:30 p.m. At that point, 2013, the group 

was on its third “round.” In all, it takes them 

eleven years to read the book.

The Joycean Society is a documentary recording, 

almost in real time, of one of those reading 

sessions. A year later, when the artist showed 

the film to the group, its members voiced 

skepticism about the attention paid to the 

relations between them. Senn said, “I don’t 

know if this film is good or bad, but what I 

do know is that it has the best possible cast.”

The Joycean Society, 2013

Digital film, 16:9, color, sound, 54�
Col·lecció MACBA, Fundació MACBA, Barcelona. Work acquired thanks to Agrolimen 
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L’Angoisse, 2014

(Anguish)

Book of the seminar “L’Angoisse” by Jacques Lacan, and the double 
of the same book with annotations by the artist to the first
Courtesy of the artist and Galerie Michel Rein, Paris/Brussels
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L’amour, 2016

(Love)

Self-published book of the conference “L’amour” by Jacques Lacan, 
and the double of the same book with annotations by the artist to the first 
22.5 × 17.5 cm each
Foundation Masureel
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a shadow of another book. The total figure is 

reconstructed only when the two publications 

are put together. With this premise, García 

thought of choosing some of the most significant 

books for her practice and making “doubles” 

of them. These would be blank replicas of the 

publications in question, imitating the size, 

number of pages, and types of paper used for the 

contents and the cover, which she would then 

fill page by page with annotations, diagrams, 

and drawings suggested by her reading of the 

original book. L’Angoisse, the first work produced 

in accordance with this protocol, was followed 

by others like L’amour and Écrits, all “replicas” 

of the eponymous books by Jacques Lacan.

Écrits, 2017

(Writings)

Two copies (volumes I and II) of Écrits by Jacques Lacan, 
and doubles of the same books with annotations by the artist to the first
18 × 11.5 cm each
Courtesy of the artist and Galerie Michel Rein, Paris/Brussels

When Dora García was working on her Exhausted 

Books project (p. 52) in which she repeated 

the action of “rewriting” performed by the 

readers of James Joyce’s novel Finnegans 

Wake, she came across Roland McHugh’s 

book Annotations to Finnegans Wake (1980), 

which compiles annotations by five readers 

of the book. In this unusual publication, every 

page of annotations corresponds to a page in 

the book, since all the FW editions have the 

same number of pages. Each annotation is thus 

level with the line and word it refers to. In other 

words, this is a book of annotations where the 

annotated text is absent, as though the only 

thing left after reading were the underlining: 
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In 2014, Dora García was working as a teacher 

at the Oslo National Academy of the Arts when 

she received an invitation to do a show at F15 

Punkt Ø, a gallery in Moss, Norway. The artist 

then resorted to a passage she had read in Richard 

Ellmann’s biography of James Joyce about the 

letter that the Irish writer had written in 1901 

to Henrik Ibsen, whom he greatly admired, to 

congratulate him on his seventy-third birthday. 

Joyce made a draft in English, which he then 

translated into Dano-Norwegian, a language 

he had learned precisely so as to be able to 

read Ibsen.1 Only the draft is preserved in the 

collection of the Cornell University Library in 

Ithaca, New York, either because the letter 

never reached its destination, or because Ibsen 

decided not to keep it. The idea of this letter 

written by an adolescent writer to his idol, 

with its admiring and slightly petulant tone, 

as well as the fact that it does not “exist,” 

since only a draft is preserved, became the 

center of the exhibition, so continuing García’s 

previous explorations of impossible artworks 

(p. 94) by “showing what does not exist.” In 

collaboration with the University of Oslo, the 

artist therefore tried to imagine what kind 

of Dano-Norwegian might have been written 

by an Irish adolescent who had learned it by 

reading Ibsen. She then imitated the young 

Joyce’s handwriting on the basis of other 

manuscripts from the same period, aged the 

paper with tea, and produced a forgery of the 

undelivered or discarded lost letter. She made 

twelve attempts before she was satisfied with 

the result. Here we show number 12, the one 

immediately preceding the final “forgery.”2

1 Dora García draws attention to another 
episode mentioned by Richard Ellmann (in James 
Joyce, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1959; rev. 
ed. 1982). This was the enthusiastic review Joyce 
had written in The Fortnightly Review a year earlier, 
in 1900, of Ibsen’s last play, When We Dead Awaken. 
Ibsen read the review and asked his translator, William 
Archer, to send his thanks to the young Joyce, surely 
making a great impression on him.

2 The final “forgery” of this letter is in the 
private collection of Pedro Barbosa in Brazil.

Twelve Attempts to Forge a Letter 
from Joyce to Ibsen in 1901, No. 12, 2015

Ink on paper, 5 parts
29.5 × 18 cm each
Courtesy of ProjecteSD, Barcelona
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The question with which, in 1981, Thomas Crow opened his influential essay “Modernism 

and Mass Culture in the Visual Arts”1 seems today to again have particular relevance: 

“What is to be made of the continuing involvement between modernist art and 

the materials of low or mass culture?” The American historian, questioning the 

reasons that have prompted avant-garde artists to be increasingly involved in the 

various forms of marginality created by mass culture, goes on in the essay to make 

different attempts to respond. But none seems as convincing to him as that offered 

by Stéphane Mallarmé back in the mid-nineteenth century. It was, in fact, the great 

French poet who was possibly the first to realize that, among the Impressionists 

of his day, there was born a particular figure of an artist who was increasingly 

inclined to pay heed to the new forms of marginality. Yet this openness also showed 

an ambiguous side, as it went hand in hand with a feeling of both attraction and 

repulsion. “Captivating and repulsive,” wrote the poet in 1876 or thereabouts in his 

famous essay “The Impressionists and Édouard Manet,” the only version of the text 

having survived from that period being the English translation.2

In fact, it was mass culture, which in Mallarmé’s day was taking its initial steps, 

that offered at its periphery scenes of social life ranging from free community 

entertainments to less edifying forms of commercialized entertainment of the lower 

classes. At the outset, those scenes appeared as examples of rediscovered freedom, 

and it was only over time that they revealed their interlocutory character, that of 

cultural negotiation.

Crow posits that the Impressionist artist was attracted in an ambiguous way. On the 

one hand, among those forms of marginality, he sought a refuge for his independent 

art, which felt increasingly under attack; on the other, he discovered in them a 

disquieting share of unhappiness, hidden in the false promesse du bonheur.

In an essay written in the 1960s, Michel Butor was keen to probe inside these early 

forms of marginality, almost to the point of wishing to restore a profound approach 

with regard to their marginal literality.3 Returning to Claude Monet’s Régates à 

1 Thomas Crow, “Modernism and Mass Culture in the Visual 
Arts,” in Modern Art in the Common Culture (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1996), 3. 

2 Stéphane Mallarmé, “The Impressionists and Édouard Manet,” 
Art Monthly Review and Photographic Portfolio (London) 1, no. 9 (September 
30, 1876): 117–22.

3 Michel Butor, “Monet, or the World Turned Upside-Down,” The 
Avant-Garde: Art News Annual 34, ed. T. B. Hess and John Ashbery (1968): 
20–33.
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Argenteuil (Regattas at Argenteuil, 1872) with the help of this text is still very useful 

today. The reflections of water obscuring the factories of Argenteuil effectively 

speak of an absence, but also imply an ambiguity. They possibly conceal the gesture 

of a painter who wished to appropriate high culture in the name of the contingent 

aspect of the world.4 The “ambiguities” of those early Impressionist painters helped 

to maintain a suspension, to escape a gestalt-like reconciliation, and, as Lisa Florman 

has recently pointed out, to guarantee “products of non-reconciliation.”5 These forms 

of marginality have nevertheless suffered from the outset from an initial limitation, 

being considerably exposed to an almost inevitable tendency toward the outside, 

and to the desire for a fictitious overcoming (Verwindung), a myth that was only 

unmasked by the endoxa, or collective opinion, of late twentieth-century mass culture.

“A mythological endoxa,” wrote Roland Barthes, “has been created: demystification (or 

demythification) has itself become a discourse, corpus of phrases, catechistic statement.”6

With these words, Barthes, perhaps the most Brechtian of the last semiologists, 

intended to take aim, above all, at the metalinguistic nature of Brechtian Verfremdung 

(estrangement), now incorporated in the endoxa and incapable of lending an ear 

to marginality and protecting the strategic ambiguity of the avant-gardes. It is an 

ambiguity that the latter could not ignore, being still in the land of the caesura, 

where reality and fiction play their decisive match. But only here does the artist 

manage to maintain that small share of wavering pretense, vital for understanding 

the enemy’s hostile language. This is the refusal, in its plastic movement, and the 

withdrawal (Entziehung) with oscillation and trembling (Erzitterung).

The movement of oscillation marks the extremely brief illusory space that Picasso and 

Braque wished to preserve, during the phase of Synthetic Cubism, not surprisingly, 

between the representational and literal planes.7 The aim was not to reconcile 

4 “[T]he avant-garde appropriates the form of high art in the 
name of contingent, unstable, and material.” Crow, “Modernism and Mass 
Culture,” 25.

5 Lisa Florman, “The Flattening of ‘Collage,’” October 102 (Fall 
2002): 68.

6 Roland Barthes, “La mythologie aujourd’hui (1971, Esprit),” in Le 
bruissement de la langue (Essais critiques IV) (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1984), 
81–85; Eng.: “Mythology Today,” in The Rustle of Language, trans. Richard 
Howard (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1989), 66.

7 See Clement Greenberg, “Collage” (1959), in Art and Culture 
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1961), 78; see also, more recently, Florman, “Flattening 
of ‘Collage.’”
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Above: The Dean Martin Show (1965–74, NBC) 
Below: Die Klau Mich Show, Dora García for dOCUMENTA 13, 2012

http://dieklaumichshow.org
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these planes so as to avoid total and powerful abstraction, which, in the age of late 

capitalism, would acquire the monstrous appearance of abstract and indifferent labor.

Thus only by giving up any desire for a fictitious overcoming can the artist be in a 

position to inherit the legacy of the montage strategies of the avant-gardes, and be 

able to count, as Walter Benjamin wrote, on a novel productive energy, that of the 

individual alienated from himself, struggling against the world from inside the world.8

Dora García’s work cogently reconsiders this condition in the light of the critical 

tradition that lies behind it. Among the various strategies she deploys to explore 

the new scene, a central one is that of the “delegated performance.” In a recent 

interview with Beatriz Escudero and Zaida Trallero she explained, “So I thought of 

asking someone else to carry out the action.”9 But this is a mandate that is not meta-

linguistic in character, nor has it to do with overcoming. “This is a very simple idea 

that was very well reflected for instance in the position that James Joyce adopted 

while walking in the street: he was always leaning against the wall and watching 

the people passing by. This is to me the typical position of the artist, someone who 

watches the others busying themselves and is, by nature, outside of them. He stays 

outside the normal state of things.”10 

In fact, Dora García attempts to reposition Brechtian Verfremdung. In this respect, 

her reflections on Dean Martin in her text “Absurdity in Prime Time” (2010) and that 

she elaborated on in the later “The Gag of the Falling Door” (written in 2012 for Die 

Klau Mich Show at dOCUMENTA13) are instructive. In the latter text there emerges 

8 On the figure of the artist with the “productive energy of the 
individual alienated from himself” and with revolutionary aspirations, 
see a letter of April 16, 1938 from Walter Benjamin to Max Horkheimer: 
“Baudelaire’s unique importance consists in having been the first one, and 
the most unswerving, to have apprehended, in both senses of the word, the 
productive energy of the individual alienated from himself—agnosticized 
and heightened through concretization.” Walter Benjamin, Briefe, vol. 2, ed. 
Gershom Scholem and Theodor W. Adorno (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 
1978), 752; GS, 1-3, 1074; Eng.: The Correspondence of Walter Benjamin, 
1910–1940, trans. Manfred R. Jacobson and Evelyn M. Jacobson (Chicago 
and London: University of Chicago Press, 1994), 557.

9  Dora García, “Dora García: Site-Specific Conversation,” interview 
in two parts (February 20 and May 18th, 2015) by Beatriz Escudero and 
Zaida Trallero, Site-Specific Conversation, http://site-specificconversation.
com/en/dora-garcia-3/. See, more particularly, Clare Bishop, “Delegated 
Performance: Outsourcing Authenticity,” October 140 (Spring 2012): 91–112.

10  Dora García, interviewed by Sandrine Meats, Paris, 2011, 
InitiArt Magazine (2011), http://www.initiartmagazine.com/interview.
php?IVarchive=64.
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her interest in an access door (the “closet door”) through which guests come on 

stage in The Dean Martin Show (a highly successful TV variety and comedy show 

that aired on NBC in the United States from 1965 to 1974). But this door, which 

apparently refers to the outside, does not, in her eyes, assume so much the aspect 

of a metalinguistic instrument and a shift from outside to inside—as in the theater 

of Bertolt Brecht mentioned above—as that of a stratagem capable of triggering 

an explosive gag. “But none of those moments was as iconoclastic as the gag of 

the falling door.”11 For Dora García, the resources this stage device reveals seem 

completely surprising. Furthermore, with regard to the subversive possibilities of the 

gag, she had already expressed herself in a key passage of “Absurdity in Prime Time”:

The fabric of textual nonsense is always rational and the illogical explodes on 

this rational fabric, attacking it from within. In other words, nonsense is not 

a direct attack on the institution: it is an infiltrator, something like a suicide 

bomber. Its target is the core of the institution: meaning. What upsets power 

more than anything else? Not explicit, noisy dissidence—which is often 

encouraged by power itself in order to neutralise other more dangerous kinds 

of dissidence—but a fundamental, vital dissidence, where everything used 

to justify power (order, meaning, economy, security, religion…) is “formally” 

attacked while uncontainable laughter explodes. Dissidence shatters: it is 

everywhere, spread amidst the laughter, in a guerrilla war that, as everyone 

knows at this point, is impossible to win.12 

In Brecht’s theater, too, the “door” is important, as we are reminded by Walter 

Benjamin: “At this moment the stranger appears at the door. ‘Tableau,’ as they 

used to say around 1900. That is to say, the stranger is confronted with a certain 

set of conditions: troubled faces, the open window, a devastated interior.”13 But 

if Brecht’s door needs an outside, something extraneous, to interrupt the scene, 

Dean Martin’s, on the other hand, suggests to Dora García the possibility that there 

11 Dora García, “The Gag of the Falling Door,” in Mad Marginal: 
Cahier #3; Klau Mich (Cologne: Walther König, 2012), 14.

12 Dora García, “Absurdity in Prime Time,” in Are you Ready for 
TV? (Barcelona: Museu d’Art Contemporani de Barcelona; Santiago de 
Compostela: Centro Galego de Arte Contemporánea, 2010–11), 33, http://
www.macba.cat/PDFs/ready4tv_eng.pdf.

13 Walter Benjamin, “Was ist das epische Theater?” (1931), in 
Gesammelte Schriften, ed. Rolf Tiedemann et al., vol. II.2 (Frankfurt am 
Main: Suhrkamp, 1977), 535; Eng.: Walter Benjamin, “What is Epic Theatre? 
[Second version],” in Understanding Brecht, trans. Anna Bostock (London: 
Verso, 1998), 19.
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may be a different way of reaching the same goal, by striking from within. As if a 

sort of outside inside existed, an outside without overcoming. Here, perhaps, is a 

non-conciliatory ambiguity. For this reason, the interlocutory scene, which lies at 

the center of Dora García’s work, is invariably a story set in strategic ambiguity.

This type of ambiguity is the one that the artist herself brings to the attention of 

the three actors (Peter Aers, Jan Mech, and Samir Kandil) in The Beggar’s Opera 

at Münster, who take turns interpreting the figure of the (post-Brechtian) Beggar, 

Charles Filch. As Dora García writes, “The Beggar must always look for ambiguity.”14 

This enables Dora García to be attuned to the new forms of marginality. So the 

ambivalence referred to by Mallarmé as “captivating and repulsive” returns, bearing 

with it not only the opera’s share of fiction but also, in the end, its share of reality.

In The Dean Martin Show, everything could be spectacle and illusion except moments 

of surprise and interruption, which were required to be strictly authentic and above 

all real.15 An outside inside. In Dora García’s The Beggar’s Opera as well, the element 

that interrupts must be real, but not like a stranger at the door. Filch in fact sees 

reality as if it were bursting forth within himself, inside him, like Verfremdung. On 

September 11, 2007, “Tommy smiles and says: ‘Yeah, yeah.’ It’s all a bit strange.”16

How can we be sure about the reality of this scene? “Always ask for money at the 

end,”17 Dora García recommends to Filch. And confirmation comes from Filch/Peter 

Aers himself, who, on July 12, 2017, declared himself satisfied, because he had sold 

a pen for 65 cents, after some hard bargaining. There are several significant planes 

inside marginality, those that Michael Asher was looking for by scratching the interior 

walls of a gallery, and those Georges Braque considered he had evoked with a nail. 

In 2012, with Die Klau Mich Show, strategic ambivalences became even more 

visible with the door of The Dean Martin Show placed directly on the stage. From 

14 Dora García, “A last letter to the actors before the opening” 
(June 14, 2007), Skulptur Projekte Münster, http://beggars.doragarcia.org/
node/46.html.

15 On the concept of reality in relation to The Dean Martin Show, 
see the key reflections of Dan Graham in Rock My Religion: Writings and 
Art Projects 1965–1990, ed. Brian Wallis (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1993), 
56–65.

16               Dora García, “It has been some time since he’s had to do this, but 
here he is again explaining that this is not a social project” (September 11, 2007), 
Skulptur Projekte Münster, http://beggars.doragarcia.org/node/138.html.

17 García, “A last letter to the actors.”
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The Beggar’s Opera, a theatrical production in real time and in public 
space, for Skulptur Projekte Münster, 2007; for further information, 

please see http://thebeggarsopera.org.
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Die Klau Mich Show, a weekly talk show presented live at 
Kassel Ständehaus and on TV Offener Kanal Kassel; all TV 

episodes can be seen at http://dieklaumichshow.org.
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the Verfremdung, the interruptions are maintained but not the metalanguage. The 

door is the nail that opens the various levels. On June 22, from the scene of Die 

Klau Mich Show at dOCUMENTA13, in the Theater Chaosium in Kassel, Jan Mech 

appropriately asked Rainer Langhans, “Is it important, in your opinion, to get to a 

next level, somehow, to find reality?”18

18 Dora García, Die Klau Mich Show, Theater Chaosium, Kassel, 
June 22, 2012, dOCUMENTA13, 2012, http://dieklaumichshow.org/videos.
html#45-WEBCAM_June_22_Langhans_Zinn_Scharloth.
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Produced in 2007 for the Hermès “H BOX” 

cultural project, curated by Benjamin Weil, this 

work is the only film made by Dora García in 

an analog format (35 mm) rather than a digital 

one. It was devised as a kind of cadavre exquis 

where the image would not necessarily have 

anything to do with the sound, and where the 

conjunction would generate a third meaning. 

The image was a filmed recording of the Maison 

Wolfers in Brussels, the work of the architect 

Henry van de Velde, and now the home of the 

collector Herman Daled. The soundtrack was 

chosen nearly a month later. This was to be 

a male voice narrating Samuel Beckett’s Film 

(1965), the only film made by the writer; the 

main character was played by Buster Keaton. 

It is a film about seeing and being seen, about 

the camera and the spectator, about the wish to 

disappear and to be discovered, and about the 

identification of the watcher and the watched.

Film (Hôtel Wolfers), 2007

35mm film transferred to digital, 16:9, B/W, sound, 11�30��

San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (SFMOMA), San Francisco. 
Accessions Committee Fund purchase
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In that future, I won’t be anything anymore.

— Dora García, Zimmer, Gespräche, 2006

Thinking with Dora García’s research as an artist and writer helps us to engage in 

the following question: What kind of practices and vocabularies are possible and 

necessary for remaining an active agent and a speaking subject under conditions 

of political impotence? This question puts pressure on the means of art in relation 

to political realities and social processes of the present. An old concern rising 

to new prominence in 2018 that cannot be unfolded by an “aesthetic program” 

operating the “material realization of unconditional freedom,” as Jacques Rancière 

proposed in a moment of hope for a new “newness of the [avant-garde] tradition.”2 

Because the idea of freedom itself is a huckster of ideological capital. However, 

“hope is guaranteed for nothing,” as Heiner Müller stated to realize under a social 

realism of war. He continues to alert that “the literature of Arlt, Cortázar, Márquez, 

Neruda, Onetti is not a plea for the conditions on their continent. The good texts 

are still growing from dark grounds, the better world will not be available without 

bloodshed, the duel between industry and future will not be performed with songs 

to settle down.”3 

Dora García’s projects are helpful to think with because they smuggle “micro-future” 

characters into the clinical systems of hegemonic power, as the art historian Sven 

Lütticken pointed out in a recent essay4 analyzing the short-termism or presentism of 

1 “Die Hoffnung garantiert für nichts.” Heiner Müller, during a 
discussion about postmodernism in New York in 1979. See Heiner Müller, 
“Der Schrecken die erste Erscheinung des Neuen,” in Rotwelsch (Berlin: 
Merve Verlag, 1982), 96 (this and the successive quotes by Müller are my 
translation).

2 Jacques Rancière, The Politics of Aesthetics: The Distribution 
of the Sensible, trans. Gabriel Rockhill (London and New York: Continuum, 
2013), 20–22.

3 “... die Literatur der Arlt, Cortázar, Márquez, Neruda, Onetti ist 
kein Plädoyer für die Zustände auf ihrem Kontinent. Die guten Texte wachsen 
immer noch aus finsterem Grund, die bessre Welt wird ohne Blutvergießen 
nicht zu haben sein, das Duell zwischen Industries und Zukunft wird nicht 
mit Gesängen ausgetragen, bei denen man sie niederlassen kann.” Müller, 
“Der Schrecken,” 96.

4 Sven Lütticken, “Time: Running Out of It. On the Long Now 
and Micro-Futures,” in Aesthetics of Crisis, ed. Ursula Frohne and Johan 
Hartle (Leipzig: Spector Books, 2018 [forthcoming]).
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futures that cannot be reconciled with calls for freedom. In other words, the above 

question is at stake these days when several state governments around the globe 

demonstrate a “global swing to the right”5 that operates through the accumulation 

of data (“clicks”) as capital confused with the people’s political will. A political 

tendency that is hard to deny. Some call it authoritarian populism. Monoculturalism. 

Nationalism. Whitelash. The Big Orange.6 Identitären.7 Coup d’état. It also can be 

called neofascism. It is happening at this moment (again) across the globe in January 

2018, almost forty years after cultural theorist Stuart Hall analyzed the particular 

conditions that enabled the rise of a global neoliberal capitalism that happened 

not without coincidence along “the great moving right show” of a radical Right.8 

In other words, times are tense. Times are transitional. Better to be too prepared 

than too naive. 

To begin with, García engages with research by the means of art as a practice 

of emancipation. Her grounded investigations into language and politics reach 

across continents, time zones, and political systems in search for misfits, cracks, 

5 Arjun Appadurai, “The Global Swing to the Right,” lecture, The 
Graduate Institute, Geneva, April 25, 2017, available online at https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=n-1tZGMj2tg.

6 “The Big Orange” was coined by the US late-night comedy 
program The Late Show With Stephen Colbert as a way to refer to Donald 
Trump.

7 Originating in France as part of the New Right, the Identitären 
is the German version of a non-parliamentarian movement that since 2012 
protests for a national law to manifest the “protection of the ethno-cultural 
identities of Europe” while demanding “secure borders” for Europe. It promotes 
nothing else than the idealization of a racially defined body (“blood”) united 
with a settlement area (“soil”); in other words, a neofascist ideology that 
operates in Germany (particularly in the area of former East Germany) 
in proximity with the rise of right-wing programs on the parliamentarian 
level and organized activities of Wutbürger (enraged citizens who feel left 
out by the establishment) through publishing activities, speeches in small 
cities, protest marches, and activist actions in the public sphere.

8 Stuart Hall, “The Great Moving Right Show,” Marxism Today 
(January 1979): 14–20. Its current analysis takes the form, for example, through 
a letter written and distributed by the board of the Vienna Secession against 
the decisions taken by a newly elected right-wing government; another 
public letter was written collectively in December 2017 in defense of the 
(forcedly) resigned CEO of documenta gGmbH in Kassel. In December 
2015, the director of the Museu de Arte Moderna da Bahia in Brazil was 
fired by the administration of a new right-wing government after Brazil’s 
first female president was impeached by a coup d’état. Another symptom 
of new nationalisms is the increased difficulty for non-European students 
to receives visas for studying in Europe.
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and weirdness. For example, Zimmer, Gespräche (2006) addresses the libidinal 

economies of the surveillance system during the one-party state socialism of 

the German Democratic Republic. Since 2014, her research project Segunda Vez 

(Second Time Around) investigates the forms of weirdness during the military state 

terror of Argentina of the 1970s, guided by the writings of the Argentinian artist, 

psychoanalyst, and author Oscar Masotta. Instant Narrative (2006–08) and Real 

Artists Don’t Have Teeth (2009–10), furthermore, experiment on and with symptoms 

of social behaviorism driven by market imperatives of contemporary art. Her point 

of entry into the crossing of political systems, periods, and geographies is language. 

Jacques Lacan—who is a recurrent figure in García’s research constituting multipart 

works such as The Sinthome Score (2013)—conceptualized language in relation to 

cybernetics, which suggests an approach to language as a cybernetic axis articulating 

the subject mastered by the unconscious with its institutions. In particular, Zimmer, 

Gespräche and Segunda vez (44�, 2017) observe the art of interrogation through the 

mechanisms of language that operates as an axis articulating the connectivities, 

feedbacks, and recursions between the subject-human and the state-machine. 

In 1968, the philosopher Franz Loeser9 published his treatise Interrogativlogik 

(Logic of Interrogation), which we could approach as an East German socialist 

proposal for a philosophy of a social rationalism. The latter marks the entanglement 

of politics, the work of thought, collectivization, and science, and it may shed a 

ghostly light from Loeser’s experience of living in East Germany as an alternative 

to capitalism under Cold War conditions around 1968 onto today’s political climate 

of global neoliberal capitalism under which we produce art, make exhibitions, 

write essays, and teach. Loeser’s Interrogativlogik is not without problems: What 

if the optimization, rationalization, and collectivization of the art of questioning (or 

interrogation) gets into the wrong hands, for example, the hands of calculating power 

players eager to formulate principles of control on the grounds of monoculturalism 

and enforced uniformity, reasoning the violent exclusion of non-fitting and non-

computable entities. Engaging with his perspective, however, comes with the hope 

for detecting a kind of transversal vocabulary for defying the new “great moving 

right show” on the stages of global neoliberal capitalism. The reason for bringing 

Loeser here in conversation with García is her research into the East German state 

9 Franz Loeser (1924–1990), son of a family of a German Jewish 
lawyer, fled from Nazi Germany to England in 1938 and relocated to socialist 
East Germany in the late 1950s after facing political persecution in the 
United States for his Marxist ideas as well as his support of Paul Robeson. 
After teaching as a philosophy professor at the Humboldt-Universität zu 
Berlin for many years, he was expelled from the institution in 1982 because 
of his opposition to the militaristic course of the GDR government.
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system of surveillance by investigating as well as fictionalizing the language of Stasi 

files that constitutes her work Zimmer, Gespräche (2006). Stasi files are exhibits 

of a technique of interrogation based on language: “Tell me about your meeting 

yesterday,” asks the male Stasi official. “There is nothing to tell. Everything was 

normal,” responds the female unofficial employee (IM). “Remember: Nothing is 

normal.”10 Banality accommodates perversity—and vice versa—which constitutes 

the art of Stasi interrogation of the everyday habits of suspicious subjects, who are 

fellow citizens and also often family/relatives, for calculating the predictability of 

political disobedience. Calculating the predictability, in turn, reasons the degrees 

of state control. Zimmer, Gespräche rehearses the language of questioning not as 

a document but as an operational tool that processes the “dangerous mix of fact 

and fiction,”11 as the Stasi file’s character has been described by those observed. 

An operational tool does not present a situation but rather is part of an operation 

through which a narration can be projected into the future, toward the fulfillment 

of predictability. In García’s projects, the operational mode of language is turned 

into its creative act, which Loeser would call a form of “mental searching,” with 

the possibility of the fantastic novel, the fairytale, speculative writing, or science 

fiction to come. 

Let’s for a moment return to Loeser, whose logic of interrogation proposes to engage 

with language as a cybernetic system for developing a method for a “guidance of 

creative thinking” (as the treatise’s subtitle reads) from a noncapitalist perspective. 

It is exactly the latter, in other words, the shift of perspective in relation to today’s 

concerns, which provokes language as a plurivalent structure that is attached to 

political realities and ideological battles, which trains us in differentiating the multiple, 

sometimes contradicting modes of language when inhabited by a political subject. 

Perhaps similar to Wolfgang Hilbig’s realization that living in the GDR for him meant 

to live the antagonism of an imagined future (communism), a post-1945 phantasy 

that was supposed to emerge from ideological battlefields of the Cold War with 

forces to sustain the language system by any means and costs: “Most of the good 

thoughts come from the enemy. The point, however, is to change them,”12 which 

10 Dora García, Zimmer, Gespräche, 2006, minute 28.

11 Vera Wollenberger, in “Narratives of Guilt and Compliance in 
Unified Germany: Stasi Informers and Their Impact on Society. Barbara 
Miller, Routledge, London, 1999,” in Dora García and Julia Schäfer, Rooms, 
Conversations. Dora García. Zimmer, Gespräche (Berlin: Jovis, 2007), 40.

12 “Wolfgang Hilbig ‘Ich’ Roman, Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, 
Frankfurt am Main, November 1995,” in García and Schäfer, Rooms, 
Conversations, 39.
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Zimmer, Gespräche, 2006
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precisely demands a search for thinking that is closer to creative processes than 

the norm. Otherwise—“what remains”13—is an un-imaginary future. The hundred-

page-long treatise by Franz Loeser speaks about the rationalization of creative 

thought under state socialist conditions for “the guidance of societal processes 

by increasing the inclusion of the people to plan as well as guide society. The 

inclusion takes place, among others, through the method of collective consultation 

and discussion.”14 By advocating a state form that is ruled and organized by the 

power of the people, Loeser proposes a philosophical investigation of the work of 

thought as a techno-mental system. Its operations can be studied best, as Loeser 

suggests, by learning to conceptualize and abstract the mechanisms of the relation 

between questioning and answering in which language is its operational tool. He 

asks, “What is a question?,” and continues to map out the logic of interrogation as 

a triangular relation between the question (?p), the characteristics (mf) sought by 

questioning, and the search for the object of cognition (Ef) by questioning.15 Loeser’s 

main concern, both politically and intellectually, is the differentiation between 

thought as an open form, which he calls “mental searching,” closer to a creative 

process, and thought as a normative order, which he calls “mental standardizing,” 

closer to a managed process. In other words, the operational mode of language as 

a cybernetic system has the capacity to split into the two extremes of modernity, 

on one side of scientific socialism, and on the other of techno-fascism. 

A feeling of political impotence occurs when any form of protest remains without 

effects. When “nothing is normal” is the norm. When one’s own enunciation causes 

suspicion by unclear reasons that, in turn, legitimize the laws of control by the state-

machine. When one’s passport is taken away for inspection. When a person disappears 

without trace, logical explanation, nor investigation. “Segunda vez” (1974) by Julio 

Cortázar, which Dora García adapts for her film Segunda vez (44�, 2017), articulates 

13 What Remains (Was bleibt) is the title of a novella by Christa 
Wolf, written in 1979 and first published in 1990, that narrates the methods, 
techniques, and operations by the Stasi in the form of a description of 
occurrences, traces, and incidents during one day in the life of an author. 

14 “Unter sozialistischen Bedingungen vollzieht sich die Lenkung 
der gesellschaftlichen Prozesse durch die wachsende Einbeziehung der 
Bürger in die Planung und Leitung der Gesellschaft. Diese Einbeziehung 
erfolgt u.a. durch die Methode der gemeinsamen Beratung und Diskussion.” 
Franz Loeser, Interrogativlogik (Berlin/GDR: VEB Deutscher Verlag der 
Wissenschaften, 1968), 19 (this and successive quotes by Loeser are my 
translation).

15 The characters (similar to mathematical formulae) in parentheses 
are Loeser’s.
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political impotence through the sense of weirdness. Something is wrong. Cortázar 

writes, “Maria Elena had the feeling that something was wrong, something she 

couldn’t put her finger on. It wasn’t the form, the blanks were easy to fill in, it was 

something unconnected with her, something that was missing or out of place.”16 

In García’s Segunda vez (44�), the young woman is enacted by a character named 

Rita. We will hear about her name when we witness her interrogation by a group 

of five people plus us as the viewer, and thus, when we become complicit with 

the politics of a name, both regarding Rita’s declaration of being a subject and 

regarding the violence that each act of naming includes.17

Despite the time and system difference between García and the East German 

philosopher, Loeser’s social rationalism suggests the processing of thought as a 

collective operation by addressing language as a technology for building society. It 

needs a new language of idiosyncratic vocabulary to make the new appear. However, 

it comes with a complication; as Heiner Müller wrote, “The first form of hope is fear. 

The first appearance of the new is terror.”18 The argument for processing political 

impotence wants to challenge Jacques Rancière’s attempt “to target certain topics 

that both create some kind of discourse of political impotence and, on the other 

hand, either generate an idea that art cannot do anything or what you have to do 

is reproduce this stereotypical criticism of the commodity and consumption.”19 

Rancière’s understanding of a “politics of the aesthetic” does not quite allow political 

impotence to exist. But what if it does exist? What if Nina Power’s righteous confession 

of the existence of a “left scarcity”20 addresses more clearly the need to think under 

16 Julio Cortázar, “Second Time Around,” trans. Gregory Rabassa, 
Books Abroad 50, no. 3 (1976): 517–21. Cortázar wrote the short story in 
exile in France while witnessing from a distance the power of the military 
dictatorship under Jorge Rafael Videla. It appeared in 1977 in Cortázar’s 
collection Alguien que anda por ahí (Madrid: Alfaguara, 1977), and was 
banned that same year in Argentina by the censors.

17 It is worth adding a commentary regarding García’s way of 
relating to names. Reality and fiction blur when characters in her video 
works carry their real name: Rita in Segunda Vez is the actress Rita Pauls; 
and the Stasi official in Zimmer, Gespräche is the theater actor Matthias 
Hummitzsch.

18 “Die erste Gestalt der Hoffnung ist Furcht, die erste Erscheinung 
des Neuen der Schrecken.” Müller, “Der Schrecken,” 98.

19 Rancière, The Politics of Aesthetics, 78.

20 See Nina Power, “Decapitalism, Left Scarcity, and the State,” 
Fillip 20 (Fall 2015).
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Segunda vez (44�), 2017
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conditions of political impotence, in order to think differently? Perhaps, similarly 

to the work of transforming the event of trauma into an “after-image,”21 we need 

to transform political impotence into a processing force. This is not yet an act of 

production, however; to process a situation that is difficult—and might be even 

impossible—to leave, will insist in some space to think toward a long-term activity, 

seemingly also placing itself against a “stereotypical criticism of the commodity and 

consumption,” though by different means. The protest (action) does not replace 

the process (narration). Both forms of political practice do not compete with each 

other but may operate both independently as well as in mutual support. Such a 

coexistence would inaugurate the conditions for “the ‘conjunctural’—the immediate 

terrain of struggle” on the (moving grounds for) a politics of polyphony inside of 

a New Left. Hall demandingly concludes his analysis by stating, “That is exactly 

the terrain on which the forces of opposition must organize, if we are to transform 

it.”22 Learning from the political impotence of the late 1970s therefore means to 

situate the pitfalls in the claim for revolutionary supremacy by one over the other 

form to process a political situation as we experience it: “This may be because the 

crisis continues to be ‘read’ by the Left from within certain well-entrenched and 

respectable ‘common sense’ positions. Many of these no longer provide an adequate 

analytic or theoretical framework: the politics which flow from them thus continue 

to fall far short of their aim.”23 In other words, recognizing the lived experience of 

political impotence is the first step to un-silence and process its possible “after-

images” toward a vocabulary of transforming the existing. 

The waiting room. First five, then six people are waiting to be interrogated in a 

room across the corridor whose door opens only briefly when another person is 

convoked for interrogation. One of them, a young man, re-narrates the procedure of 

the first interrogation that he went through days ago. “Name, address, coordinates. 

A bit like a discussion… I was asked for information about my family.… Mainly 

about work, studies, family.” While he is sharing his experience with the group, a 

tracking shot takes the viewer toward the wood-paneled wall into a close-up shot 

as if the wall could reveal some hidden message that the group can neither see nor 

hear; as if the interior wall of Mutual Sentimiento in Buenos Aires, where Segunda 

21 See Griselda Pollock’s important life-long work on the “inscription 
of the feminine,” Holocaust studies, and art history, for example in After-
affects / After-images: Trauma and Aesthetic Transformation in the Virtual 
Feminist Museum (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2013).

22 Hall, “Great Moving Right Show,” 20.

23 Ibid., 14.
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vez (44�) is shot,24 is a possible material witness similar to the trees of London’s 

Maryon Park in Michelangelo Antonioni’s Blow-Up (1966).25 The wall, the tree—each 

a material witness of a possible crime: the site of the crime captures the murder of 

a lover in the latter, detected in the post-production of a photographic image. The 

site of the crime captures state terror in the former, detected through the various 

degrees of fear as a symptom of political impotence. A postal letter had convoked 

all six persons to appear within a few days at the office for interrogation during a 

period when Argentina suffered under the Videla dictatorship, making thousands 

of people Desaparecidos, the “disappeared.” The young boy is waiting there a 

“segunda vez,” which in English means a “second time.” He was given the order 

to return after three days. “Ah, only three days”—the second man of the waiting 

group comments with a tone both of surprise and anxiety. The young boy knows 

what he is talking about. He shares his experience to the group with reassurance 

as if it was his job to inform them about the procedure of interrogation awaiting 

them. His confidence could be a compensation for fear, a sign of compliance, a 

demonstration of self-control, or a revolutionary fearlessness. He speaks from a 

position inside of an oppressive system. His shared experience projects a sense of 

recognizable pattern amid the systemic procedure of interrogation, which usually 

builds on repetition for achieving the demonstration of arbitrariness—each case 

is different—as a form of power to produce a condition for political impotence. 

The waiting for the interrogation is repeated six times. It could be understood 

in three ways: (1) The repetition expresses the mechanisms for creating political 

impotence operating through the arbitrariness of convocation and interrogation. 

Each time, Rita’s gaze follows each precursor of the waiting group walking into 

the interrogation room. The repetition articulates the systemic imposition of state 

control as if one has to learn a language whose vocabulary one needs to rehearse by 

repeating the patterns systematically word by word. (2) The repetition also operates 

to some degree like a fairy tale or the narration of a fantastic novel genre—all 

state is fictional. Last but not least, (3) the work addresses Dora García’s interest 

in repetition, which she analyzes in detail in one of her most recent medium-length 

films, La Eterna, as a further element in the “film and analysis project” Segunda 

24 Asociación Mutual Sentimiento was founded in 1998 by a group 
of ex-detainees and political exiles from military dictatorships. It operates 
as an umbrella organization for several initiatives around issues of health, 
social economy, education, and human rights. See http://mutualsentimiento.
org.ar.

25 Michelangelo Antonioni used Julio Cortázar’s short story “Las 
babas del diablo” (1959) as the basis for his film Blow-Up (1966). Thanks to 
Kodwo Eshun for this point.
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Vez since 2014, through a set of conversations performed in the library of the 

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven.26 García’s research methodology on “repetition” is 

driven by the “habitual (‘intellectual’) work”27 of the Argentine author, critic, artist, 

and psychoanalyst Oscar Masotta (b. 1930, Buenos Aires; d. 1979, Barcelona) who 

introduced Lacanian psychoanalysis to Argentina as well as the idea of the “happening” 

as an artistic form. The format of “happening” provides the performative means to 

investigate the site of a crime, as described above, which Masotta linked with the 

explosive means of art with his beautiful confession: “I committed a Happening.” 

García uses Masotta, whose writings she has been reading intensively since 2014, 

as a figure to unfold a research platform about protagonists in art, politics, and 

psychoanalysis. Masotta is García’s initial commitment that takes us to a ramified 

network of artists, performers, filmmakers, philosophers, places, and writings, 

mainly in Buenos Aires of the 1960s and 1970s and reaching into Barcelona where 

Masotta died in 1979.28 The network is mesmerizing. La Eterna is an educational 

piece, therefore, to learn about the climate of “Peronists, and anti-Peronists (gorilas)” 

of the 1960s that prepared the grounds for the Videla dictatorship.

A sense of weirdness emerges from Dora García’s Segunda vez (44�), based on “the 

fantastic tale of terror”29 called “Segunda vez” by the Argentinean fiction writer 

26 Segunda Vez operates through several formats since 2016 in 
public: it is a film involving a producer, a film crew, and a large group 
of people and friends all having a role as actors; it involves resources 
from several institutions, such as Tabakalera in San Sebastián, Instituto 
Torcuato Di Tella in Buenos Aires, the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven as 
well as the Museo Reina Sofía in Madrid, M – Museum Leuven, MUAC in 
Mexico City, and Malba in Buenos Aires. It is a book. It is a research group 
of women that includes, among others, Ana Longoni, Inés Katzenstein, 
Nora Joung, Victoria Durnak, and Olga Martí. It is a bibliography on the 
writings by and about Oscar Masotta. It is a translation into English of 
the main writings by Oscar Masotta, of which until now only a couple 
of articles have been translated. It can be accessed through the digital 
platform http://segundavezsegundavez.com.

27 Oscar Masotta, “I Committed a Happening” (1967), trans. Brian 
Holmes, in Listen Here Now! Argentine Art of the 1960s: Writings of the 
Avant-Garde (New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 2004), 196.

28 Through Oscar Masotta, Dora García takes us in La Eterna on a 
tour de force to the practices of Batato Barea, Oscar Bony, Carlos Correas, 
Ana Longoni, Narcisa Hirsch, Marta Minujín, Juan José Sebreli, among 
others—partly around the Instituto Torcuato Di Tella in Buenos Aires, which 
was an important hub for intellectuals during the dictatorship.

29 Kirsten Mahlke, “A Fantastic Tale of Terror: Argentina’s ‘Disappeared’ 
and Their Narrative Representation in Julio Cortázar’s Second Time Round 
(1977),” in Literature and Terrorism: Comparative Perspectives, ed. Eva Gruber 
and Michael C. Frank (Amsterdam and Atlanta: Rodopi, 2010), 195–212.
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and essayist Julio Cortázar. Where does the weirdness come from? It the misfit of 

sounds when the birdlike whistling cuts into the conversation about countries other 

than Argentina? Or the chaos of folders, posters, and an ashtray on the office table 

of the elderly woman that seems to confuse the impression of clinical hierarchy, the 

order of speech, and the painful absurdity of bureaucracy in the interrogation room 

next door. The state-machine demonstrates its cruel absurdity in the moment when 

Rita is about to take a seat but is asked to sit elsewhere to meet “the question of 

symmetry,” which operates as an instrument of power to separate clearly between 

those who interrogate and those who are interrogated. Something is wrong. It does 

not fit. The camera moves slowly across the yellow-beige curtain as well as a pile 

of “cartucho alternativo” (replacement cartridges) made by Hewlett Packard and 

portrays the shelf with colorful backs of books (for an office there are, unusually, 

many). The camera continues to scan the corner behind a server, which is a similar 

blow-up to the beginning. As if the materials there are co-witnesses of the scene 

that either hide something or carry the suspense of a story to remain untold. The 

degree of weirdness in Segunda vez (44�) makes me recall a sentence from Harun 

Farocki’s conversation with Christa Blümlinger. Under the entry “X for Unknown 

Quantities,” he says, “What I don’t like about science fiction is that it looks too much 

like science fiction,” in response to Christa Blümlinger’s proposal to consider his 

essay films as “science fiction.”30 She draws her argument from her long-term studies 

of Farocki’s essay films analyzing the technologies of venture capital, warfare, and 

surveillance, and thus suggests that his films “seem to be based in a certain interest 

in employing unknown quantities.” Farocki wants to make sure that his films will 

not get attached with any cursory definition of science fiction. His “reality would 

have to begin” through the image as a measurement technology for scaling space 

in time that does not project but operate the future from the present. He calls this 

an “operational image” in need of the documentary form. Closer to a technological 

system than representational value alone, it has the capacity to narrate, to analyze, 

to process, and to calculate: What if the image was as much a technology as war? 

What if the image is just as much a cybernetic processing unit as language is in 

the interrogation room? 

For the artist and filmmaker, there is nothing to obscure but to reveal, to name, to 

analyze, and to detect the seemingly seamless mechanism of operating power from 

inside of reality. Reality reveals its fictive arrangements: power needs the unknown, 

30 Christa Blümlinger and Harun Farocki, The ABCs of the Essay 
Film (Berlin: Harun Farocki Institut and Motto Books, 2017), 19.
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the yet unknown, or the present future as prediction.31 The unknown puts pressure 

on power. The unknown is a threat to power. The unknown generates capital while it 

remains a weapon to resist control. In that sense, Segunda vez (44�) is an example of 

a science-fiction film that does not look like science fiction. Its characters embody 

features that Lütticken would see in a “prophet persona” disturbing the smoothness 

of interrogation through weird behavior with the power to form social mutations 

where future cannot be calculated or standardized.

31 Sven Lütticken’s reference to Elena Esposito’s differentiation 
between human forecast and algorithmic prediction is helpful here: while 
forecast undertakes the attempt to foresee events to come, prediction 
prefigures or prepares the possibility of arrival. While the first claims the 
power to narrate, the latter claims to calculate the unknown into a present 
future. As Lütticken concludes, “prediction is now perfectly feasible and 
operational.” Lütticken, “Time: Running Out of It”; see Elena Esposito, 
“Blindness and the Power of Algorithmic Prediction,” lecture at Maerzmusik, 
Berlin, 2016, available online at https://voicerepublic.com/talks/blindness-
and-power-of-algorithmic-prediction.

Doreen MendeHope is guaranteed for nothing: Processing Political Impotence 
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“I am a judge. I have been taught to discern 

between good and evil, at least as far as human 

law is concerned.” This is the start of a text 

written by García in 1997 on the basis of a 

dream. However, in the light of what is occurring 

now, in 2018, it could well be interpreted as 

a description and critique of the limits of the 

freedom of expression, and of the actions taken 

in that respect by the Spanish judiciary. As in 

the case of Segunda vez (44�) (Second Time 

Around) (p. 160), fantastic or oneiric literature 

can be steeped in realism.

I Am a Judge, 1997–2010

Vinyl on wall
Variable dimensions
Kunstmuseum Bern, Stiftung Kunsthalle Bern
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Conceived for the International Biennial of 

Sport in Art (BIDA), this six-minute video shows 

what could be understood as a respiratory 

training session. 

Taking part are a strict-looking coach aged 

about thirty, and a girl trainee of about thirteen. 

However, there are some odd details. The 

student is in the foreground with her back 

to the teacher, and so cannot see the hand 

gestures with which the trainer is supposedly 

showing her how to perform a series of twelve 

exercises. She can only hear her, unless both 

of them are in front of a mirror that occupies 

the place of the camera/viewer, to which (or 

whom) they are presenting their bodies and 

postures. The video ends with what seems 

to be a suspension of breathing.

The Breathing Lesson, 2001

Single-channel video, digital file, 4:3, color, sound (stereo audio), 6�
Colección MUSAC, León
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In 2012, Steve Henry Madoff invited Dora 

García to take part in the exhibition he was 

curating at the Tel Aviv Museum of Art, Host 

& Guest. García traveled to Israel with other 

invited artists, and used the journey to find 

out about the local creative scene and the 

territory in a broad sense. Her experiences, 

particularly crossing the checkpoint between 

Israel and the West Bank, produced feelings 

in her of discomfort, distance, alienation, and 

exile vis-à-vis the project, the institution, and 

the context, even though she still appreciated 

the work of Madoff and the other participants. 

She then decided to use this disaffection and 

the problematics it implied to work on the basis 

of a strategy suggested to her a year earlier 

by the practice of Aldo Piromalli.1

García had contacted Piromalli, a major figure 

in marginal positionings within artistic practice, 

when she was preparing The Inadequate 

(p. 99) in 2011. In The Inadequate, despite 

García’s efforts, Piromalli agreed to participate 

only with the format he had been developing 

for years. This was to choose a recipient, in this 

case The Inadequate at the Spanish Pavilion 

in Venice, and to write to it so often that a 

reply became impossible.

The idea of exile (Piromalli formed part of 

the group of artists of the Museo dell’arte 

contemporanea italiana in esilio, a project by 

Cesare Pietroiusti) or uprootedness expressed 

in letters that were often illegible, intercepted, 

lost, or never opened, persuaded the artist to 

repeat the exercise, this time involving Piromalli 

and the curators Giulia Girardello and Mattia 

Pellegrini, as well as others she met during 

the journey (Luciana Kaplun, Michal Bar-Or, 

EXILE, 2013

Documents and objects sent by mail to the institution exhibiting the work in progress
Variable dimensions
Courtesy of the artist and Galería Juana de Aizpuru, Madrid
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and Alma Itzhaky). The guidelines were the 

theme of exile in every sense, and that the 

letters, which could contain anything, were 

accepted by the post office (the letters ultimately 

included documents, texts, books, magazines, 

postcards, small objects, photographs, collages, 

cuttings, drawings, and maps). The project at 

the Tel Aviv Museum of Art then began with a 

series of empty tables that were filled as the 

collaborators started to send missives addressed 

to the museum’s director, Suzanne Landau, 

who was free to open them, read them, and 

arrange them on the tables as she pleased.

Despite initial disenchantment owing to the 

misinterpretation by the press of the proposal, 

whose tone was seen as apolitical and nostalgic, 

this collective project, which was joined by 

further collaborators, has continued since then 

with subsequent appearances in Vilnius, Buenos 

Aires, Madrid, Moss (Norway), and Toronto. 

It is now activated again at the Museo Reina 

Sofía, Madrid, with the collaboration of, among 

others, Aldo Piromalli, Giulia Girardello, Mattia 

Pellegrini, Montserrat Rodríguez Garzo, Paloma 

Polo, Agnieszka Gratza, Chantal Pontbriand, 

and Andrea Valdés.

1            As the artist herself relates, Aldo Piromalli 
had been a Roman beatnik poet who was arrested 
for possession of marijuana and interned in a 
psychiatric hospital. He then fled to Holland to live 
as a countercultural artist and street poet, and he 
continues to live in Amsterdam today.
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The meeting in a Leipzig apartment between an 

officer of the Stasi, the powerful East German 

political police, and a civilian informer is the 

framework for the action of Zimmer, Gespräche. 

In this film, García invokes the parameters of a 

specific historical situation, the years immediately 

preceding the fall of the Berlin Wall, yet she does 

not do so explicitly. The dialogues never make 

it evident, and the context is suggested only by 

the accents and clothing of the characters. The 

intention is to communicate abstract notions like 

fear, control, authority, submission, obedience, 

the absurd, power, and surveillance, all closely 

connected with such recurrent themes in her 

work as the secret, the archive, communities, 

and codes of behavior.

Zimmer, Gespräche, 2006

(Rooms, Conversations)

HDV video, color, sound, German spoken, 31� 
Courtesy of the artist
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In the exhibition room, someone is seated 

at a table with a computer so discreetly that 

they might be taken for an attendant or a 

technician. A few yards away, in another room, 

a visitor finds a text running across a screen. 

Reading it, they realize that the text is about 

them, that someone is watching them and 

describing their appearance and movements, 

and that everyone can read that description. 

From that moment on, the visitor can join in 

the game and become a performer, carrying 

out actions or movements or saying certain 

words in the knowledge that everything they 

do will immediately appear on the screen. 

Soon after, they identify the author of the 

text: it is the person sitting discreetly at a 

computer in another room. The possibility then 

also arises that the visitor will decide to interact 

by starting a conversation or complaining that 

the performer has violated their anonymity. 

Whatever the case, anything the visitor says 

to the author of the text appears instantly 

on the screen.

It can also happen that the visitor finds 

themselves included in a narrative that 

involves other visitors, allowing them to act 

in a coordinated way and have their joint actions 

recorded in the text.

The performance is activated as long as the 

exhibition room is open, whether there are 

any visitors present or not. The text that is 

written and saved on the computer is therefore 

also a real-time diary, a record of the entire 

exhibition, and a measure of its duration.

Instant Narrative, 2006–08

Performance
Computer and software, performer, video projection
The text produced by Instant Narrative during the exhibition Segunda Vez 
at MNCARS can be followed live at http://doragarcia.org/segundavez/live 
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, Madrid
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On Reconciliation consists of several facsimiles 

of a selection of letters from the correspondence 

between Martin Heidegger and Hannah Arendt, 

a reading of the selected correspondence, and 

the conversations between the readers and 

the spectators that emerge from this reading. 

The importance of this epistolary exchange 

runs through the history of the twentieth 

century and the question of responsibility in 

intellectual practice, which could be said to be 

the fundamental question of artistic practice, and 

is ultimately another way of talking about the 

complex relationship between art and politics.

In 2014, after the publication of Martin Heidegger’s 

Black Notebooks (written between 1931 and 1976, 

and never meant to be published), something 

that was already known during the author’s 

lifetime became notorious among the public 

at large: his sympathy for anti-Semitism and 

his affiliation with the Nazi Party, for which 

he never apologized. The repercussions were 

significant. Günter Figal, a professor at the 

University of Freiburg and president of the 

Martin Heidegger Society, renounced his 

presidency, and after his retirement the university 

considered eliminating the chair dedicated to 

the philosopher. The city of Freiburg meanwhile 

proposed removing Heidegger’s name from 

the street named after him.

The questions, dilemmas, and debates aroused 

by this evidence are numerous. Do great thinkers 

whose personal behavior is less than acceptable 

deserve our admiration? Can the quality of 

someone’s intellectual work be separated from 

their behavior as a citizen? For continental 

philosophy, in which Heidegger is a key figure, 

life and work cannot be separated. For Anglo-

Saxon or analytical philosophy, the philosopher’s 

life is totally irrelevant, and making it relevant 

constitutes an ad hominem argument.

In the center, as a reflection of all these paradoxes, 

is the relationship between Arendt, a greatly 

admired and very cosmopolitan Jewish writer 

and political theorist, and Heidegger, the most 

essential philosopher of the twentieth century, 

infatuated with Nazism, and relegated for that 

reason to a period of academic and intellectual 

ostracism. Their friendship, which at first took 

the form of a clandestine love affair (he was 

married), lasted for fifty years (1925–75), as the 

correspondence mentioned above shows. In 

wondering about the reasons that might explain, 

or at least make it understandable, why Arendt 

should have wanted to meet up again after the 

war with this married and anti-Semitic former 

lover and teacher, García came across the 

notion of “reconciliation” proposed by Arendt 

in her diary: “One who reconciles voluntarily 

takes on his shoulders the weight which he 

otherwise bears. That is, he restores equality. 

Reconciliation is thus the exact opposite of 

forgiveness, which generates inequality. The 

burden of injustice is for he who has committed 

it, that which he has laden on his shoulders; 

on the other hand, for the one who reconciles, 

it is that which has been delivered to him.… 

One decides to be co-responsible, but under 

no circumstances co-guilty.”1

1 Hannah Arendt, Denktagebuch, vol. 1: 
1950 bis 1973 (Munich: Piper, 2002), 4, 7.

On Reconciliation, 2016

Reading and debate
Galerie.international (Simon Asencio & Adriano Wilfert Jensen)

Facsimiles, 11 letters
Courtesy of ProjecteSD, Barcelona
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Segunda vez is a film and research project centered around the figure 
of Oscar Masotta (b. 1930, Buenos Aires; d. 1979, Barcelona), an author, 
psychoanalyst, and happenista.1 Segunda Vez uses the figure and work of 
Masotta to explore the intersections between performance, psychoanalysis, 
and politics, paying special attention to narrative strategies such as repetition 
and metafiction. Information about the project’s development can be found 
at http://segundavezsegundavez.com.

To tell the truth, I don’t exactly remember when was the first time I heard Masotta’s 

name. And so I have decided that the name first came to me during a conversation 

I had with the much admired Argentinian writer Ricardo Piglia, whom I met, after 

much anticipation, for a public conversation at the Universidad Torcuato Di Tella, 

Buenos Aires, in March 2014. Piglia mentioned Masotta in passing, as someone 

he thought might interest me since, like me, he was interested in performance, 

psychoanalysis, and politics.

A curious thing happened during that public conversation. As a token of admiration, 

I read to Piglia a passage from his novel Respiración artificial (Artificial Respiration), 

and he could not recognize his own writing. When I finished, he said something like: 

“Not bad what you just read. Did you write it?” The audience, overjoyed, clapped. 

Here’s the passage I read: 

“Those letters? They are not addressed to me. I am not sure, sometimes, 

whether I perhaps am not dictating them myself. Nevertheless,” he said, “there 

they are, on that table, don’t you see them?” That bundle of letters—did I 

see them?—on the table. “Don’t touch them,” he said. “There is someone 

who intercepts the messages that reach me. An expert,” he said, “a man 

named Arocena. Francisco José Arocena. He reads letters. Just like me. He 

reads letters that are not addressed to him. Like me, he tries to decipher 

them. He tries,” he said, “like me to decipher the secret message of history.”2

A few months later, when I learnt that Masotta had died in Barcelona, not far from 

my house, when I read some of his texts and saw that, yes, Piglia was right, he 

1 “One year ago, Allan Kaprow referred to us as a country of 
happenistas, even though, up to that date, express manifestations of the 
genre had barely existed in Argentina.” See Oscar Masotta, “Prólogo to 
Happenings,” in Listen, Here, Now! Argentine Art of the 1960s: Writings of 
the Avant-Garde, ed. Inés Katzenstein (New York: MoMA, 2004), 180.

2 Ricardo Piglia, Artificial Respiration, trans. Daniel Balderston 
(Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1994), 44.

Dora GarcíaHow Masotta Was Repeated
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was the perfect intersection between performance, politics, and psychoanalysis; 

and yes, when I learned that he treated performance (happening) as an act of 

transgression, and dematerialization as the thing to be done after Pop; then, yes, 

I thought I had intercepted something. A letter that was not meant for me but had 

nevertheless come my way, a found object, in the technical sense: I had not looked 

for it, but I did find it.

What followed from there was the usual process of study—meticulous, thorough— 

until we, for by this point it was not just me but a team that was working on this, 

were able to fill in an application for a grant, which we got and allowed us to make 

a film, gather texts for a book, create a website, translate some of Masotta’s texts… 

All to bring to the forefront Masotta’s work, which was totally unknown to us until 

a couple of years ago, and which we just happened to stumble upon, but which 

completely swept us off our feet...

I had decided from early on that an important part of the research work would go 

to filming three happenings Masotta had organized in October 1966 and July 1967. 

At that time, we had no documentation of them, no clear photographs, no films. 

There was only Masotta’s after the fact but very thorough and detailed descriptions 

of the happenings, or anti-happenings. He describes and discusses El helicóptero 

(The Helicopter), Para inducir el espíritu de la imagen (To Induce the Spirit of the 

Image), and El mensaje fantasma (The Ghost Message) in “Después del pop: nosotros 

desmaterializamos” (After Pop, We Dematerialize) and “Yo cometí un Happening” 

(I Committed a Happening), both published in 1967. Those descriptions would allow 

us to script the happenings and make them happen again. The idea was to get as 

close as possible to the original way of preparing, coordinating, and performing, 

and that means that we would make a documentary of the repetition of those 

happenings without rehearsing them, without the possibility of playing for the 

camera, without the possibility of redoing anything that might not seem right. 

And that is what we did. 

In September 2015, we repeated El helicóptero as one of the opening events for 

Tabakalera, a new art center in San Sebastián.3 There was a real audience of 

about eighty to a hundred people, an actress, a helicopter pilot, stewards and 

stewardesses to lead the audience, a drum player, a theater, an open landscape. 

It happened.

3 In the framework of the exhibition Moving Image Contours: Points 
for a Surrounding Movement, curated by Soledad Gutiérrez and Anna 
Manubens.
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Later on, when Cloe Masotta, Oscar Masotta’s daughter, found some original pictures 

of the original happenings in Buenos Aires, it was uncanny to see how closely they 

resembled the images taken in San Sebastián almost fifty years later.

In June 2016, and with the support of PKU (Program for kunstnerisk utviklingsarbeid, 

Norway),  and the advice and help of the Universidad Torcuato Di Tella, we repeated 

one of Masotta’s most controversial happenings, Para inducir el espíritu de la imagen. 

It consisted of confronting a contemporary art audience with a group of twenty “old” 

lumpen proletarians who were played by actors and who stood—under a violent 

white light and the shrill sound of an electronic soundtrack—facing the audience 

for one hour. It happened—even if the electronic soundtrack was rather pleasant: 

composed for the occasion by artist Jan Mech, it was actually re-invented, taking 

into account the time (1966) of the original electronic composition, because we 

have no notion of how the original one sounded. And even if the white light, due 

to technical limitations at Torcuato Di Tella, was far from violent. Still, it happened. 

And, to our surprise, it produced a pretty negative response from the audience: 

some thought it was too violent, others that it was not violent enough, and some 

thought we were profiteers who came from “the Metropoli” to suck dry Masotta’s 

memory like vampires—even though, for decades, no one had done much about 

Masotta or, and especially, about his artistic work.4 Ultimately, though, the big 

question was: Why repeat Masotta?

In French, the word repetition means rehearsal as well. Allan Kaprow, when he 

introduced the format that would be known as happenings—something that 

happens, a “new art form involving ordinary people, ordinary time, and everyday 

spaces”5—warned us about the impossibility of repeating a happening. Kaprow’s 

main problem with repetition is that it immediately smacked of “art,” in the sense 

that repetition “improved” a performance, and for him a happening/performance 

was, precisely, an action that could not be repeated or perfected. He says, “Perform 

the happening once only. Repeating it makes it stale, reminds you of theatre and 

does the same thing as rehearsing: it forces you to think that there is something to 

improve on. Sometimes it’d be nearly impossible to repeat anyway—imagine trying 

to get copies of your old love letters, in order to see the rain wash off those tender 

thoughts. Why bother?” Kaprow equates happening with reality. It is not fiction, 

and as such cannot be repeated: reality does not repeat itself.

4 Except the important research work developed by Ana Longoni.

5 Allan Kaprow, How to Make a Happening, available online at 
http://www.primaryinformation.org/product/allan-kaprow.
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But if we had to repeat it, how identical to the original can, or should, that repetition 

be? If the repeated action is staged in a theater, which is a representational, protected 

environment, what are the possibilities for changes, for unforeseen elements to 

change the performance? And if the action is not staged in a theater but happens 

instead in a public or semi-public space, what are the possibilities for identity 

and change in that case? We are tempted here to go pre-Socratic and say with 

Heraclitus, “No man can step into the same river twice.”

How about scripted actions? How about repetition in relation to a protocol or a 

score? Could we still speak of original and repetition then? We could say that all 

performances of a musical score are equally original iterations of that piece, and 

no performance is more “real” or “authentic” than another one: the piece only 

exists when it is performed, there is no original that is repeated. A score is written 

thinking of endless activation, of endless repetitions that never quite fully coincide 

with each other. 

What about a text as a score? That is what we dealt with here: Oscar Masotta’s 

description of a situation, Para inducir el espíritu de la imagen, in “Yo cometí un 

Happening.”

A situation, according to Guy Debord, is something that can be repeated and yet is 

also unique. “What is a constructed situation?” Giorgio Agamben asks, and proceeds 

to answer it as follows: “A definition contained in the first issue of the Internationale 

Situationniste states that this is a moment in life, concretely and deliberately 

constructed through the collective organization of a unified milieu and through 

a play of events.”6 Agamben disconnects the idea of “constructed situation” from 

the dialectic between art and life that governed avant-garde movements of the 

twentieth century thus detaching “constructed situation” from the realm of “art,” 

that is, of “aestheticism.” He keeps using the two terms of the dialectic, art and life, 

construction and life, a dialectic that is also at play in the expression “constructed 

situation,” which combines two opposites: “construction” and “situation,” life and 

art, fiction and reality. Debord’s concept of situation, as described by Agamben, 

can be opposed to the concept of happening as described by Kaprow: something 

that can be repeated and yet is also unique.

Following Agamben’s discussion of Guy Debord, repetition is not the return of the 

identical, since it is not “the same as such that returns”; what returns is “the possibility 

6 Giorgio Agamben, Means Without End: Notes on Politics, trans. 
Vincenzo Binetti and Cesare Casarino (Minneapolis and London: University 
of Minnesota Press, 2000), 78. 
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of what was.” Repetition “restores the possibility of what was, renders it possible 

anew.” Memory, Agamben suggests, is what “restores possibility to the past”:7 by 

making repetition possible, by allowing the perception of something present as 

past, and, inversely, the perception of the past as present: déjà vu and haunting.

Similarly paradoxical are Kierkegaard’s reflections in Repetition (1843), whose title in 

Danish, Gjentagelsen, literally means “the taking back.” In Kierkegaard, repetition relates 

to movement. Repetition (taking back, movement) and recollection (anamnesis, the 

recollection of past lives, memory, standstill) are the same movement, but in opposite 

directions, for what is recollected has been, is repeated backward, whereas real 

repetition is recollected forward. Memory moves backward and repetition moves 

forward, the past of recollection and the now of repetition. Repetition is a paradoxical 

term: “that which is repeated has been, otherwise it could not be repeated; but 

precisely this, that it has been, makes repetition something new.”8 This means 

that the privileged now has always already been (past), and what has been could 

always become (future). Repetition is a nonconcept of “a strange instantaneous 

nature, it is this something patched between movement and standstill and that, 

following logic, does not exist in any given time.”9

Coming down to simpler language: a text as score. When we re-constitute a situation 

(call it repetition, re-enactment, activating, replaying, or, simply, performing), what 

kinds of tools do we use? Most probably, a written protocol, like a score or a 

script, which precedes (perhaps) the situation and guides it, or a description that 

is subsequent to the situation it describes. Sometimes, it is hard to tell what is what 

when it comes to this “historical input”; famously, the most accurate and complete 

description of  Kaprow’s 18 Happenings in 6 Parts is the work of someone who has 

never witnessed the performance. 

However, we could say that this written information is the spine of the repetition, 

the part that (perhaps?) stays identical, and upon which we might practice an 

7 Giorgio Agamben, “Difference and Repetition: On Guy Debord’s
Films,” trans. Brian Holmes, in Guy Debord and the Situationist International, 
ed. Tom McDonough (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2002), 315–16. 

8 Søren Kierkegaard, Repetition, in Repetition and Philosophical 
Crumbs, trans. M. G. Piety (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 19. 

9 Arne Melberg suggests that repetition is a “nonconcept,” since 
it exists only in what Constantine Constantius (i.e., Kierkegaard) describes 
as a state of “nonbeing,” and that makes the link to the passage from Plato’s 
Parmenides just cited. See Arne Melberg, “Repetition (In the Kierkegaardian 
Sense of the Term,” Diacritics 20, no. 3 (Fall 1990): 75.
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exegesis, an interpretation, an adaptation. This written information may be what 

Kierkegaard means by memory (standstill, recollection), which he distinguishes 

from repetition (action, forward movement).

And the act of interpreting this written information is already a “placing in the 

present,” a “today,” since we are interpreting now. This interpretation will inevitably 

be different from one we might have made five years ago and from that of others 

fifty years ago. But we are not repeating yet; we are just reading.

As Borges used to say: if you tell me how people will read in the future, I will tell you 

what kind of literature will exist in the future.10  This is obvious, of course: by the act 

of reading (interpreting, understanding) we make present, and therefore we definitely 

modify that piece of memory that is the score, the protocol, or the description. 

One could say, pushing it, that the act of interpretation/reading places the situation-

to-be-repeated in a no-time, an achronic moment, almost a mythical time. Where 

each act of interpretation/reading/adaptation makes everything present again, 

where death does not exist…

10 I would like to thank Nora Joung for pointing out the relevance 
of Jorge Luis Borges’s short story, “Pierre Menard, Author of the Quixote,” 
to this project. And I feel that the following passage is especially pertinent, 
in several senses, to the repetition of the happening Para inducir el espíritu 
de la imagen, and so deserves to be cited at length:

“It is a revelation to compare the Don Quixote of Pierre Menard with that 
of Miguel de Cervantes. Cervantes, for example, wrote the following (Part 
I, Chapter IX):

 … truth, whose mother is history, rival of time, depository of deeds, witness 
of the past, exemplar and adviser to the present, and the future’s counselor.

This catalog of attributes, written in the seventeenth century, and written 
by the ‘ingenious layman’ Miguel de Cervantes, is mere rhetorical praise 
of history. Menard, on the other hand, writes:

… truth, whose mother is history, rival of time, depository of deeds, witness 
of the past, exemplar and adviser to the present, and the future’s counselor.

History, the mother of truth! —the idea is staggering. Menard, a contemporary 
of William James, defines history not as a delving into reality but the very 
fount of reality. Historical truth, for Menard, is not ‘what happened’; it is 
what we believe happened. The final phrases—exemplar and adviser to 
the present, and the future’s counselor —are brazenly pragmatic.” Jorge 
Luis Borges, “Pierre Menard, Author of the Quixote,” in Collected Fictions, 
trans. Andrew Hurley (London: Viking Press, 1998), 94.
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Except: this reading projected toward a repetition does not happen in a vacuum. 

Next to the written protocol (memory), and to interpretation (placing in the present 

time, we and now), we have the actual action of repetition, the action repeated 

(forward movement, according to Kierkegaard). And the action repeated happens 

within a historical and social frame, where author, participants, audience, or captive 

audience belong. This historical and social frame has something to do with class, 

economics, education, the current political state of things, language, place, and, 

generally speaking, context. How much of this do we let enter into our repetition? 

Can we even control that?

And how does all this—past (memory), no-time-eternal-present (reading), future 

(repetition)—affect the “original” piece, how does it modify the source? And is this 

good for “the source”?

One would guess it is good. As artists, we dream that our books will be read, 

our theater pieces and choreographies performed, our music played: we want to 

affect the future. And we want our work to be transformed by the future, that is to 

say, we want it to remain present. There is no greater compliment than what Fritz 

Senn said of Joyce’s Finnegans Wake: “we are still trying to be Finnegans Wake’s 

contemporaries.”

Maybe we are still trying to be Masotta’s contemporaries.

To read Freud.11 In his 1914 text “Remembering, Repeating and Working-Through,” 

Freud argues that repeating happens instead of remembering. The purpose of the 

repetition is to make the traumatic event that we refuse to remember happen again 

and again, so that it exists in a protracted present. 

Repeating is a form of making present, of making something happen again.

So repetition is a form of catharsis—this is well-known, of course. And also of 

atonement. Or of repair. How many thousands of years are behind this idea? A wrong 

happened and must be set straight. We replay it in our mind, a Moviola with which 

to repair the wrong. Here we have haunted houses, ghosts, penitents, punishments, 

penalties, penances. Poetic justice too: the justice that did not happen in history 

can at last happen now, in fiction. Fiction can happen as a place of atonement for 

reality. Yes, fiction as a sort of heaven for the hell of reality.

11 See Oscar Masotta, “Leer a Freud,” Revista Argentina de Psicología, 
no. 1 (September 1969): 19–25.
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At the heart of the famous esprit d’escalier. This French expression, commonly used 

in English as well to describe the experience of thinking of a good or witty comeback 

only when it’s too late, pinpoints the desperate desire to replay the situation so 

as to make it possible for us to deliver the witty, crushing comeback we have just 

thought of. And, of course, to punch back the one who deserved to be punched, 

to take back the awful remark that broke a relationship, to say a proper farewell 

to someone we know now we will never meet again. Repetition, playback, repair 

wrongs, pay debts, give what’s due.

This is all true, but the psychoanalytic concept of repetition we are looking at refers, 

rather, to a form of the return of the repressed. Yes, this wonderful concept. The 

more a memory is repressed, making its recall impossible, the more aggressively 

it finds its way out by means of the compulsive repetition of an action. In this case 

as well, repeating is a form of making present, of making something happen again. 

The greater the resistance to remember, the more violent the compulsion to act 

out, so that repetition replaces memory.

Segunda Vez. Second Time Around. Déjà vu. In monotheistic religions, the Second 

Coming (Parousia) is the sign for the end of times. The prophecy of the Second 

Coming is as well a cancellation of chronology. Each moment is the moment of the 

Messiah’s arrival: it has happened already, it has been prophesized, it is caught in 

an eternal loop of happening again.

Nietzsche puts it this way in 1881: “And in every one of these cycles of human life 

there will be one hour where, for the first time one man, and then many, will perceive 

the mighty thought of the eternal recurrence of all things: and for mankind this is 

always the hour of Noon.”12

But since, according to what we said when discussing psychoanalysis, the ritual 

acting out of the myth (or the repetitive acting out of the forgotten memory) implies 

a reactualization of that primordial traumatic event, then it follows that the actor, the 

one who acts, is magically projected in illo tempore: he or she becomes contemporary 

with the myth/the forgotten memory. It is not a return to the past but, rather, a 

projection into a moment of a strange instantaneous nature, patched between 

movement and standstill and that, following logic, does not exist in any given time.13

12 Friedrich Nietzsche, “Notes to the Eternal Recurrence,” in The 
Complete Works of Friedrich Nietzsche, vol. 16, trans. Anthony M. Ludovici 
(New York: Macmillan, 1911), 250.

13 “Menard has (perhaps unwittingly) enriched the slow and 
rudimentary art of reading by means of a new technique—the technique 
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A suspension of time: that is how Masotta was repeated. This repetition comes 

from a desire to restore a memory that has been (a little) forgotten: the southern 

conceptualisms14 in exile on the eve of a political catastrophe (Argentina, 1976–82).

of deliberate anachronism and fallacious attribution. That technique, requiring 
infinite patience and concentration, encourages us to read the Odyssey as 
though it came after the Aeneid, to read Mme. Henri Bachelier’s Le jardin du 
Centaure as though it were written by Mme. Henri Bachelier. This technique 
fills the calmest book with adventure. Attributing the Imitatio Christi to Louis 
Ferdinand Céline or to James Joyce—is that not sufficient renovation of 
those faint spiritual admonitions?” Borges, “Pierre Menard,” 95.

14 The network Southern Conceptualisms is an international 
platform for collective production, reflection, and setting in common of 
a political position. It was founded in late 2007 by a group of researchers 
concerned with the need for a political intervention into those processes 
that have sought to neutralize the critical potential of a set of conceptual 
practices that had taken place in Latin America in the 1970s. See more at 
https://redcsur.net.
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Segunda Vez is a film made up of four previously 

shot medium-length films, which are presented 

as episodes: Segunda vez (44�), Para inducir el 

espíritu de la imagen (To Induce the Spirit of the 

Image), El helicóptero (The Helicopter), and La 

Eterna. These four episodes are joined by a fifth: 

El mensaje fantasma (The Phantom Message). 

Three of them were shot as documentaries (El 

helicóptero, El mensaje fantasma, and Para 

inducir el espíritu de la imagen), and the other 

two as fictions (Segunda vez and La Eterna). The 

five episodes of the full-length film complement 

one another to form a unity, with the figure 

of the Argentine intellectual Oscar Masotta 

as a guiding thread to raise questions about 

performance, psychoanalysis, and politics, 

with special attention to the strategies of 

metafiction and repetition.

García’s interest in Masotta goes back to 

2014. It was the Argentine writer Ricardo 

Piglia, another key referent of the artist’s 

practice whom she had contacted regarding 

her ongoing projects, who put her on the track 

of Masotta during the presentation of EXILE 

(p. 134) at the Universidad Torcuato Di Tella 

in Buenos Aires. On returning to Barcelona, 

García explored his texts and projects more 

closely, finding Masotta to be what she calls 

a “knot-figure,” where many paths converge, 

such as those of politics, psychoanalysis, and 

performance. She then decided to revisit this 

author’s pieces, which are barely documented 

except for writings produced after the event 

by Masotta himself. For García, the idea and 

gesture of repetition, central to this project, 

functioned as an apprenticeship and as the 

permanent actualization of a past time (as the 

writer William Faulkner put it, “The past is never 

dead. It’s not even past”1) in order to situate a 

particular event in a non-time, or within the 

Freudian tradition of “remembering, repeating, 

and working-through,”2 where the words of 

Jorge Jinkis echo: “Whoever is familiar with 

the temporality of trauma and the theory of 

repression knows that in psychoanalysis the 

second time is the first.”3 She thus contravened 

one of Kaprow’s maxims in How to Make a 

Happening (1966), that a happening should 

not and could not be repeated.

This investigation of Masotta’s projects and 

theories served as the starting point for Segunda 

Vez and gave rise to the various episodes, 

which can also be taken as separate pieces.

1 William Faulkner, Requiem for a Nun 
(New York: Random House, 1951), 92.
 
2 Sigmund Freud, “Weitere Ratschläge zur 
Technik der Psychoanalyse: II. Erinnern, Wiederholen 
und Durcharbeiten,” Internationale Zeitschrift für 
ärztliche Psychoanalyse 2 (1914), 485–91; published 
in English as “Remembering, Repeating and Working-
Through (Further Recommendations on the Technique 
of Psycho-Analysis II) (1914),” in The Standard Edition 
of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund 
Freud, ed. James Strachey and Anna Freud, vol. 12 
(1911–1913): The Case of Schreber, Papers on Technique 
and Other Works (London: The Hogarth Press and 
the Institute of Psycho-Analysis, 1958), 145–56. 

3 Jorge Jinkis, “An Intellectual Passion,” 
text written for the book Segunda Vez: How Masotta 
Was Repeated (Oslo: Torpedo Press, 2018).

Segunda Vez, 2018

(Second Time Around)

Digital film, color, 16:9, Spanish, Basque, French, and English spoken, BE/NO, 94�
Produced by Auguste Orts. With the support of Norwegian Artistic Research Programme, 
Oslo National Academy of the Arts, Flanders Audiovisual Fund, Trondheim kunstmuseum, 
Tabakalera, LUX and Independent Cinema Office, Image/mouvement Centre national des 
arts plastiques, FIDLab, Universidad Torcuato Di Tella, and KASK / School of Arts Gent
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El helicóptero is the first episode of Segunda 

Vez (Second Time Around) (p. 154), and 

corresponds to the repetition performed by 

García within the framework of this project 

of Oscar Masotta’s happening of the same 

name, which took place in Buenos Aires in 

1967. Tremendously complex to organize, 

this repetition of the original happening was 

carried out with a helicopter and a crowd 

of eighty people. The “reinterpretation” 

was made possible by an invitation from 

Tabakalera in San Sebastián to contribute 

to the project Moving Image Contours: Points 

for a Surrounding Movement. Both Spanish 

and Basque are therefore heard spoken on 

the video.

El helicóptero, 2016

(The Helicopter)

Digital film, color, 16:9, Basque and Spanish spoken, BE/ES, 23�10��
Co-commissioned by LUX and Independent Cinema Office, using public funding 
by the National Lottery through Arts Council England. Produced by Auguste Orts. 
Co-produced by Tabakalera. With the support of Oslo National Academy of the Arts, 
KASK / School of Arts Gent, LUCA School of Arts, and Atelier Graphoui
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In June 2016, García landed in Buenos Aires 

with a mainly Belgian film crew to record two 

more episodes of Segunda Vez (Second Time 

Around) there. One of these was the repetition 

of Oscar Masotta’s happening Para inducir 

el espíritu de la imagen (Instituto Torcuato 

Di Tella, Buenos Aires, 1966). For García, 

it was important to shoot in Buenos Aires, 

resituating the repetition of the piece in the 

context where Masotta had worked, with its 

specific language and social fabric.

Para inducir el espíritu de la imagen was one 

of the most controversial happenings of the 

1960s in Argentina, and gave rise to a new 

working method. The video is almost a real-

time documentary of the repetition of the 

happening. Twenty actors dressed as “lumpen 

proletarians” are paid (in view of the public, 

with no clarification whether the monetary 

transaction forms part of the happening or 

not) for allowing themselves to be watched 

for an hour by regular visitors to the Instituto 

Torcuato Di Tella, mostly from the Buenos 

Aires bourgeoisie. The twenty actors thus have 

to remain on a podium in intense light while 

subjected to a piercing electronic noise. Their 

arrangement might recall a police lineup, or 

prisoners before a firing squad. During the 

repetition, it was clear that the happening 

had lost none of its violence and its ability 

to unsettle the audience.

Para inducir el espíritu de la imagen, 2017

(To Induce the Spirit of the Image)

Digital film, color, 16:9, Spanish spoken, BE/NO, 63�
Produced by Auguste Orts. With the support of Oslo National Academy of the Arts, 
Norwegian Artistic Research Programme, Flanders Audiovisual Fund, KASK / School of Arts Gent, 
Image/mouvement Centre national des arts plastiques, Trondheim kunstmuseum, FIDLab, and 
Universidad Torcuato Di Tella
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This episode is an actors’ improvisation based 

on Julio Cortázar’s short story “Segunda vez” 

(Second Time Around), written in 1974 and 

published in the book Alguien que anda por ahí 

(1977). In this fantasy tale, Cortázar relates how 

the state terror machine used to operate. This 

top-heavy administrative apparatus was imbued 

with a cruel sadism that moreover exhibited large 

doses of vulgarity, condescension, intrusiveness, 

and hermeticism. The center of the narrative is 

a conversation between two young people in a 

waiting room, understandable as the opening 

steps in a pleasant flirtation. A moment later, 

almost exactly the same conversation is repeated 

between the young woman and an agent of 

that state terrorism, an elderly man with an 

authoritarian manner.

The film was shot with an excellent group of 

actors from Buenos Aires, who were told the 

situation, the overall action, and the character 

each one had to play. It was filmed three times, 

with three cameras, in real time and with long 

takes. All the dialogues were improvised.

Segunda vez (44�), 2017

(Second Time Around)

Digital film, color, 16:9, Spanish spoken, BE/NO, 44�
Produced by Auguste Orts. With the support of Oslo National Academy of the Arts, Norwegian 
Artistic Research Programme, Flanders Audiovisual Fund, KASK / School of Arts Gent, Image/
mouvement Centre national des arts plastiques, Trondheim kunstmuseum, and FIDLab
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The fictional episode La Eterna is inspired by 

Macedonio Fernández’s Museo de la Novela de la 

Eterna (The Museum of Eterna’s Novel),1 a novel 

comparable in some ways to Finnegans Wake in 

its eternal circularity. As in The Thousand and One 

Nights, metafiction is here used to annul death.

La Eterna functions both as an independent 

medium-length film and as a section of the full 

movie Segunda Vez (Second Time Around). 

It was made to provide context for the other 

episodes, tackling issues like Peronism, 

psychoanalysis, who Masotta was, what Masotta 

was, and so on. It takes place in a library—for 

organizational reasons, the one chosen was 

the University Library of Leuven, Belgium—

where a gathering has been convened of people 

linked in one way or another to performance 

art, psychoanalysis, politics, Masotta, Buenos 

Aires, metafiction, and repetition. They are 

actors, writers, translators, choreographers, 

theater directors, philosophers, filmmakers, 

artists, or academics, or several things at once.

Shooting lasted for two days, with a specially 

devised audio recording system that allowed 

the various conversations taking place to 

be followed at the same time. The effect 

sought in the montage was a passage from 

one conversation to the next, with all audible 

but only one of them comprehensible at a 

time. There is talk of everything and nothing. 

Rather than improvised, the conversations 

sound “true” in the sense that they are not 

scripted, but the words arise instead from 

the actual interaction and the topics shared 

by the participants, especially the common 

situation they find themselves in, which is the 

one shown on screen. All this takes place in 

many languages: Spanish, English, French, 

Flemish, Danish, and so on.

1 Macedonio Fernández, The Museum of 
Eterna’s Novel (The First Good Novel), trans. Margaret 
Schwartz (New York: Open Letter, 2010).

La Eterna, 2017

Digital film, color, 16:9, Spanish, French, and English spoken, BE/NO, 2017, 49�
Produced by Auguste Orts. With the support of Oslo National Academy of the Arts, 
Norwegian Artistic Research Programme, Flanders Audiovisual Fund, Image/mouvement 
Centre national des arts plastiques, Trondheim kunstmuseum, and FIDLab
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Ricardo Piglia, 

“Those letters? They are not addressed to me. I am not 
sure, sometimes, whether I perhaps am not dictating 
them myself. Nevertheless,” he said, “there they are, 
on that table, don’t you see them?” That bundle of 
letters—did I see them?—on the table. “Don’t touch 
them,” he said. “There is someone who intercepts 
the messages that reach me. An expert,” he said, “a 
man named Arocena. Francisco José Arocena. He 
reads letters. Just like me. He reads letters that are 
not addressed to him. Like me, he tries to decipher 
them. He tries,” he said, “like me to decipher the 
secret message of history.”



Ricardo Piglia, Respiración artificial, Pomaire, Buenos Aires, 1980 (Artificial Respiration, trans. Daniel Balderston, Duke University Press, Durham, 1994)

“Those letters? They are not addressed to me. I am not 
sure, sometimes, whether I perhaps am not dictating 
them myself. Nevertheless,” he said, “there they are, 
on that table, don’t you see them?” That bundle of 
letters—did I see them?—on the table. “Don’t touch 
them,” he said. “There is someone who intercepts 
the messages that reach me. An expert,” he said, “a 
man named Arocena. Francisco José Arocena. He 
reads letters. Just like me. He reads letters that are 
not addressed to him. Like me, he tries to decipher 
them. He tries,” he said, “like me to decipher the 
secret message of history.”
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